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EDITORIAL

This latest (17th) volume from the series entitled Europa XXI – as issued by the Institute 

of Geography and Spatial Organisation of the Polish Academy of Sciences and the Polish 

Geographical Society – comprises 15 studies prepared by 22 authors from different disciplines. 

Overall, it is concerned with transformations in the rural areas of Poland, Slovakia, the Czech 

Republic, Ukraine, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. The time frame of the studies presented 

is most often of between 10 and 20 years, this linking up with the systemic changes and conse-

quent introduction of market economy principles into the region in the early 1990s.

The studies included here may be assigned to one or other of 3 topic groups. The fi rst set of 

works involves analyses of the differences to the transformation processes ongoing in different 

types of rural area, while the second deals with the changes of this type taking place within 

protected areas, and hence in connection with sustainable development. The third group in 

turn takes in issues of the development of new functions and differences in industrial potential 

in selected countries and regions of the EU.

A very interesting study within the fi rst group is that by P. Hurbánek, who offers an in-depth 

review of defi nitions and methods of research along the rural-urban continuum that are available 

in today’s world literature. Empirical material is then used for areas of Slovakia differing in 

terms of structure and land cover, the aim being to identify model areas on the basis of two 

classic point pattern analysis methods, i.e. k-th order nearest neighbour and Ripley’s K 

Two further papers in the same group (i.e. those by R. Perlín and A. Šimčikova from the Czech 

Republic and K. Czapiewski) describe methods by which to seek out and analyse areas of 

success anywhere in the countryside. In the opinion of the last of the author’s mentioned, 

the concept of the area of success is close to that determined by the concept of sustainable 

development.

The results of the work done by T. Kovács point to a close dependent relationship between 

economic (business) development and the initiatives and creativity local authorities prove 

capable of. The author documents this view by reference to the results of fi eldwork carried out 

in three selected rural areas in Hungary.

A. Vaishar sees opportunities for near-border rural areas of the Czech Republic in the deve-

lopment of non-agricultural functions as part of multifunctional development in the country-

side. The author at the same time indicates those functions that have a chance of developing 

in given areas.

The utilisation and role of SAPARD in the development of Bulgaria’s rural areas is in turn 

the subject of the analysis conducted by M. Ilieva. 

The issues of landscape and cultural heritage are studied by a team of Czech authors 

(Z. Kučera, S. Kuldová and P. Chromý). They point to marked differentiation, as well to the fact 

that the matters in question are of importance, not only as the subjects for scientifi c research, 

but also in respect of their being one basis by which decisions can be planned and taken in 

economic practice.

B. Duray (Hungary) seeks to study spatial confl icts arising from changes in land use in 

near-border areas of the South Great Plain Region. This is achieved through the application of 
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a multidimensional model that – in that author’s opinion – provides for a better understanding 

of the scale and dynamics to changes taking place, as well as pointing to the development of 

best practices in planning proposals.

The study by V. Yarovyy, G. Fischer and T. Ermolieva represents an example of the analysis 

of land prices as a mechanism by which to plan for the sustainable development of land use 

in Ukraine.

The role of National Parks as institutions in the development of areas lagging behind in 

Hungary is addressed by A.D. Kovács in her work. At one point, the author claims (perhaps 

even too boldly) that environmental problems of the given area might be solved were the Natio-

nal Park to be regarded as the leading factor in regional development. 

The processes of transformation taking place in the Bucharest metropolitan area in respect 

of the environment are the subject of analysis for I. Grigorescu. 

The third subject group of papers comprises 4 such. The fi rst of these (by authors 

T. Rachwał, K. Wiedermann and W. Kilar) concerns disparities in industrial potential in dif-

ferent EU member states (at NUTS-1 level), with particular account being taken of the Polish 

regions. As their measure of potential, the authors chose data on employment, gross added 

value and changes in industrial activity in given regions.

The subject for analysis from B. Dumitrescu is provided by the current trends as regards 

changes in ”industrial parks” located adjacent to selected industrial cities in Romania. The au-

thor sees the parks as centres for economic activation of the areas in which they are located.

The two last studies in the group have concerned themselves with the locating of foreign 

computer businesses in Poland (G. Micek), as well as the activity being engaged in and role 

played by local authorities when it comes to their attempts to attract new investment  into their 

areas (W. Jarczewski).

Finally, and overall, it is worth stressing the high value of the scientifi c and cognitive work 

that forms the basis of this volume’s content, on account of the fact that the subject matter 

presented remains very much up-to-date, and is closely linked to the processes of transfor-

mation ongoing for 10-20 years now in the Central European region.

Roman Kulikowski
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN DEFINITIONS OF RURALITY/URBANITY

FOCUS ON SPATIAL ASPECT AND LAND COVER COMPOSITION AND 

CONFIGURATION

PAVOL HURBÁNEK

Department of Human Geography and Demogeography

Faculty of Natural Sciences, Comenius University

Mlynská dolina 1, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia

e-mail: hurbanek@pobox.sk, hurbanek@fns.uniba.sk

Abstract. The main objectives of this contribution are (1) to give a brief overview of 

the directions along, which new alternative defi nitions of rurality/urbanity, assessments 

of their intensity and delineations of the respective areas are being developed, (2) to 

suggest possible improvements that might be considered in the future, especially in terms 

of accounting not only for spatial composition component, but also spatial confi guration 

component of settlement system concentration, and (3) to present an exploratory analysis 

of settlement system spatial confi guration at multiple scales in eight model areas in Slova-

kia based on two classic point pattern analysis methods, i.e. k-th order nearest neighbour 

index and Ripley’s K function.

Key words: rural, urban, settlement, land use, land cover, defi nition, spatial confi guration 

and concentration, morphological and morphometrical analysis, landscape metrics

OVERVIEW

The defi nition of the term ‘rurality’/‘urbanity’, similarly as ‘peripherality’/‘centrality’ and ‘set-

tlement concentration’, and also the delineations of areas with their populations/societies that 

could be described as ‘rural’ more than ‘urban’, ‘peripheral’ more than ‘central’ and ‘with small 

settlement concentration’ more than ‘with large settlement concentration’ have been long 

debated topics in many disciplines including geography, rural, urban, regional and environ-

mental studies, landscape ecology, regional science, economy, sociology and others. Recently, 

they have been intensively discussed also outside (the academic core of) these disciplines, 

especially in rural, urban and regional planning and policies, whose effectiveness is largely 

determined by the correctness and accuracy of the policy target (i.e. rural, urban and peri-

pheral) area delineation.

EUROPA XXI

2008, 17: 9-27
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10 Pavol Hurbánek

Defi nitions of rural areas can be (1) administrative, (2) conceptual or (3) policy related 

(Copus 2003). (1) Administrative defi nitions are country-specifi c, usually conceive of rural as 

the residual after urban is defi ned, which is often done based on statutory criteria. (2) Concep-

tual defi nitions can be divided into two main categories based on whether they favour (2.1) spa-

tial, sometimes called structural properties (2.1.1) population and settlement density charac-

teristics based on population data and/or land use/cover data, and (2.1.2) relative-location / 

isolation / accessibility / peripherality characteristics) or (2.2) non-spatial, also called functio-

nal properties (demographical, social, cultural, economic and ecological characteristics) of 

the given area. (3) Policy related defi nitions evolve together with the policy themes of 

focus and their main objectives. For example, the European Union (EU) rural development 

policy in its current form has evolved as part of the historical development of the Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP) from an agricultural structures´ policy dealing with the structural 

problems of the farm sector to a policy looking at the wider needs of rural areas, more recently 

taking great account of environmental considerations (in agreement with Agenda 2000). 

This evolution is refl ected in the transition of the rural area defi nition approach from (3.1) 

merely sectoral – using indicators such as share of agriculture on total employment and GDP, 

agricultural unemployment, farmer age structure, farm size structure, etc. (i.e. non-spatial 

from the conceptual viewpoint) – through (3.2) sectoral-territorial to (3.3) merely territorial 

(i.e. spatial from the conceptual viewpoint).

The latter is exemplifi ed by the methodology of Organisation for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD) (OECD 1994), which has become the only commonly internatio-

nally accepted defi nition of rural areas or at least the one that has been consistently used not 

only by OECD, but also by the European Commission (EC). It identifi es local areas (munici-

palities or communes, i.e. NUTS5) as rural if their population densities are below 150 inhabit-

ants / km2. At regional level (NUTS 3), it distinguishes predominantly rural (with over 50 %), 

signifi cantly rural (with 15 to 50 %) and predominantly urban regions (with less than 15 % of 

the total population of the region living in rural communes). The term rural is thus conceptu-

alised as “a territorial or spatial concept, not restricted to any particular use of land, degree of 

economic health, or an economic concept” (OECD 1994).

Because the OECD methodology is considered as imperfectly refl ecting the rural charac-

ter of areas (cf. EC DG AGRI 2006, CEU 2006), and because the EU intensifi es its effort to 

implement sustainable economic and social development of rural areas by integrating environ-

mental concerns into its agricultural policy (as mentioned above), several initiatives have been 

launched in the EC (e.g. at its Directorates-General for Agriculture and Rural Development 

– DG AGRI, Regional Policy – DG REGIO, Environment – DG ENV, Research – DG RTD, 

Joint Research Centre – DG JRC, and Eurostat) and European Environment Agency (EEA) 

with the intention to develop an alternative methodology.

To explain the link between rurality and the environment, a distinction is usually made 

between the various functions of agriculture: (1) the function of agricultural production (pri-

mary production), (2) the productive function of open space, used to designate the effects which 

produce benefi ts for third parties, and (3) the function of production of services, including 

the farmer’s traditional work on the environment (maintenance of hedgerows, footpaths, graz-

ing of fi re-breaks, maintenance of seasonal watercourses and minor drainage works, etc.), 

on or beyond the holding. Economic pressures have generally led farmers to cut back or 
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11Recent developments in defi nitions of rurality/urbanity ...

even abandon the last two of these, which correspond to services to society (Barthelemy and 

Vidal 1999). Therefore, the improvement of environment and countryside through support for 

land management has become one of the three major objectives of the EU rural development 

policy in 2007-2013 (CEU 2006, CEC 2004a).

With the call for sustainable development, there has been a growing need for data on 

the state and dynamics of environment that would enable monitoring of processes and evalu-

ation of policy impacts, so that more effective and effi cient policies for the future could 

be developed. Special attention has been given to spatial data (cf. Weber and Hall 2001). 

As a result, several datasets have been prepared. Recently, the Corine Land Cover (CLC) 1990 

and 2000 database, produced within the Corine programme (Coordination of Information on 

the Environment) and I&CLC 2000 project (Image 2000 and CLC 2000), has seemed to be 

the most frequently used of them for the purposes of rural, urban and regional development 

policies addressing such sustainability issues as e.g. regulation of urban sprawl or the improve-

ment of environment and countryside objective mentioned above. It has also become the main 

source of data in the initiatives for alternative rural/urban area defi nition development. Some 

of them are described in a greater detail below.

The fi rst described initiative is the one carried out by DG AGRI (CEC 2004b, Vard et al. 

2005). The methodology starts with reclassifi cation of all the 44 CLC classes into the follow-

ing main categories: forestry (F), agricultural area (A), natural area (N), artifi cial area (U), 

inland water (W), and sea (S). While the fi rst three of them are considered to be ‘rural’ and 

the forth one ‘non-rural’, the character of the inland water is considered to be mixed ‘rural – 

non-rural’. Because one of the conditions for the methodology is to have to be able to determine 

the rurality of each local area (LAU 2 formerly know as NUTS 5, i.e. municipality or com-

mune) at the end of the process, each of the 100 x 100 m pixels – carrying information about its 

affi -liation to one of the main categories – is then appointed to a commune based on the pixel 

centre location. A commune is considered to be rural, if, generally, at least 90 % of its area is 

formed by pixels of ‘rural’ land cover categories, or, more precisely, the following holds true: 

[ ( F + A + N + 0,5 W ) / ( F + A + N + U + 0,5 W ) ] ≥ 90

Another methodology, called harmonised typology of urban-rural Europe, was developed 

within European Spatial Planning Observation Network (ESPON) Project 1.1.2, Urban-rural 

Relations in Europe (Bengs and Schmidt-Thomé 2005). As it combines the population density 

and land cover approach, two dimensions are identifi ed: the degree of urban infl uence and 

the degree of human intervention. While, with respect to the former, all NUTS 3 regions with 

population density above European average and/or those, whose leading urban centres have 

been labelled Metropolitan European Growth Area (according to Functional Urban Area 

ranking in ESPON Project 1.1.1 from Nordregio), are classifi ed as being under high urban 

infl uence, all the others are classifi ed as being under low urban infl uence. Within the second 

dimension, based on the share of three main CLC categories (artifi cial surfaces, agricultural 

land, residual land), three classes are distinguished. High urban intervention corresponds to 

the situations, where the share of artifi cial surfaces (and possibly one of the two other land 

cover categories) is above European average. Medium human intervention equals the cases, 

where the share of agricultural land (and possibly the share of residual land cover) is above 

European average. Low human intervention concerns all cases, where only the share of resi-

dual land cover is above European average. According to the authors, this methodology could 
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12 Pavol Hurbánek

be also applied at different scales, e.g. with NUTS5 values being compared with national 

(i.e. NUTS0) averages, although, more testing needs to be done along this direction.

Another major initiative based on CLC database has been pursued at European Topic 

Centre on Terrestrial Environment (ETC-TE) (Milego 2007), which is part of the European 

Environmental Information and Observation Network (Eionet), a collaborative network of 

the EEA. As opposed to the DG AGRI methodology, this one is focused on the urban part 

of the rural-urban settlement spectrum, particularly it delineates Urban Morphological Zones 

(UMZs). An UMZ is defi ned as a set of urban areas laying less than 200 m apart, while these 

urban areas are identifi ed from land cover classes contributing to the urban tissue and func-

tion. The CLC classes used to build the UMZ dataset are the following ones:

1. 111 continuous urban fabric, 112 discontinuous urban fabric, 121 industrial or commer-

cial units and 141 green urban areas are considered to be the core classes.

2. 123 port areas, 124 airports and 142 sport and leisure facilities are also considered, if 

they are neighbours to at least one of the core classes, together with which they form so called 

enlarged core classes.

3. 122 road and rail networks and 511 water courses are merged to the enlarged core 

classes, if they are neighbours to at least one of the enlarged core classes. They are cut by a 

300 m buffer to prevent merging all UMZs together via linear features such as motorways or 

wide rivers.

4. 311, 312, 313, 322, 323 and 324, i.e. forests and scrub classes are added, if they are com-

pletely within the classes merged together up to this point.

Next, through the expansion of the rasterised pre-UMZs by 1 pixel (i.e. 100m) and their 

subsequent shrinking by the same value, the UMZ 200 m defi nition criterion is applied. 

Doing so, urban areas lying less than 200 m apart become connected, while all others remain 

unchanged. The methodology proceeds by intersecting the UMZ polygons with JRC`s 2001 

Population density grid (Gallego and Peedell 2001, Gallego 2006) to obtain a population fi gure 

within each UMZ.

At the moment, the most promising strand of research in this area is being developed by 

the last mentioned author, which not only considers settlement density characteristics, but 

also population density characteristics and some relative-location characteristics (Gallego 

2005, Bengs and Schmidt-Thomé 2005, p. 294). Since, it is quite complex and still in progress, 

it is not described here in detail. However, according to one of the last working versions of this 

methodology (Gallego 2005), it classifi es nearly 108000 communes into three major categories 

(urban, semi-urban, and rural) on the basis of their position relative to urban agglomerations, 

which are identifi ed from population density grid derived from commune population data 

and CLC data. It takes into account such characteristics as e.g. the percentage of the territory 

of a commune in an urban agglomeration and the peripherality of the commune with respect 

to the most infl uent agglomeration (using a gravitational attraction indicator). Other, similar 

recent developments incorporating relative-location characteristics are briefl y mentioned in 

Ratinger, Gallego and Dusart (2006) and Ratinger (2007).

While interesting and inspiring work has been done within these initiatives, there are still 

several issues that need to be addressed in the process of development of an advanced alterna-

tive rural/urban area defi nition. For example, according to several methodologies described 

above, some small communes with very small territories may be classifi ed as urban just because 
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13Recent developments in defi nitions of rurality/urbanity ...

of the large share of built-up area their total area, while some major communes, i.e. cities 

with large territories may be erroneously classifi ed as rural just because of the small share of 

built-up area on their total area. This relates to the issues of scale and the modifi able areal 

unit problem (MAUP). Because there are considerable differences in the size of communes 

across Europe, the rurality/urbanity at different locations is measured at different scales, 

which considerably infl uences the results. Therefore, before assigning the information on land 

cover composition to communes, moving window analysis should be applied to land cover data 

(cf. Wirthmann 2006), which would assure measuring rurality/urbanity at the same scale across 

the whole area.

A crucial improvement of the methodologies for evaluation of rurality/urbanity on 

the basis of settlement density characteristics mentioned above, though, is based in accoun-

ting not only for spatial composition component, but also for spatial confi guration compo-

nent of land cover spatial structure or, more specifi cally, of settlement system concentration 

(Hurbánek 2005, Hurbánek in print). This could be done for example by using different types 

of landscape metrics (cf. McGarigal et al. 2002), also called spatial (pattern) metrics, again 

at the same scale across the whole area, as e.g. in Steinnocher et al. (2005, p. 188-189), where 

a simple fragmentation indicator of the ratio between the actual border length of built-up 

area patches and their minimum possible border length is used. The question that remains, 

though, is what should be the size of the moving window, in which spatial composition and 

spatial confi guration indicators would be calculated, i.e. what should be the scale of rurality/

urbanity assessment?

And one more note on scale, this time with respect to the relationship between the scale 

of available data and the scale of the analysed phenomenon. According to Bengs and Schmidt-

Thomé (2005), if the degree of human intervention, i.e. the share of artifi cial surfaces on 

total land cover is considerably higher than population density would indicate, this could be 

perceived as an ecological indicator, which places regions with higher share of artifi cial surfaces 

per capita in an unfavourable position and should initiate new policies for a more prudent 

land management. They go further by claming that “a high share of artifi cial surfaces also 

indicates a high share of discontinuous urban land, which indicates urban sprawl” (Bengs 

and Schmidt-Thomé 2005, p. 21). However, the scale of discontinuity (fragmentation or 

dispersion) of artifi cial surfaces is crucial here. For example, if two different hypothetical 

regions named A and B with identical values of total areas (e.g. 1000 km2), population 

densities (e.g. 100 inhabitants/km2) and real shares of artifi cial surfaces (e.g. 5 %) have 

different spatial confi guration of these surfaces, then the shares of artifi cial surfaces in CLC 

may appear different (due to the fact that the minimum mapping unit is 25 ha, cf. Stein-

nocher et al. 2005, p. 187) – e.g. 2 % in the region A with artifi cial surfaces dispersed at a 

very fi ne scale (let say the scale of individual family houses that is not captured by CLC) and 

5 % in the region B with all artifi cial surfaces clumped together (representing a prudent land 

management example with minimum urban sprawl) – and therefore the region A with seemingly 

smaller share of artifi cial surfaces per capita would be mistakenly appraised favourably com-

pared to the region B (although in fact A has greater artifi cial surfaces dispersion than B, 

which indicates that A has either more rural character or more urban sprawl, depending on 

the overall character of spatial confi guration of artifi cial surfaces and the intensity of its disper-

sion at different scales).
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14 Pavol Hurbánek

STUDY AREAS

To analyse the spatial confi guration component of a settlement system at a continuum of 

scales, k-th order nearest neighbour index and Ripley’s K function are applied to incomplete 

irregular grids of points representing spatial elements of built-up area patches in eight differ-

ent circle model areas in Slovakia with a 10 km radius: Detva – DT, Čadca – CA, Myjava – MY, 

Svidník – SK, Senica – SE, Šaľa – SA, Banská Bystrica – BB, Bratislava – BA (Figure 1). These 

working names of the model areas are chosen according to the names of the counties, in which 

they are located or with which they considerably overlap.

While the fi rst six of them have mostly rural character (DT and SA include no commune 

with city status, CA, SK and SE include one such a commune – Turzovka, Svidník and Šaštín-

Stráže respectively, and MY includes two such communes – Myjava a Brezová pod Bradlom), 

the last two of them have more or less urban character. The rural model areas are listed in 

the order according to the ascending mean surface area of built-up area patches, which agrees 

perfectly also with the order according to the descending share of individual built-up objects 

on total built-up surface area in each model area (Table 1, rows 8 and 9). While the settlement 

systems of the fi rst half of the rural model areas have dispersed character, those of the other 

half of the rural model areas have compact character. Within this classifi cation, though, SK is 

quite special in that it is dominated by a settlement system of compact character, but consi-

dering the mean surface area of built-up area patches (Table 1, rows 7 and 8) it resembles 

the model areas with dispersed settlement system character more than the others.

As far as possible, the following criteria have been taken into account, when selecting each 

of the model areas: the settlement system has a relatively homogenous character, the mean 

surface area of built-up area patches is as close as possible to the modal surface area of built-up 

area patches, most of the built-up area patches have a similar form (shape), the spatial 

arrangement of the built-up area patches in the given model area is relatively uniform and 

does not have nodal character at the scale of the model area extent. The reason for application 

of these criteria was to facilitate the fi nal interpretation of analysis results. However, the ability 

to adhere to these criteria in each of the model areas was quite limited. This task was espe-

cially diffi cult to fulfi l in the two cases of urban model areas, since there are just a few large 

urban areas in Slovakia; this is also why their character is more urban-suburban than purely 

urban. One more condition was to have the built-up area gravity centre as close as possible to 

the model area centre. This condition as well as the choice of circle form for model areas 

relates to the data assumptions of some of the methods used in the analysis, especially the one 

for edge effect correction.

The objective of the analysis of k-th order nearest neighbour index and Ripley’s K function 

is to asses clustering or dispersion of points representing spatial elements of built-up area 

patches in each of the model areas at a continuum of scales. Because the notion of scale does 

not imply a cartographic scale, but a spatial reference framework, in which settlement system 

is being assessed (and in which processes and factors of its genesis and development work), 

and the extent of which may be represented for example by the radius of a circle with surface 

area equal the surface area of the respective spatial reference framework area, the term small 

scale is used here to refer to small spatial reference framework area and the term large scale is 

used to refer to large spatial reference framework area.
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15Recent developments in defi nitions of rurality/urbanity ...

Figure 1.  Built-up area patches in Slovakia and in eight circle model areas with 10 km radius. 

(County boundaries are shown just for orientation in the map.) Source: ÚGKK SR 2005
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16 Pavol Hurbánek

DATA

The data used in this analysis come from the layer called Settlements of the Continuous 

Vector Map SVM 50 of Slovakia (ÚGKK SR 2005), which is based on the Base Map of 

the Slovak Republic 1:50000 map sheets. This layer consists of 105399 polygons of three 

different types: built-up area blocks (52189), and built-up area blocks with recreation housing 

(971), and individual built-up objects (52239; with standard rectangular form of 25 x 50 m, 

i.e. 0,5 x 1,0 mm at scale 1:50000, but various orientation). Because these source data have 

been originally produced by digitizing paper maps, they still preserve some of the characte-

ristics inherent to paper maps. Exaggeration of some of the objects on a map and genera-

lization of others are examples of such characteristics. In this case, a problem arises due to 

the exaggeration of the width of the roads in built-up areas, which divides a continuous 

built-up area patch into numerous built-up area blocks. For the purposes of this study, it was 

decided to eliminate this ‘unwanted heritage’ by applying so called ‘blending procedure’ 

Figure 1. (continued)
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(developed in Hurbánek 2003) to the polygons of the fi rst two types, i.e. all the built-up area 

blocks (Figure 2). First, a buffer is made around each of the polygons representing built-up 

area blocks. The size of the buffer is determined on the basis of the ‘maximum width’ of 

the roads on the original 1:50000 source paper maps. Because this ‘maximum width’ is estimated 

to be about 3 mm on the paper map, which correspond to about 150 m in reality, the size of 

the buffer is determined as one half of this value, i.e. 75 m. This ensures an overlap of 

the buffers of the built-up area blocks, which were originally separated by a symbol of a road 

less than 3 mm wide (Figure 2b). The overlapping buffered objects are transformed into 

a single object (Figure 2c). An ‘inside buffer’ of 75 m is then ‘subtracted’ from all the objects, to 

which an outside buffer of 75 m was previously added (Figure 2d). As a result, all the separate 

built-up area blocks, which seemingly looked like a cluster of built-up area blocks at the begin-

ning (Figure 2a), are now part of a single blended continuous built-up area patch (Figure 2e),

which better represents reality especially with respect to the number of actual built-up area 

patches and with minimum changes to their sizes and forms. Thus, the number of 53160 built-up 

area blocks decreases to the number of 10697 blended built-up area patches. Because, in some 

cases there is a change of the extent of built-up area where there is an individual built-up 

Table 1

Model Areas Detva Čadca Myjava Svidník Senica Šaľa B.Bystrica Bratislava

Number of 

polygons IBOpol

1 018 1 143 1 053 214 246 178 397 779

Number of poly-

gons BBAPpol

52 220 280 86 55 66 85 135

Number of 

polygons BAPpol

1 070 1 363 1 333 300 301 244 482 914

Number of points 

BBAPp

747 3 041 5 746 2 800 5 843 7 038 9 028 21 071

Number of points 

BAPp

1 765 4 184 6 799 3 014 6 089 7 216 9 425 21 850

Mean area (ha) 

BBAPma

3,5953 3,4431 5,1232 8,1711 26,6263 26,6381 26,5457 39,0584

Mean area (ha) 

BAPma

0,2936 0,6606 1,1749 2,4315 4,9674 7,2966 4,7843 5,8756

Share on total 

area (%) IBOsta

40,50 15,87 8,40 3,67 2,06 1,25 2,15 1,81

Share on total 

area (%)BBAPsta

59,50 84,13 91,60 96,33 97,94 98,75 97,85 98,19

Total area (ha) 

BAPta

314,20 900,35 1566,12 729,46 1495,20 1780,36 2306,01 5370,26

kmax = 0,025 N 44,13 104,60 169,98 75,35 152,23 180,40 235,63 546,25

NNDmax (m) 1 228 1 344 1 337 1 074 721 799 1 127 1 159

IBO – individual built-up objects (IBOpol=IBOp, IBOma=0,125ha), BBAP – blended built-up area 

patches, BAP – built-up area patches (IBO + BBAP), NNDmax – mean kmax-th order nearest neighbour 

distance, kmax – maximum recommended order to be used in k-th order nearest neighbour index analysis 

(Levin 2004)
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object according to SVM 50, some of the 10697 blended built-up area patches overlap com-

pletely or partially with 1109 individual built-up objects (2.12 % out of the original total 

number of 52239 individual built-up objects in SVM 50), which are located either much closer 

than 75 m from some of the original unblended built-up area blocks or (more frequently) in 

between two such blocks that are up to 150 m apart (see one of the fi ve individual built-up 

objects in Figure 2d). These 1109 individual built-up objects are therefore removed (see only 

four individual built-up objects left in Figure 2e), leaving thus 61827 built-up area patches in 

the database for further analysis, where 51130 of them represents individual built-up objects 

and 10697 of them represents blended built-up area patches.

The next procedure in data pre-processing is the transformation of these areal vector data 

into point vector data, i.e. incomplete irregular point grid. First, the whole area of Slovakia is 

covered by a regular point grid with its points forming corners of squares with 50 m sides that 

are parallel to the x and y axes of S-JTSK coordination system. The value of 50 m is used as 

a compromise between accuracy and extensive computational demandingness. Then, those 

points, which are not located within any of the blended built-up area patches, are removed. 

Finally, the centroids of the built-up area patches representing individual built-up objects are 

added to the grid (Figure 2f).

Figure 2.  Blending procedure (a-e) and transformation of areal vector data into incomplete irregular 

point grid (e-f)
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NEAREST NEIGHBOUR INDEX OF K-TH ORDER

Nearest neighbour index (NNI) is the ratio of the mean of distances between each point 

and its nearest neighbour (NND) and the theoretically expected value of this mean under 

the condition that the distribution of points in the grid is completely spatially random (NND). 

The smaller is this ratio and the further it is from value 1 downwards, the greater is the cluster-

ing of points. The greater is this ratio and the further it is from value 1 upwards, the greater 

is the dispersion of points. In a similar way, the NNI can be computed for 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 

higher order, generally k-th order neighbours (cf. Clark and Evans 1954; Boots and Getis 1988; 

Cressie 1993; Levin 2004).

The choice of the maximum k value is up to the researcher, however, with growing k value 

the potential for bias from edge effects also increases. This effect is based on the fact that 

the nearest neighbour of a point occurring near the study area border may actually have its 

nearest neighbour on the other side of the border. However, because of unavailability of data 

from outside the study area, the distance to it needs to be replaced by the distance to the near-

est neighbour from within the study area. Thus, the NNI value is overestimated. Several cor-

rection methods of this edge effect are known. In the one applied in CrimeStat (Levin 2004), 

the software used for this analysis, in the case the distance of a point to its nearest neighbour from 

within the study area is greater than the distance of that point to the study area border, the for-

mer is replaced by the latter. Conversely, this correction method underestimates the NNI value.

Although only the fi rst order NNI resulting values are tested for statistical signifi cance 

(p ≤ 0,0001 in all model areas), all of them represent quite interesting and sound assessment 

of the character of the spatial confi guration of settlement system confi guration at different 

scales (Figure 3). To facilitate mutual comparisons among different model areas, it is use-

ful to analyse NNI not only with respect to the k value but also to the respective NND value 

(Figure 4). This is because NND of the k-th order for a certain value of k in different model 

areas represents different spatial scales, e.g. for k = 100 NND varies from 420 m in BA, where 

the point density is the highest, up to 2058 m in DT, where it is the smallest.

It is apparent from both fi gures that for the small k values and also in small scales (except 

the NND up to about 70 m, where the NNI values are overestimated thanks to the methodology 

of grid generation, specifi cally owing to the regular spatial arrangement of points representing 

blended built-up area patches), in which the bias due to the edge effect or its imperfect correc-

tion is the smallest (Levin (2004) recommends to consider only the NNI values for k ≤ kmax, 

where kmax = 0.025 N, while N is the number of points in the study area, see Table 1, row 12), 

three distinct groups of model areas – refl ecting their different settlement system character 

– are formed: dispersed rural type with the smallest clustering (DT, CA, MY), compact rural 

type with the greatest clustering (SK, SE, SA), and urban type with intermediate clustering 

(BB, BA). Although the last type does not achieve the greatest clustering as hypothesised at 

the very beginning, this can be explained by the above mentioned unsatisfactory fulfi lment of 

the criterion of homogeneity, where not only urban but also suburban or urban-rural-fringe 

settlement (often signifi cantly dispersed, especially in non-fl at terrain) is included within both 

urban model areas, which pushes the originally expected minimum NNI values upwards into 

intermediate position compared to the other two types. It is also apparent that the curve of SK 

is closest out of the three curves of the second type to the curves of the fi rst type, and that with 
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Figure 3.  The relationship between the k-th order nearest neighbour index 

and the k-th order in the incomplete irregular point grids of the individual model areas
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growing scale fi rst the curve of SE and then also the curve of SA approach the curves of the 

fi rst type, which is in agreement with the order according to the ascending mean surface area 

of built-up area patches and the order according to the descending share of individual built-up 

objects on total built-up surface area in each model area.

RIPLEY’S K FUNCTION 

If a circle with radius r is drawn in a study area of surface area A with a point grid of 

N points with completely spatially random point pattern, then the theoretically expected 

number of points in this circle is (r2N/A). Therefore, if the experimentally computed mean 

value of point occurrence frequencies in circles of the given radius r drawn around each point 

of the grid is greater (smaller) than the theoretically expected value, then this means that the 

study area point grid at the scale given by r is on average denser (thinner) than theoretically 

expected under complete spatial randomness. Similarly as in the case of the values of order 

k at NNI, different values of radius r can be used (cf. Ripley 1981; Boots a Getis 1988; Cressie 

1993; Levin 2004).

The advantage of the Ripley’s statistic compared to NNI is that the scale is determined as if 

cumulatively for all values of order k up to the given r, and not only for a single value of order k, 

resulting in smoother curves free of ‘accidental’ infl uences. Moreover, the edge effect correc-

tion method for Ripley’s statistic used by CrimeStat is much more effective. Again though, 

as its effectiveness declines (and its bias rises) with the increasing scale of analysis (similarly as 

in the case of NNI), Levin (2004) recommends to consider only the values of Ripley’s statistic 

at small scales with r ≤ (A0,5 / 3), i.e. r ≤ 5908 m (which is still larger than in the case of NNI 

– compare with kmax and NNDmax in Table 1, row 13). However, the relatively high values 

of this statistic especially at large scales may be resulting not only from the bias caused by 

the edge effect and its correction, but also from the global level clustering, sometimes called 

nodality or centre-periphery character of the model area settlement system. This is why one of 

the criteria for model area selection was to avoid nodal character of built-up area patches at 

the scale of the model area extent.

If no edge effect correction method is applied, then the values of L statistic, which is 

the linearised version of Ripley’s K function, are interpreted in the following way: L = 0 indi-

cates complete spatial randomness, L < 0 indicates ‘insuffi cient’ and L > 0 ‘excessive’ point 

density or clustering at the given scale. If the edge effect correction method is applied, then 

the curve of the L statistic values indicating complete spatial randomness at different scales 

diverges from the x axis upwards, i.e. in the positive direction along the y axis.

Because L function distribution is unknown, the statistical signifi cance of the results can 

be tested to a certain degree through random simulations. The maximum out of the values of 

L statistic from 100 random simulations at each of the scales (computed separately in each 

of the model areas) labelled Lmax does not rise above the respective values of L statistic 

recorded in seven out of all eight model areas. This implies that clustering of points representing 

spatial elements of built-up area patches in these areas at all analysed scales is statistically 

signifi cant (with probability of making an error p(LCSR>Lmax) ≈ 0,005). The only exception 

is the model area of SA, where the point pattern seems to be clustered up to the scale of about 

Recent developments in defi nitions of rurality/urbanity ...
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Figure 4.  The relationship between the k-th order nearest neighbour index 

and the mean of distances between each point and its k-th order nearest neighbour (NND) in meters
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4793 m, completely spatially random between about 4793 m and 4942 m, and dispersed at 

the scale of about 4942 m and larger (Figure 5).

It is apparent from the fi gure that the model areas form the same three distinct groups/

types described in the previous section. Although this method is probably appropriate the least 

for the settlement confi guration assessment of BB and BA compared to other model areas 

(because of their heterogeneous urban-suburban character and large intensity of clustering 

at global scale, i.e. the scale of the model area extent), it is quite clear from the results, simi-

larly as from the previous fi gures, that the settlement system at smaller scales exhibits greater 

clustering in BB compared to BA, and that the scale of maximum settlement clustering is 

larger in BA (probably outside of the range of scales presented on the x axis) compared to BB. 

It is also obvious from the fi gure, that the individual model areas in the compact rural type 

have the same order as at the beginning (which is 1st SK, 2nd SE, 3rd SA) – i.e. the order 

according to the ascending mean surface area of built-up area patches as well as the order 

according to the descending share of individual built-up objects on total built-up surface area 

– also in other four aspects: ascending intensity of maximum clustering (L equals 1212, 1373, 

1504 in the given order), ascending scale of this maximum clustering (r equals 1063 m, 1241 m, 

1418 m, representing something like average settlement cluster size), descending intensity of 

minimal clustering (L equals 507, 274, 135), and ascending scale of this minimum clustering 

(r equals 3840 m, 4963 m, 5199 m, representing something like average distance between two 

settlement clusters). In the dispersed rural type, DT reaches the smallest scale (473 m) of 

maximum clustering (L = 686) and its curve is also the most spiked (‘leptokurtic’) compared 

to CA and MY. Relatively less spiked and more fl at (‘platykurtic’) curve representing more 

similar or almost even intensity of clustering at different scales is probably partially caused by 

a relatively large number of built-up area patches with elongated form in the case of CA, and 

by a relatively large variance in the built-up area patch size distribution in the case of MY. 

Relatively high L values at large scales in these two model areas, similarly as in SK, suggest 

the infl uence of strong global scale clustering (compared to SA, SE and DT), which is still 

signifi cantly less intense, though, than in BB and BA.

CONCLUSION

The main objectives of this contribution were: (1) to give a brief overview of the directions 

along, which new alternative defi nitions of rurality/urbanity, assessments of their intensity 

and delineations of the respective areas are being developed, (2) to suggest possible improve-

ments that might be considered in the future, especially in terms of accounting not only for 

spatial composition component, but also spatial confi guration component of settlement system 

concentration, and (3) to present an exploratory analysis of settlement system spatial confi gu-

ration at multiple scales (an interval on the continuum of scales) in eight model areas in Slova-

kia based on two classic point pattern analysis methods, i.e. k-th order nearest neighbour index 

and Ripley’s K function. The results seem to be promising. In future research, performance 

of these methods should be tested in a moving window mode, and, if successful, they could 

form the basis for new landscape metrics development. Moreover, it should be borne in mind 

that for the rurality/urbanity assessment purposes not only the composition and confi gura-

Recent developments in defi nitions of rurality/urbanity ...
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Figure 5.  The relationship between L statistic (linearised version of Ripley’s K function) and the respective scale or radius in meters. 

Lmin and Lmax are the minimum and maximum values of L statistic from 100 random simulations in the Šaľa model area
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tion of artifi cial/built-up areas, but also the composition and confi guration of all other land 

cover categories (agricultural, forestry, and natural area, inland water, and sea) could be 

considered.
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Abstract. The contribution discusses possibilities of evaluation of successibility of 

rural municipalities and conditions of their further development. Main goal is to identify 

individual criteria of successibility of rural municipalities. Nowadays there are more 

than 5,000 of rural municipalities searching for different possibilities of development 

in Czechia. While some municipalities have concentrated on building of specifi c types 

of technical infrastructure e.g. gas pipes, water pipes and sewerages, others are oriented 

to the appearance and arrangement of public areas. Either gaining further subsidy 

or investment, development of public infrastructure, an increase of number of inhabitants 

at a municipality from another point of view can be understand as success when evaluat-

ing successibility of rural municipalities.

The contribution will attempt to defi ne basic criteria of successibility and to lead a discus-

sion about different views on development of a municipality.

Key words: rural municipality, criteria of successibility, sustainable development

 

INTRODUCTION

The year 1989 brought to the Czech Republic a series of deep changes in many respects. 

One of key changes in organization of territorial administration was re-establishment of self-

government of municipalities. All municipalities in the Czech Republic without exception got 

the chance to decide again about their own matters. Competences of Czech municipalities 

were enacted by the Act on Municipalities (N° 367/1990). The principal changes introduced 

by this act were the rights of municipalities to freely manage their property and budget, to 

approve their land planning conception and to choose their representatives (Perlín 1996). 

The same range of competences belongs to all municipalities from the capital city to the 

smallest rural ones. 

A great problem of the settlement system and of the public administration system of 

the Czech Republic is its extreme dismemberment, which results into a very high number 

of very small municipalities, which are further divided into several settlements. Due to the histo-

rical heritage from the time of the communist regime and to their size, small municipalities 
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lack some services, technical infrastructure networks or other investments, which are neces-

sary for a sound development of a municipality.

Therefore different partial national subsidy programmes taking into account a lower level 

of activities in rural areas have been developed since 1994 to back activities considered as 

important by subsidy programmes administrators (programmes of rural regeneration, subsi-

dies for infrastructure, environment protection and formation). When preparing joining 

the EU and after it, individual subsidy programmes were transforming to correspond to 

the EU structural policy or to the EU Common Agricultural Policy. 

All instruments for development of rural municipalities tend to help the rural areas and 

individual actors there, to ensure renewal of rural areas and to back civic and other activities 

in rural areas. Renewal in this sense means revival of all key aspects of successful development. 

But what does it mean successful development of a rural municipality? What is the defi nition of 

a successful municipality? These are the questions this article tries to respond. Its main aim is 

to discuss the term successfulness, to delimit the criteria of successfulness of a rural municipal-

ity and to try to fi nd specifi c examples of successful municipalities. Evaluated are rural munici-

palities which had initially relatively the same conditions, but their successfulness is different. 

METHODICAL NOTES

In the following text, attention is paid only to rural municipalities. Rural municipality is 

defi ned as a municipality with municipal council. The established criteria could be used also 

for other types of municipalities, but it would be more diffi cult.

After disintegration of rural municipalities at the beginning of the 1990s, there are in 

Czechia 6254 municipalities.

The size structure of rural municipalities is shown in Table 1.

In some regions, rural municipalities are further divided into local parts (independent 

from the town planning point of view or discontinuous parts) – villages which are more than 

11 000 in Czechia.

Differences of the Czech countryside are given by a different social-political development 

during the last fi fty years and above all by the specifi c settlement system of the Czech Republic, 

characterized by a very split settlement structure. In 2006, the average number of inhabitants 

of a municipality was 1641.

Table 1. Size structure of municipalities in the Czech Republic, 2001

Size category Number of municipalities Number of inhabitants

 in total. percentage in total percentage 

  7-500 3707   59.3      871011     8.5

7-1000 4983   79.7   1762103   17.2

7-2000 5635   90.1   2665860   26.1

7-3000 5833   93.3   3149010   30.8

Total 6254 100.0 10230060 100.0

Source: Census 2001
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As rural is mostly considered a municipality with less than 2000 (settlement criterion) 

or 3000 (administrative criterion) inhabitants, but also within this group there is a large diffe-

rentiation. If we divide up municipalities according to the type of their municipal offi ce into 

urban (with town council) and rural (with local council) ones, then 90% of them are of rural 

type – they cover 75% of the state territory and 25 to 30% of the Czech population live there. 

“Although the part of these small municipalities forming the rural area is not much signifi cant 

as to the number of inhabitants and their share on the national economy, the situation is 

different as to the extent of the territory administered by them” (Hampl, Müller 1998, p. 5). 

The problem of a rural municipality consists in its small population size – it lacks qualifi ed indi-

viduals to manage it. The size of a municipality is connected also with the volume of its budget. 

In addition, smaller municipalities have also other specifi c problems common to contemporary 

countryside. In general, it is diffi cult to ensure their economic autonomy and a good quality 

of administration.

Figure 1. Mean size of rural municipalities and average number of settlements

Source: Census 2001.
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Nevertheless, there exist many differences among rural municipalities in different spheres 

of life. We can argue whether a municipality has “inherited” this situation or whether it results 

from ongoing economic changes or from strong-willed efforts of the local council and inhabi-

tants (Musil 1995). Ensuring of good work of political representations, of autonomous man-

agement and economic viability of municipalities may be infl uenced to a certain degree also by 

the size (number of inhabitants) of the given municipality (Hampl, Müller 1998). But also 

some smaller municipalities can operate without greater problems. But causes of success are 

not the object of this article. The following chapters will deal with the way how to determine 

criteria of successfulness of rural municipalities which would serve for their evaluation.

Figure 2. Regional differentiation in equipment of rural municipalities by sewerage and gas networks

Source: Census 2001.
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Regional differentiation of individual rural municipalities is much varied, both from 

the point of view of their size, and of their equipment by basic infrastructure networks.

The mean size of rural municipalities of less than 3000 inhabitants as well as the number of 

local parts in rural areas are documented by cartograms.

Both cartograms document above all regional differentiation between Bohemian and Moravia 

regions. While in Bohemia, there are, especially in the southern part of Central Bohemia 

and in the adjacent districts, very small municipalities, large ones are mostly in the south and 

southeast of Moravia and in the Sudeten areas of North Bohemia. Especially in territories 

with relatively small municipalities these small municipalities are dismembered into very small 

territorial units – settlements. On the contrary, Moravian municipalities mostly consist of one 

single settlement.

As it ensues from the preliminary analysis of the level of equipment by certain facilities, 

the rural areas are very differentiated. For that reason, both different requirements for develop-

ment programmes of municipalities and different criteria for evaluation of their successfulness 

can be expected. 

HOW TO CONCEIVE SUCCESSFULNESS? 

When evaluating successfulness of rural municipalities, we must always evaluate how indi-

vidual groups of rural actors conceive successfulness. In fact, the views of individual groups 

are quite different. 

In general, three main groups of actors can be distinguished in rural areas: 

a) Citizens of the rural municipality, individual non-profi t groups or informal associations in 

rural areas 

b) Representatives of local government 

c) Representatives of state and of higher territorial units of public administration 

Active citizens, as stressed for instance by Majerová (2005), consider as most important 

for the development of their municipality a good quality of environment for development of 

their municipality, tidy public spaces, good human relations and backing of different informal 

activities. Representatives of local government stress, as the most important for development 

of rural municipalities, subsidies for building local technical infrastructure. Especially equip-

ment of municipalities by water, sewage and possibly also by gas supply systems and reparation 

of local roads are the key themes mentioned in applications for and in interest in individual 

subsidy titles. Mayors of even the smallest municipalities, regardless of economic position and 

budget possibilities of municipalities, clearly prefer building of this very expensive infrastruc-

ture, often several times exceeding the annual budgets of municipalities1 . 

Representatives of higher government bodies consider as essential above all stabilization 

of public administration, balanced municipal budgets and lawfulness of individual decisions 

of public administration bodies. This is evident for instance in control activities concerning 

municipalities (Act on Municipalities, 128/2000.)

Therefore, the key problem is how to defi ne the factors infl uencing successfulness of 

1   The budget of a municipalities with less than 300 inhabitants is of 2 to 3 millions of CZK, costs of building 

a sewage system are 20 to 30 million of CZK in dependence of technical parameters.
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municipalities. Czapiewski (2008) differentiates exogenous and endogenous factors of rural 

development. As exogenous factors of rural development, he understands those which cannot 

be directly infl uenced by the municipality and which results from its size, position in the settle-

ment system and from the municipal property acquired in the past. Endogenous are those 

which can be directly infl uenced by the municipality, result from its internal structure, acti-

vities of its representatives or of other active inhabitants and which can be documented by 

individual municipalities. Endogenous factors were studied for instance by Pešta (2007), who 

proved on the example of two neighbouring municipalities a great importance of endogenous 

factors, if external factors are identical.

The whole circle of authors connected with the Programme of Rural Regeneration put 

a great stress exactly at internally conditioned factors of development and, within associated activi-

ties, back activities of municipalities and of their representatives. Blažek (2004) stresses moti-

vation factors and mechanisms for promoting activities of rural population and the necessity of 

communication as the basic prerequisite for a successful planning of future development. Blažek 

formulates also specifi c approaches, standards or lifestyle in rural areas and, on the example 

of development of value criteria, differentiates the lifestyle in urban and rural areas. 

Czapiewski (2006) defi ned the standards of success of development of rural municipalities 

as development complexity, development dynamism and relativity in comparison with other 

territorial units. Then he defi ned in total four basic factors of a successful development of rural 

municipalities situated at four imaginary apices of a square. These factors are:

• Economic success

• Social success

• Infrastructure success

• Environment success

The success of the whole municipality can be then defi ned as the imaginary balance on 

the intersection of the apices of this square. But his paper does not deal in detail how can 

“success” be understood in general or under the conditions of Polish countryside and which 

are the relations of conditionality between individual categories of success.

Evaluation of successfulness in general is very problematic. Successfulness can be conside-

red as an abstract term, therefore there are not strict criteria for its clear defi nition. Certain 

subjectivity appears therefore in its determination.

Successfulness of a rural municipality can be considered from many points of view con-

nected with defi nition of rural areas and of their functions. The issue of rural areas can 

be considered as a very large theme dealt with by different group of scientists – geographers, 

sociologists, city planners, landscape ecologists and others, while every branch considers 

it from a different point of view. There is not a single defi nition of the term “rural areas” 

and equally different are the views on their function. 

Successfulness can be also considered as fulfi lment of certain requirements ensuing from 

determination of functions of rural areas. It can be said that rural areas have an irreplaceable 

economic, social, cultural and also ecological signifi cance. Views on their function are changing. 

In the past, agriculture was considered as the basic function of rural areas, now it can be hous-

ing, recreation, economic unit, place of social contacts, cultural and natural space (for instance 

according Herová, Varvažovská 2005). Functions of rural areas are described in detail also 

by Slepička (1989).
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Delimitation of functions of rural areas is connected also with the problems they are 

facing.  As successful can be considered the municipality which can overcome such problems. 

According to Bedrna (2005), the development of Czech rural areas was marked by two histori-

cal turns – 1948, when new social-economic changes occurred, and 1989, when there appeared 

the fi rst efforts to re-establish the initial situation and to adapt the rural areas to the new con-

ditions. “The fi rst transformation had many negative effects, as changes of traditional struc-

tures and links of rural areas, disruption of property and social relations of the population, 

changes of functions and appearance of settlements and of landscape, destruction of diversity 

and of local crafts, products and traditions, a strong limitation of economic independence of 

rural areas on external system conditions ...” (Bedrna 2005, p. 21). In addition, problems of 

the west-European development (competition pressures, unemployment, depopulation, small 

political impact, etc.) began to appear in the Czech Republic after 1989 (Majerová 2005). 

The character of rural areas and of their processes in the modern world has being discussed in 

Europe. Majerová (2005) enumerates three spheres of standard problems mentioned in this 

connection – areas formed by the pressure of modern life (modern agricultural and residential 

areas), declining areas (migration from rural to urban areas and extensive farming) and 

remote areas (peripheral from the geographical point of view with poor settlement).

When evaluating the importance of governance of rural areas, a sensible shift has occurred 

in its perception. For instance Goodwin (1998) draws attention at a new form of territorial 

governance and stresses the broader role of public administration going from pre-school chil-

dren care to safeguarding a decent existence of the oldest inhabitants of a rural municipality or 

region. As an example of the new approach to the good governance in rural areas, he mentions 

the Leader Incentive and related national or regional activities enabling mutual communica-

tion between public administration representatives, business sector and active citizens as well 

as common formulating of their interest in development of rural areas. Goodwin’s ideas were 

developed, among many others, also by MacKinnon, who, on the example of development of 

rural areas in Scotland, observes the bottom-up approach and confronts it with real results 

of his research into individual communities in Scotland. However, when formulating their 

conclusions, both authors proceed from British experience and consider as rural communities 

much greater units with internal endogenous resources for formulation of their own develop-

ment strategies.

Based on stressing of the role of endogenous factors (Czapiewski 2008), or on very similarly 

perceived internal subjective factors (Blažek 2004), or on stressing the role of the new internal 

administration and signifi cance of co-operation of individual subjects of local development 

(EU Leader Incentive, Goodwin), we can suppose that as successful will be considered exactly 

those municipalities where social and cultural life is rich and the activity of population high.

DEFINITION OF CRITERIA OF SUCCESSFULNESS

The following criteria were defi ned to explain the relation between the subsidies from 

the Programme of Rural Regeneration and the general successfulness of a municipality. 

The aim of this research was to answer the question how did the Programme of Rural Regen-

eration contribute to the successfulness of the municipality. For this purpose, municipalities 
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of the Vsetín district were evaluated according to the following criteria in view to fi nd the most 

successful ones.

The choice of criteria was led by the effort to consider the successfulness of a municipal-

ity in a complex way. One of inspirations was the Programme of Rural Regeneration with its 

objectives leading to a complex renewal of rural areas. The Programme did not only concern 

the regeneration of the unkempt and often destroyed physical state of villages and landscape, 

but above all regeneration of social, cultural and economic life in rural areas (Perlín 1992). 

The aim of the Programme is not only to restore the initial situation, state or values existing 

in the rural areas before the two principal socio-economic transformations (1948 and 1989), 

but also to formulate new values of the rural way of living. 

The choice of criteria was partly infl uenced by the problems the municipalities were facing 

and by their capacity to overcome them. According to the research done by the Sociological 

Laboratory of the Czech Agricultural University lead by Majerová (2003) among mayors of 

rural municipalities, the main social problems were unemployment, scarcity of jobs and a bad 

age structure. They also tried to include the currently most discussed condition of resource 

development that is activity of local human resources. Setting up conditions for activation of 

the human factor is the present EU slogan characterizing the efforts of the Union to increase 

the quality of life of rural population (European Conference on the Countryside – Leader 2005). 

When looking for successful municipalities, the stress was put upon the activities of local people 

which are benefi cial not only for themselves but for all inhabitants, as well as upon their par-

ticipation in matters concerning the municipality, its life and its future. Active inhabitants are 

the synonym for a successful municipality.

As successful was defi ned a municipality:

1. the population of which has been increasing and is relatively young (demographical indices); 

2. where development activities are present (economic indices);

3. the appearance of which is pleasant (appearance of the municipality);

4.  which is suffi ciently equipped (equipment of the municipality);

5. where the life is rich (political activities of local population and cultural life in the munici-

pality);

6. which works correctly (functionality of the municipality).

Demographical indices are related to problems considered by mayors of rural municipali-

ties as the most serious ones. Demographical indices can refl ect to a certain degree the attrac-

tiveness of the given municipality, especially for young people.

Indices of the group “economic activities” were aimed at changes in economic activities 

in the municipality, the development of which was also one of the aims of the Programme. 

According to the research by Majerová (2005), economic activities and a stable economic 

basis of the municipality are also considered by mayors as one of the most important develop-

ment issues. Evaluation of the overall successfulness of a municipality is very diffi cult because 

of insuffi cient primary data. Defi nition of indices in this sphere is the most problematic. 

Not every rural municipality must necessarily have a production function, but it is important 

for it to ensure its economic development in a certain manner. This group of indices was used 

to compare economic activities in individual municipalities.

The appearance of the municipality, or of its central part, or the state of its representative 

buildings do credit of this municipality. A pleasantly looking municipality may refl ect good 
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work of all components of the municipality and may increase its attractiveness in the region. 

As stated by Blažek: “The village square does credit of the municipality, but very often it is 

the least clear place of it, as it refl ects, more than the rest of the village, different historical 

pressures and turns...” (Blažek 2004, p. 80). The appearance and aesthetical aspect of space 

can be considered as the simplest at the fi rst sight visible consequences of the renewal of 

the municipality and of its successful development.

Existence or absence of technical or civic infrastructure can be considered as development 

issue. Some authors speak about investments into lacking equipment as about standard ensur-

ing investments or “investments for liquidation of old burdens” (Perlín 2006). A successful 

municipality should ensure equipment corresponding to the status of rural municipality.

Activities of local people are vital for a sound development of a municipality. Promotion 

of participation of local people in the life of their municipality was also one of the aims of 

the Programme of Rural Regeneration and it is an EU priority. Therefore, activities of local 

people were taken into consideration when evaluating successful municipalities.

Indices concerning functionality of a municipality included the way of organisation and 

management of the municipality and those activities of its representatives, which are crucial 

for launching a successful development of a municipality. Active representatives should play 

the leading role in the development of the municipality. Stress was also put upon the integra-

tion of the municipality into the co-operation of municipalities.

The choice of individual variables was more diffi cult than delimitation of their spheres. 

Their informative value, as well as their availability and topicality had to be taken into con-

sideration. Only basic municipal statistics are published on annual basis. When more detailed 

data are needed, it depends on databases administrators and especially on the regional offi ce, 

how the annual statistics are published.

Specifi c research was carried on in rural municipalities of the Vsetín district. According 

to the OECD methodology, this district is a predominantly rural one with almost 33% of its 

inhabitants living in rural municipalities (Trnková, Trnka 2000). The Vsetín district is situated 

in the northern part of the Zlín Region at the border with the Slovak Republic. Its position, 

because of the westward orientation of the Czech Republic, is therefore not advantageous. 

An important characteristic is that the area was not affected by the transfer of German 

population. People who live there are stable and traditionalist. Out of the 59 municipalities 

of the district, all the 52 rural municipalities were selected for our research. An advantage 

of the district is its considerable differentiation of rural municipalities according to the number 

of inhabitants, which was used mainly when examining the infl uence of population size on 

the successfulness of a municipality.

Survey of individual variables for evaluation of successfulness in individual spheres:

Ad.1. Demographical indices 

• index of change of the number of inhabitants (2005/1998)

• index of change of the of age index(2005/1998)

• average  rough rate of increase due to migration (1998–2005)

Ad.2. Economic indices

• average rate of unemployment (2001–2004)

• number of companies (joint-stock, commercial, cooperative) per 1 inhabitant (2004)

• number of business subjects (physical persons) per 1 inhabitant (2004)
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Ad.3. Appearance of the municipality

• state of the main road in the municipality and of its immediate  surroundings (ditches, pave-

ment) 

• appearance and physical state of representative buildings in the municipality (municipal 

offi ce, school, church) 

• physical and aesthetical state of the central area in the municipality (state of small elements, 

green areas, information tables, general appearance) 

Ad.4. Equipment of the municipality

• technical equipment – water and gas2  supply, sewage system with a sewage treatment plant, 

sewage system without a sewage treatment plant (2004)

• civic equipment - school, library,  public Internet, own website, playground, health centre 

(at least detached), cultural facility (2004)

Ad.5. Political activities of local people and cultural life in the municipality

• number of amateur associations in the municipality (2006)

• number of public events organized in the municipality (2006)

• number of political parties  standing for elections in the municipality (2006)

• number of candidates per 1 inhabitant (2006)

• participation in local elections (2006) 

Ad.6. Functionality 

• number of EU projects in the municipality (2007)

• number of participations in associations of municipalities,  foreign partnerships (2005)

• budget – index of development of capital expenditures per 1 inhabitant  (2005/2000)

• index of development of non-tax incomes per 1 inhabitant (2005/2001)

Individual data were obtained both from public databases and from analysis of a selected 

group of municipalities, when the entire methodology of evaluation of successfulness of munici-

palities was tested. The only possibility how to ascertain the real physical state of a municipal-

ity is to proceed to fi eld investigation. For the purpose of this research, fi eld investigation was 

carried out from 17th to 19th of November, 2006, and previously delimited characteristics 

were observed in individual municipalities. Within three evaluation sub-groups, we monitored 

the state of the main road and of its immediate surroundings, the appearance and physical 

state of representative buildings (municipal offi ce, school, church), the physical state and aes-

thetical aspect of the central area in the municipality. A unifi ed evaluation scale was deter-

mined in advance. 

Evaluation of activities of local population was done with the help of local newspapers pub-

lished during one year (2006), or of data on the website of the given municipality. As all local 

newspapers or data on these indices were not published, the necessary data were completed by 

telephonic inquiries of representatives of the given municipalities. The data on participation in 

political life in the municipality were taken from the public database volby.cz.

Evaluation of a sound management of a municipality should be based on analysis of budgets 

of individual municipalities during the period 2000–2005. The problem was how to determine 

the criteria for evaluation of a successful management of a municipality. Can we consider as 

successful a municipality which has a monotonously slightly growing trend of balanced budget, 

2   Supplying with gas, although it is not the most convenient way of heating of rural municipalities, was also se-

lected because of high costs of its installation within the Programme of Rural Regeneration.
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but its expenditures are only those necessary for normal life of the municipality? Or is success-

ful a municipality, which tries to invest, which leads to high oscillations in the budget volume 

and to differences in its expenditure part? In addition, municipalities are in different stages 

of management, some having already invested and the others only going to do so. 

At fi rst we wanted to observe the indebtedness of municipalities, but it was diffi cult to 

evaluate, as short-term indebtedness must not mean a bad management. The municipality 

could have used a credit for a larger investment, which it will pay during the following years 

without compromising its economy, or it might be a sum which burdens the municipality in 

the long-term perspective and prevents it from its further development. The Government of 

the Czech Republic approved on 14th of April, 2004, Resolution 346 on Control of indebted-

ness of municipalities and regions with the help of debt service index which is monitored 

annually. As limit of acceptable indebtedness was fi xed the debt service index of less than 

30 %, (for more details see www.mfcr.cz). Evaluation done in 2004, found 185 municipalities 

with debt service level higher than 30% (for more details see Eliáš 2004). In the whole Zlín 

Region, there were only 9 such indebted municipalities, therefore we did not proceed to evalu-

ation of credit burden. Useful would be also an analysis of the property of municipalities, but 

fi nally this index was not chosen because of diffi cult collecting of data and evaluation. 

RESEARCH RESULTS IN THE VSETÍN DISTRICT

Evaluation of the most successful municipalities in general (see Table 2) was done on the bases 

of sums of orders according to individual variables in all groups of successfulness criteria. 

A successful municipality is, according to our research, characterized by a good economic 

base, by a pleasant appearance, good equipment and high activity of inhabitants, mainly in 

cultural life, and by a good functionality. Only in demographical characteristic, no relation 

with general successfulness was found (see Table 3). 

Correlation analysis proved a relation existing between the overall successfulness of munici-

palities and the numerical size (Pearson’s correlation coeffi cient –0.475, signifi cance 0.05). 

Our initial presumption was that the number of inhabitants is interrelated with the success-

fulness of a municipality, i.e. less inhabitants live in a municipality, more problems (mainly 

Table 2. Evaluation of municipalities according to their overall successfulness after the given criteria

Municipalities according to their overall successfulness 

(+ number of inhabitants as to the 1st of January, 2006)

The fi ve best ones  The fi ve worst ones

1. Francova Lhota                      (1628) 38. Oznice                                        (369)

2. Zašová                                    (2810) 39. Střítež nad Bečvou                     (788)

3. Dolní Bečva                            (1799) 40. Růžka                                         (897)

4. Hutisko-Solanec                     (1955) 41. Valašská Senice                         (488)

5. Kateřince                                  (942) 42. Prlov                                           (523)

          Source of data: own calculations
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organizational, economic, subsistence) this municipality has and more diffi cult it is to cope 

with them. Owing to the above correlation, this fact was confi rmed. Generally, successful mu-

nicipalities had more inhabitants (see Table 2 and 3).

Correlation was found also in indices of equipment, appearance and activities of inhabit-

ants (amateur associations and cultural events). In other observed characteristics, none cor-

relation was found. Therefore, if a municipality looked nice, it was also well equipped and its 

population had a rich cultural life.

From the point of view of territorial distribution, there is a certain relation with the prox-

imity of the regional centre and the state border (see Figure 1). Clusters of the overall most 

successful municipalities were situated near Vsetín and Rožnov pod Radhoštěm. Municipa-

lities nearer the state border manifested worse characteristics. 

Table 3. Correlation of sums of orders of studied characteristics

Evaluation group of characteristics Statistics Number of 

inhabitants 

in the 

municipality

Sum of orders 

according to 

the overall 

successfulness

Number of inhabitants in the 

municipality 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.475(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) . 0

Sum of orders according to 

demographical indices

Pearson Correlation 0.116 0.269

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.412 0.054

Sum of orders according to economic 

indices 

Pearson Correlation -0.18 .442(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.202 0.001

Sum of orders according to indices of 

appearance of the municipality

Pearson Correlation -.610(**) .489(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0

Sum according to equipment indices Pearson Correlation -.635(**) .684(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0

Sum of orders according to indices of 

activities of inhabitants

Pearson Correlation -0.169 .312(*)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.23 0.025

Sum of orders according to activities in 

political life of the municipality

Pearson Correlation .349(*) 0.111

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.011 0.433

Sum of orders according to activities in 

cultural life of the municipality  

Pearson Correlation -.604(**) .437(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.001

Sum of orders according to indices of  

functionality of the municipality

Pearson Correlation -0.161 .527(**)

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.253 0

Sum of orders according to overall 

successfulness

Pearson Correlation -.475(**) 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0 .

**  Correlation is signifi cant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

  *  Correlation is signifi cant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Source of data: own calculations
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CONCLUSION

The system of organization of territorial self-government in the Czech Republic faces many 

problems. The most serous is its dismemberment, as small municipalities struggle to ensure 

their economic viability and good governance. They are mostly rural municipalities manife-

sting nevertheless certain differences. General evaluation of successfulness is very diffi cult. 

It always depends on the view we have on the given issue.

The aim of this article was to examine the possibility of evaluation of successfulness of 

rural municipalities. It is only one example of evaluation trying to consider successfulness in 

a complex way. The used criteria were tested on the example of the Vsetín district, they were 

further completed by visual monitoring of individual rural municipalities during which also 

local sources of information were used. It can be said that, with certain modifi cations, they can 

be relevant also for other territories and for other purposes.

In our case, successfulness of a rural municipality was evaluated according to six evaluation 

groups of criteria – demographical, economic, appearance, equipment, activities of inhabitants 

and functionality of the municipality. Key problems of municipalities were defi ned and also 

activities of local human resources were included. The article presents the problems of selec-

tion of individual variables, their informative value and data availability.

Research done in the monitored territory proved that overall successfulness is conditioned 

by a good economic basis, pleasant appearance, good equipment, rich activities of population, 

mainly in cultural life, and functionality of the municipality. Demographical indices did not 

prove to contribute to the overall successfulness.

Key factors for successfulness of municipalities are above all the population size of the munici-

pality (larger municipalities are more successful than the smaller ones), which again lead 

to refl ections on reconsideration of the system of administrative organization in the Czech 

Republic, and the distance of the municipality from the regional centre.

We also found a correlation between activities of inhabitants, the appearance and the equip-

ment of the municipality. The signifi cance of activities of inhabitants is therefore undeniable.

When dividing factors of municipality development into internal and external ones, we can 

prove that external factors, and mainly the size of the municipality and its geographical position, 

are of key importance. When studying more in detail municipalities which have the same initial 

conditions, it was proved that the most important internal factors are the indices of economic basis 

of municipalities, their appearance and equipment and also activities of their inhabitants.
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Abstract. Presented paper concentrates mainly on the question of determining the sus-

tainability of development of rural areas of the Mazovian province in Poland. Conform 

to the concepts concerning the success areas and the sustainable development, it was 

assumed that the three basic indicators of the spatial structure of rural areas – economic, 

social and environmental – ought to attain similar, and at the same time high, values. 

The report present spatial differentiations as well as relations between three determined 

indicators. 

Key words: success areas, sustainability, economy, demography, environment, rural 

areas, Mazovia, Poland

INTRODUCTION

Rural areas are a complex phenomenon, so their development has to range simultaneously 

many aspects: economical, social, natural, cultural and infrastructure one. When this condition 

is met, we can consider such a unit as an area of success and areas of sustainability. A balance 

of all spheres of civilization development is assumed for units like this. 

Success areas should be considered as the areas where all indicators describing civilization 

development are relatively high and which are characterised by a constant progress in chosen 

measures in a given time. This defi nition assumes that a region where only one of the exam-

ined planes is highly developed while the other features reach values lower than the average 

cannot be recognized as the area of success. Dynamic perspective is the other important 

element of the defi nition. It assumes the constant increase of the examined measures. Very 

important feature of the area of success is their relativity, which in great extend depends on 

the reference point.

The above mentioned descriptions of areas of success is closely related with the term of 

sustainable development, which is widely described as balancing the fulfi llment of human 

needs with the protection of the natural environment so that these needs can be met not only 

in the present, but in the indefi nite future. Very often sustainable development is defi ning as 

a confl uence of three preoccupations – social, economic and environment.

EUROPA XXI

2008, 17: 45-54
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A detailed survey of literature on the subject of success areas and the set of basic charac-

teristics for the issue were provided in another report by the present author (Czapiewski 2006). 

The study here considered constitutes the very fi rst attempt of an analytic approach to the issue 

of success areas and sustainable development. Fundamental defi nitions were made operation-

al and fi rst attempts of applying statistical methods were undertaken.

AIM OF PAPER

The report presented paper concentrates mainly on the question of determining the sus-

tainability of development on rural areas of the Mazovian province in Poland. Conform to 

the concepts concerning the success areas and the sustainable development, described above, 

it was assumed that the three basic indicators of the spatial structure of rural areas – economic, 

social and environmental – ought to attain similar, and at the same time high, values. The pri-

mary research question of the report is: “do areas featuring high values of economic indicators 

also feature high values of social and ecological indicators?” The study area is constituted here 

by the countryside of the province of Mazovia, the region, which is characterized by the biggest 

functional add economic internal differentiation in Poland. The central city of the region, War-

saw, is surrounded by a vast territory of the agglomeration, having multi-functional character, 

while the peripheral borderland areas display a mono-functional (agricultural) character, and 

are much more sparsely populated. In terms of time, the analysis refers to the comparison 

between 1995 and 2005.

METHODOLOGY 

Individual kinds of indicators were determined with following features (S – positive infl uence, 

D – negative infl uence).

Economical indicator

(1) number of registered enterprises per 1000 inhabitants (S)

(2) commune budget incomes per capita (S)

(3) share of investment expenditures in total commune expenditures (S)

Demographical and social indicator

(4) difference between number of man and woman in age of 20–29 years old (D)

(5) number of children (3–6 years old) per one place in kindergarten (D)

(6) number of people in post-economically-productive age per 100 people in pre-econom

      ically-productive (D)

Infrastructural and environmental indicator

(7) share of inhabitants serviced by communal sewage treatment plants (S)

(8) water-pipes length per 1 km of sewers (D)

(9) number of permissions for house construction per 100 marriages taken in a given 

period (S)

All indicators in this paper were calculated on the basis of the following formulas (Parysek, 

Wojtasiewicz 1979):
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where: xij –value of feature j in unit i, xj min– minimum value of feature j, S(x)– standard deviation

Classifi cation of all three indicators was carried out on the basis of arithmetic mean and 

standard deviation. Following fi ve classes were distinguished (Table 1).

Thanks to procedure described above, three middle intervals in each classifi cation have the range 

equal to 2/3 of standard deviation, and units with average values occur in the middle class.

The areas classifi ed in the three highest classes (I, II and III) have been henceforth treated 

as the areas featuring advantageous development levels for each of the three indicators of 

spatial differentiation considered.

FINDINGS 

SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION OF INDICATORS
The analysis of values of the three indicators analysed shows both signifi cant spatial differenti-

ation and important changes over time. This is conditioned both by high dynamics of the trans-

formation processes in the countries of Central-Eastern Europe, including Poland, the qualita-

tive changes taking place on rural areas, and by the hard to assess individual involvement of 

the local authorities and the inhabitants. All these variables infl uence and shape the contem-

porary processes taking place on rural areas. In the case of some analyses, fi nding of explana-

tion for the phenomena observed would require much deeper insight on a local level.

Table 1. Class determination way

Class Way of class designation Feature value

I W ≥ x + S(x) Very high

II x + S(x) > W ≥ x + ⅓S(x) High

III x + ⅓S(x) > W ≥ x – ⅓S(x) Average

IV x – ⅓S(x) > W ≥ x – S(x) Low

V x – S(x) > W Very low

where: W– described feature, x– arithmetic mean, S(x)– standard deviation
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Three features describing enterprise of inhabitants and local authorities were used to 

describe the economical potential. The greatest density of enterprises occurs in towns, sub-

urbia and tourist-attractive localities. Local authorities, apart from constant expenditures for 

education or public administration, have the possibility to invest. The most often they invest 

in public utilities – the share of funds allotted for that aim confi rms the developmental char-

acter of these areas. The revenues of the local self-governmental authorities constitute also 

an evidence for the existing economic potential of the respective areas.

In the period 1995–2005 the number of businesses on rural areas of Mazovia increased 

almost twofold (from 27 per 1,000 inhabitants in 1995 to 52 in 2005), while the share of in-

vestment-oriented expenditures remained at a similar level (roughly 25%), and the evalua-

tion of the budgetary revenues is diffi cult due to the absolute (nominal) character of the data 

available. Very interesting changes took place during the period analysed in terms of the spa-

tial differentiation of the values of economic indicator (Figure 1). A distinct concentration 

occurred of the municipalities featuring the highest values of the indicator around the centre 

of the region – the city of Warsaw. The “core-periphery” scheme causes the establishment of 

the metropolitan areas that focus well-educated and enterprising people, are well equipped 

with infrastructure and are economically attractive. On the other hand, there are marginal and 

not-fully-subsidized areas where depopulation processes are strong and many unfavourable 

phenomena occur. Formation of strong centres at the cost of the periphery areas is a serious 

problem for the policy of regional development. It is important that the town development 

were accompanied by properly orientated progress in rural areas. On the remaining area of the 

region of Mazovia there were in 2005 only isolated municipalities characterised by high values 

of the economic development indicator, while in 1995 the pattern was much more diversifi ed.

In the 1980s, the rural areas in Poland were still considered less attractive compared to 

towns. Rural areas were loosing their young and educated population that left to seek jobs 

and residence in towns. However, this situation began to change in the 1990s when the former 

Figure 1. Spatial differentiation of the values of economic indicator on rural areas of Mazovia region 

in 1995 and 2005; A – towns; classes of economic development: 

I – very high, II – high, III – average, IV – low, V – very low
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socialist countries entered the political transition followed by the socio-economic change. 

The rural area as the place of permanent residence is normally attractive above all for persons 

whose life had been connected with the life in countryside in the past while the cost of living is 

also taken into account. However, only settlements with favoured geographical position (posi-

tion in hinterland of big towns or position in easily accessible and tourist attractive regions) 

are attractive for migrants.

The socio-demographic conditioning is to a certain degree associated with the economic 

setting. The migratory outfl ow of persons from the younger age groups out of the areas of 

a defi nite economic stagnation causes relative ageing of the societies on these areas. Yet, 

a signifi cant migration-related population loss may lead to disadvantageous relations in terms 

of the number of females and males in marrying age (i.e. 20–29 years of age). The demograph-

ic processes infl uence and shape the development or decline of the selected elements of social 

infrastructure (in particular, the number of places in the kindergartens).

During the period analysed disadvantageous changes took place in the demographic struc-

ture on the rural areas of Mazovia – the ratio of persons in the post-productive age increased 

from 58 per 100 persons in pre-productive age in 1995 to 69 in 2005. In addition, the number 

of places in the kindergartens dropped by more than 10%, and the gender ratio remained on 

an almost unchanged level. With respect to the socio-demographic indicator the least changes 

between the two years analysed were observed, refl ected through the value of the correlation 

coeffi cient, r = 0.70. The highest values of the indicator were observed in the suburban zones 

of the biggest urban centres of the region – fi rst of all of Warsaw, but also of Radom, Płock and 

Ostrołęka (Figure 2).

Infrastructural and environmental indicator was determined with three features that char-

acterise technical infrastructure in a complex way. Water and sewerage system installations, 

gas facilities and telephone connection in the house obviously raise living conditions. Another 

advantage of area well equipped in infrastructure is greater ability of encouraging business-

Figure 2. Spatial differentiation of the values of socio-demographical indicator on rural areas 

of Mazovia region in 1995 and 2005; A – towns; classes of economic development: 

I – very high, II – high, III – average, IV – low, V – very low
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men to invest in that region. As a result of investments, new jobs are created, local budgets 

has bigger income, people’s wealth increases, and accompanying base and services develop – 

according to the principle of circular cumulative causality presented by Myrdal (1957). Good 

equipment with infrastructure enhances the quality of the natural environment, but under 

the condition of functioning of all three elements: water supply, sewage and water treatment. 

The number of newly built apartments witnesses both to the infrastructural development 

and to the economic potential of the given region, as well as to the migration behaviour of 

the population.

The biggest positive changes on the rural areas of Mazovia in the period 1995–2005 took 

place in the domain of infrastructure-related conditions. The percentage share of persons 

serviced by the water treatment plants increased from 4% to 16%, the length of the water 

supply network per 1 kilometre of the sewage network decreased from 18 to 10 kilometres 

while the number of newly constructed dwellings increased from 30 per 100 marriages to 61. 

The changes observed should be evaluated very positively, but they have been also charac-

terised by a high spatial variability – the coeffi cient of correlation between 1995 and 2005 

amounted to r = 0.49. The best values of the indicator of infrastructural-environmental con-

ditioning in 2005 have been observed both in the suburban zones of large urban centres and 

in the groups of municipalities, which do not dispose of the thus advantageous location condi-

tions (Figure 3).

RELATIONS BETWEEN INDICATORS

In 1995 there were 73 municipalities (26%) of the province of Mazovia, which featured high 

values of all the three indicators analysed (classes I, II and III), i.e. the economic, the so-

cio-demographic and the infrastructural-environmental. Besides, in another 21% of munici-

palities high values of the economic indicator and of one of the remaining indicators have 

Figure 3. Spatial differentiation of the values of infrastructural and environmental indicator 

on rural areas of Mazovia region in 1995 and 2005; A – towns; classes of economic development: 

I – very high, II – high, III – average, IV – low, V – very low
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been noted. These areas formed more or less compact territories around the biggest towns of 

the region – Warsaw, Płock, Ostrołęka and Radom (Figure 4). The magnitude of the thus 

formed circle was largely conditioned by the magnitude of the respective centre – the bigger 

the city the broader the zone of the positive development tendencies. The remaining areas 

were characterised by a diversifi ed combination of indicators, yet the most frequently encoun-

tered types were either low values of all the three indicators or high values of only the socio-

demographic indicator (14% each of these). In 2005 a different situation in terms of spatial 

differentiation of the rural areas in Mazovia with respect to the sustainability of development 

has been observed. A compact area of the highest values of all the three indicators around 

Warsaw took clearly shape. In the western direction this belt encompasses the third ring of 

the municipalities surrounding Warsaw (within the distance from the centre of the city of some 

50 km). On the other hand, the zones of the positive development around the subregional cen-

tres of Mazovia almost entirely disappeared. High values of all the indicators were still noted 

around a number of smaller towns, which feature high development-related values.

Comparison of the results for 1995 and 2005 allowed for identifi cation of the success ar-

eas in Mazovia. In accordance with the earlier assumptions the success areas were identifi ed 

with the municipalities, which are characterised by the high values of all the three analysed 

indicators and their evolution over time has been consistent. At the same time, these areas are 

characterised by a high level of sustainability of development.

Like before, the strongest concentration of areas featuring the highest values of the deve-

lopment indicators characterised the suburban zone of Warsaw (Figure 5). Besides, in 

the space of the region yet a number of groups of municipalities or single administrative units 

were identifi ed, featuring equally high values of the indicators. The spatial differentiation 

identifi ed is associated with the particular characteristics of the areas delimited (functioning of 

an essential manufacturing plant, high social activity of the authorities and inhabitants, etc.).

Figure 4. Spatial differentiation of the rural areas of Mazovia with respect to sustainability of development 

in 1995 and in 2005. A – areas featuring high values of all the three indicators, B – areas featuring high 

values of the economic indicator and of one of the remaining indicators, C – other rural areas, D – towns
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The delimited success areas in Mazovia encompass only slightly more than ⅓ of all 

the municipalities of the province and a similar share of the area (Table 2). Yet, this area is inha-

bited by almost half of the population living on the rural areas of Mazovia, which means that 

these areas are among the most densely populated in the region. The demographic changes 

between 1995 and 2005 are also quite characteristic. While during this period the total popula-

tion number of the province increased by not quite 1%, on the success areas A (high values of 

Table 2. Basic charakteristics of delimitated rural areas of Mazovia region

Number 

of 

commu-

nes

Surface 

(sq. km)

Number 

of inha-

bitants 

1995

Number 

of inha-

bitants 

2005

Popu-

lation 

density 

2005

Percentage 

of total 

population 

2005

Changes of 

number of 

population 

(1995=100)

Successful 

comunes 

– type A

  41   4,099    361,818    409,770 100.0   21.1% 113.3

Successful 

comunes 

– type B

58   8,204    519,867    530,677   64.7   27.3% 102.1

Others 

comunes
180 21,501 1,044,244 1,002,836   46.6   51.6%   96.0

Comunes 

of Mazo-

via region

279 33,804 1,925,929 1,943,283   57.5 100.0% 100.9

Source: own calculation based on data from Central Statistic Offi ce.

Figure 5. Spatial differentiation of success areas on Mazovia region; A – areas featuring high values of 

all the three indicators in 1995 and 2005, B – areas featuring high values of all the three indicators in 

1995 or 2005 and high values of two indicators in 1995 or 2005, C – other rural areas, D – towns
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all the three indicators in both of the limit years of the period) this increase amounted to more 

than 13%! In the same time the number of inhabitants of the municipalities situated outside of 

the success areas delimited dropped by 4%.

Resulting from the analyses conducted an increase was noted of the strength of depend-

ence between the values of the three indicators analysed, characterising communes, between 

the year 1995 and 2005 (Table 3). Thus, while in 1995 the mean value of the correlation coef-

fi cient was at around r = 0.3, it rose by the year 2005 to the level of r = 0.4.

DISCUSSION

The changes observed can be evaluated in both positive and negative categories. The data 

acquired witness to the increase of sustainability of development – an increasing number of 

municipalities are characterised by similar values of all the indicators defi ning the primary 

planes of the civilisational development. Thus, for instance, in 1995 there were 10% of munici-

palities characterised uniquely by the high values of the economic indicator, with low values of 

the remaining indicators, while in 2005 such a setting characterised 7% of them. Additionally, 

it should be emphasised that just seven municipalities were characterised by a decisive domi-

nation of the economic development over the social and infrastructural development, in both 

1995 and 2005. Yet, on the other hand, the values observed are the evidence of the appear-

ance of the increasingly distinct differences between the success areas and the remaining ones. 

The municipalities with relatively high values of the economic indicator tried to even out the 

level of the remaining elements. Then, the communes featuring lower endo- and exogenous 

development potential increased the distance from the best units in the region. 

The regional differences observed result from a high number of variables, conditioning in 

a direct and indirect manner the contemporary processes taking place on rural areas. Their deve-

lopment depends defi nitely upon the infl uence exerted on them by a number of exogenous varia-

bles, but increasingly often high signifi cance of the internal conditions is underlined, such as 

human and social capital, investment climate and living standards. High spatial differentiation 

makes the planners and decision makers face constantly the development dilemma – spatial 

effectiveness or spatial equity. The former model assumes the increase of regional differen-

tiation, but with emergence of the cores and the centres of growth capable of more effective 

use of means and more effective competition on the European scale. On the other hand, in 

the latter model bigger emphasis is placed on the evening out of the development differences 

and the infl ow of bigger means to the less developed regions. Both the results obtained and 

the course of the contemporary development processes as well as the policies implemented 

Relation between indicators 1995 2005

Economical – socio-demographical 0.29 0.39

Economical – infrastructural and environmental 0.34 0.44

Socio-demographical – infrastructural and environmental 0.30 0.38

Table 3. Linear correlation coeffi cient values between the three indicators analysed for 1995 and 2005

Source: own calculation.
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show the domination of effectiveness over equity. That is also why the endogenous conditions 

appear to be increasingly important development factors on rural areas situated far from large 

agglomerations and transport corridors.

CONCLUSION 

The primary research question of the study reported was the determination of the sustain-

ability of development of the rural areas in Mazovia. When answering the question thus 

posed, we should state that the area analysed is characterised by a quite high degree of equi-

libration of the indicators considered. In 1995, among all the municipalities characterised by 

the high values of the economic indicator, 45% featured also high values of the other two 

indicators, while 18% had an opposite situation. On the other hand, in 2005, more than 51% 

of municipalities featuring high values of the economic indicator displayed also high values of 

the socio-demographic and environmental-infrastructural indicators, with the share of com-

munes featuring solely high values of the economic indicator having dropped to not quite 14%. 

The values obtained and the tendencies observed may indicate that the principles of sustain-

able development are being applied over the area under study to an increasing degree.

The analyses conducted constituted an introduction to more detailed investigations of 

the author into the issue of success areas in the countryside, with special attention devoted 

to the endogenous factors. The intention is to show the differentiation and the dynamics of 

transformations and to indicate a number of conditioning variables, infl uencing the results 

obtained (including spatial and communication-wise accessibility, levels of social and human 

capital, functional differentiation, activity of local leaders). Yet, in spite of some limitations, 

the report shows the spatial dimension of the fundamental processes taking place on rural 

areas of the region of Mazovia.
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Abstract. This paper presented changes in rural areas in Hungary after political change 

in 1990. This process started around the capital city in the 1980s, and expanded to 

the whole of Hungary after the privatization of the formerly state-owned fl ats. It was 

the period, when a middle class with good fi nancial positions emerged and accepting 

the extra work of market building were able to keep their entrepreneurial elite position. 

At this paper author introduced three models of the best practices of rural development 

and make important conclusion. 
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INTRODUCTION

In the socialist era there was full employment in Hungary, which soon ceased to exist after 

the political change (in 1990). In the decade and a half that have passed since then, the employ-

ment possibilities for the citizens living in the countryside have developed rather differently. 

Around Budapest, the large Hungarian cities and some of the middle towns, signifi cant subur-

banisation processes have taken place. This process started around the capital city in the 1980s, 

and expanded to the whole of Hungary after the privatisation of the formerly state-owned fl ats, 

in the early and mid-1990s. The social composition of the population moving from the towns to 

the villages is quite mixed. The middle class moved to the villages on the vicinity of the towns. 

They usually have the job in the town, and in the last decade or two, chose the village as a place 

of residence, a cause of the green areas and the comfort of the fl at.

The farther a village is from the urban centres with an adequate number of jobs, the smaller 

the chance for the local inhabitants to get good jobs in the proximity of their residence. 

It is especially true for those areas that had depended more than the average on agriculture or 

socialist heavy industry before the political change. We do have to appreciate those businesses 

that can serve as “best practices of rural development” in such rural areas.
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The essay was written on three such success stories: The three best practices and that models 

(Figure 1) can serve as examples to be followed for others.

THE KISVEJKE MODEL

The Quick Response Project, by a joint initiative of the USDOL (United States Department 

of Labour) and the Ministry of Labour of Hungary, started in 1994 in Hungary. The project, 

which was supported by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 

operated from 1994 to 1999 and had a double objective. To develop:

1.   a system suitable for addressing the problems of job downsizing caused by privatisation 

and restructuring; and

2.   a bottom-up micro-regional economic development model.

One member of the staff of the Tolna County Job Centre participated, among other things, 

in the Kisvejke project as an external expert. The external expert was the initiator and the coor-

dinator of the meetings and workshops organised under the name “Winter Nights”. The results 

achieved were featured in the volume of the 6th Village Conference, and the summary of the 

project is also based on this essay (Nagy 2003).

Kisvejke is one village, located 40 kilometres away from the seat of Tolna County, Szek-

szárd. In the early 1990’s the agricultural co-operative went bankrupt and the jobs were gone. 

People were in a hopeless situation. They felt it was impossible to do anything in Kisvejke. 

The leader of the project in 1996 contacted 50–60 people who could be potential participants 

in the development of the local economy. Following several meetings, discussions and so-called 

workshops they decided that they would turn the micro-region into a region of fruit production. 

In order to realise this goal, some of them planted fruit trees. Trainings (e.g. on the trimming 

of the trees), fi eld trips and excursions were organised for them. Among the participants of 

the project, a very good, almost friendly relationship developed as they got to know each other 

more and more. They had a common destiny and the task to be solved was also the same.

This was followed by the creation and dissemination of their defi ned objectives: those who 

had participated in the workshops visited the nearby villages and informed the major part of 

the inhabitants about the planned developments in the micro-region. During these visits they 

Figure 1. The three best practices model of rural development in Hungary
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persuaded more and more people to join in the planting of fruit trees. 

Meanwhile the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development announced a support 

scheme for planting vineyards and orchards, with a maximum of 40–50% support for all 

investments. The Kisvejke community applied for this support and applied the contribution to 

the costs of the planting to create approximately 250 hectares of new orchards. The landscape 

of the micro-region strikingly changed; there had only been plough lands in the hilly area 

before, now there are beautiful orchards of 2, 4, 5 or 20 hectares. The smallest private plot was 

half a hectare; the biggest one reached 20 hectares. Those who work in agriculture are usu-

ally more suspicious about new things than the average. This was the same in Kisvejke, but as 

the orchards started to yield, it was not necessary to talk to the people about the restructuring in 

agriculture. They saw from their personal examples and revenues what agricultural restructu-

ring actually was.

In 1997, the Association of the Fruit Producers of Kisvejke was founded. The Association was 

awarded support for building a cold storage house fi nanced by the 1997 Phare Rural Develop-

ment Programme. This cold storage house was very important for the marketing of the fruit. 

Before fruit had been “sold from the trees”. After the cold storage house was built, the crop 

was transported there, where it was sorted and packaged. It was very important because of two 

reasons. First this created new jobs in the micro-region, second they could sell the fruit when 

the prices were high.

The successful launch and operation of the project suggested that things were going well 

and no further external assistance was needed.

After a few successful years, however, the expert had to see that the processes should still be 

closely followed. It had to be ensured that the development and the open democratic processes 

should not stop. The relationships among the people should stay natural and co-operative. 

People should pay attention to each other and local solidarity should not be lost. If the partici-

pants of the project are not continuously prepared for the occasional problems, and the indivi-

duals do not know what their task in the community is, they expect others to make decisions for 

them – despite the fact that it is the individual that has to get the information, make the decision 

and act in each situation. If, for example, people understand and are awade of the economic 

situation, they cannot get cheated; but if they are not, somebody can easily gain a monopoly 

situation that deteriorates the inner relationships. The case was handled by the re-launch of 

the discussions and by continuously preparing the people to be informed on the local issues, to 

solve their problems and assist each other, instead of using one another.

THE SOLTVADKERT MODEL

The giant village Soltvadkert was depopulated during the Turkish conquest. After the Turks 

were expelled, the depopulated village was re-settled with Germans and Slovaks, who were 

given support to start farming. In the 19th century the village community founded a purchasing 

society, and together they bought a total of ten thousand hectares of land from the landlord. 

This action strengthened the cohesion of the inhabitants and allowed everyone in the village 

to get a piece of land according to their fi nancial means. This led very soon to the emerging of 

a goods producing middle- and petty peasant bourgeois class. In addition, Soltvadkert had low 
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quality sand soils, which made the population, especially after the phyloxera epidemic, to 

be evolved with viticulture and fruit production. In the past, a good farmer was somebody, 

who cultivated his vineyards good. It means, that ethnic or religious belonging wasn’t important, 

it was only important to cultivate the vineyard successful.

Although the communist agricultural policy after 1948 eliminated the bourgeois peasant 

class, the foundation of “semi-kolhoz farms”1 allowed the re-start of the bourgeois develop-

ment for a minority of the inhabitants (Szelényi 1992). A special feature of Soltvadkert is that 

the plough lands were collectively cultivated, but the vineyards remained private property, 

cultivated by the farmers. 

The collectivisation turned out to have one positive effect: the holdings were immediately 

specialised. In the 1970s the majority of the agricultural intellectuals became full-time agricul-

tural farmers in Soltvadkert. The other people, like many people in Hungary, worked on two 

farms – in the co-operative and on the private farms. They were part-time agricultural farmers. 

They followed the full-time agricultural farmers some in production some in marketing.

As a result of these processes, a middle class with good fi nancial positions emerged as soon 

as in the socialist period, a layer that made use of both their contacts and capital. This middle 

class with enough capital was able to invest both for production and consumption purposes 

(Fertő et al. 1990).

In the late 1970s and early 1980s an entrepreneurial elite emerged in Soltvadkert. Following 

the political change, those who accepted the extra work of market building were able to keep 

their entrepreneurial elite position. The example of the parents may have been helpful –some 

had already found the market for their own wines in the 1960s and there were entrepreneurs who 

could start their own business with the sales network inherited from the parents. The entrepre

neurial elite was enlarged by new entrepreneurs as well, who had pursued viticulture together 

with animal keeping (pigs and geese) before the political change and for whom making wine 

had only been a supplementary income, or who had been employees (typically in professions 

requiring engineering or technical qualifi cations). Using the opportunities offered by the politi-

cal change, they became new full-time family viticulture and wine producing entrepreneurs in 

the nineties (Schwarcz 2000–2001). They had the necessary professional skills and had built 

out good market relations. Both entrepreneurial elites have their own ways, and using their 

own capital assets and relationships they have an important integrating role on the local mar-

ket: they purchase a large amount of grapes and wine from the Soltvadkert producers and sell 

the wine on the national markets. Their businesses are very well equipped with machinery, 

they continuously reinvest their incomes into production and they are constantly making plans 

for acquiring more and larger machinery and transport vehicles and for making quality wines.

After the political change the model of double employment that had been so typical in 

Soltvadkert before almost completely stopped. The number of those who cultivated vine-

yards besides full-time jobs drastically decreased. Nevertheless, the share of agricultural 

entrepreneurs in the settlement, exceed by far the national and the micro-regional average. 

After the political change, more and more people chose viticulture and wine production, toge-

1   In Hungary, the total collectivisation of agriculture, including lands took place in 1959–1961, during which 

some exceptions were made, some organisations were not collectivised. Such organisations were among other things 

the so-called “semi-kolhoz farms” (szakszövetkezet), which spread especially in the South Great Plain. In these 

associations, some of the land – especially the orchards and the vineyards – were not integrated into joint farming, they 

were left to the owners who were able to continue their former farming practices on them.
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ther with the marketing of wine, as the primary source of living.

In Soltvadkert former “semi-kolhoz farms” continued to exist after the political change 

meanwhile it changed into a joint-stock company. It existed with decreased lands, less mem-

bers and employees. Several people took their lands back or left the organisation, for example 

the new entrepreneurs mentioned above. The “semi-kolhoz farms” lost its former position 

as the main organisation of the farmers. This position was taken over by the old and the new 

entrepreneurial elite, depending on their individual skills and market positions.

THE MÓRAHALOM MODEL

Mórahalom became an independent settlement in 1950, during the large-scale reform of the admi-

nistrative structure of Hungary (formerly it was a centre of the scattered farms in the Szeged 

Alsótanya area), then it was given town rank in 1989. From 1949 to1990, the population living 

on the outskirts (in the scattered farms) fell from 80% to less than 30%. The speed of the deve-

lopment of the settlement was similar to the rapidity of development of agriculture in adapting 

to the market economy after the political change. The roots of this rapid and successful transfor-

mation can be found in the busy and hard working small peasant community, in the collabo-

ration of the different generations living as one family, in the survival of the association and 

some elements of the farmer mentality. All these factors alleviated not only rearrangement but 

also re-start (Duró 2000–2001).

It is very important that after the political change – as opposed to Soltvadkert – the “semi-

kolhoz farms” was liquidated, and after 1992 approximately 1,500 individual farmers started – 

or rather continued – the vegetable growing and animal keeping launched decades before, on 

3 to 5 hectares on the average. These farmers had to be made competitive in the changed con-

ditions of market economy, which by no means was an easy and routine task. The machinery 

was adequate and people had the necessary skills for their work, i.e. the conditions were given 

for economical production and making products of excellent quality. The farmers were still un-

satisfi ed, because they ware not able to sell their products as had been done through the “semi-

-kolhoz farms”, before the political change. When the farmers entered the market, either as 

buyers (when they purchased the necessary means for production) or sellers (when they wanted 

to market their foods produced), they found themselves alone and in a defenceless situation 

(Nógrádi 1997). This was the moment when the mayor2, who had peasant origins and had just 

come back from Denmark, where he saw of the necessity of assisting the farmers. With his help 

the local government founded the Department of Agriculture and Businesses, where, building 

on the trust of the private farmers, they made the organisational frameworks for new co-ope-

ration. In the beginning the family farmers could only accept co-operation if the new organisa-

tion, considering the historical experiences of the recent past, did not become as co-operative. 

In 1994 they created the Joint Agricultural and Business Society of Mórahalom3, with 35 founding 

2    The mayor, keeping his position, became the chairman of the South Great Plain Regional Development 

Council and then a member of the Parliament representing the micro-region.
3   In the beginning the Society sustained itself from the membership fees and id not have liquid capital for 

the fi nancing of the purchases. Purchases of raw materials were done from the previously gathered money of the members. 

The members were informed of the day of shipment, they transported the goods home with their own vehicles and 

stored the goods in their own homes.
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members. The main activity of the society, in addition to the information and exchange of 

experience of the farmers, was the coordination of purchases. This was mostly restricted to 

the joint large-scale purchase of fertilisers and seeds, where in case of paying in cash, savings 

up to 20% were possible. Joint purchases were extremely successful, which gave the co-opera-

tion further momentum. The members of the society saw that a much bigger problem than 

purchasing was the organisation of sales, so the next step was made in the fi eld of marketing. 

The society decided to establish the Mórakert Purchasing and Service Co-operative of Móraha-

lom (Mórakert = Moragarden) in 1995. When the farmers felt the direct fi nancial advantages 

of being organised, they had no more objections to using the name “co-operative”. The number 

of the founding members of the Moragarden was 52. The co-operative continued to exist and 

the two organisations operated parallel to each other. The Moragarden became a non-profi t 

organisation created for the integration of the producers, the purchasing of the products nece-

ssary for production and the sales of the goods produced. In order to make a signifi cant progress 

in the fi eld of sales, a change of attitude had to be achieved, as the members were obliged to 

the sell their vegetables to the association even if the price was a forint or two lower than the actual 

market price. Also, for the launch of sales it was necessary that the farmers accepted the produc-

tion of the plants that the association recommended. The farmers could spend all of their time 

on production whereas the co-operative sought the marketing channels. The Moragarden purcha-

sed the goods on the spot and re-sold it in large amounts. The Moragarden sold the goods to 

the exporters and to the Hungarian market. Later, when the multinational retail chains appea-

red in Hungary, they became the main buyers from the Moragarden. In order to provide a marke-

table supply of goods, a cold storage house was built soon, together with a vegetable sorter 

a storage and a packaging facility. The organisation of the processing of the products also started. 

The fi nancial background of the investments was raised from EU and Hungarian tenders 

and the contributions of the members. This way the members considered the assets of the asso-

ciation as their own property. The moral and fi nancial support of the local government of 

the town Mórahalom has been a stable background for the Moragarden since the beginning 

(Nógrádi 1997). In addition the mayor and the chief executive of Moragarden4 who was an em-

ployee of the local government in the beginning, had invaluable merits in creating mutual trust 

and dialogue among the farmers, which led to a kind of new collaboration in the micro-region.

The developments were continuous. For example the construction of the Agro-industrial 

Park was launched in 1997 on approximately 15 hectares, which accommodated, among other 

things, the cold storage house and warehouse of the Moragarden, the wooden crates manufac-

turing part of the Harena Plc. and the vegetable processing plant of the Mórapríma. This latter 

is a specialised local producers, trade and service association founded in 1999, selling the pota-

toes and vegetable produced in a ready-to-cook condition primarily to schools, hospitals and 

other such large consumers. The Harena Economic Development and Integration Plc. was 

founded in 2000. It is responsible for the coordination of the new type associations, its members 

include the existing associations and also the Local Government of Mórahalom Town.

In 2000 the Moragarden, as the second such organisation in Hungary, was declared a vege-

table and fruit producer and sales organisation, a sort of producer group. Meanwhile the number 

4   The interviewees of Annamária Duró told that when a young man in jeans came as the would-be chief execu-

tive and told them about his plans for the future of the association, even the founding members did not believe him. 

Later, when they saw the success, they grew so fond of him that they cannot imagine the Mórakert with-out him.
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of members grew from 52 to 750 by 2007. The members live in the 15 settlements surrounding 

Mórahalom (Figure 2).

In 2005 the Bácskakert, an organisation created by the apple producers of Jánoshalma, 

Érsekhalma and Baja, and the peach association of Zsombó were integrated into the Mora-

garden. Now the Moragarden (with its headquarters in Mórahalom) integrates a signifi cant 

part of the producers of south Bács-Kiskun county, and southwest Csongrád county, and it has 

become the biggest producer group in Hungary.

Mórahalom is an atypical Hungarian model in the sense that 90% of the population is 

more or less linked to agriculture and 1,800 families involved in agricultural production. This 

is 17% more than at the time of the political change.

CONCLUSIONS

In the three introduced model of the best practices of rural development I would like to make 

the following conclusions:

1. The introduced businesses were built on labour-intensive agriculture. Where these kinds 

of agriculture are developing, there are daily job opportunities for the unskilled and lowly 

educated poor people. The most important issue of settlement policy has been the provision 

of work opportunities for the poor unemployed layers, and this is a problem successfully solved 

by the settlements demonstrated in the study.

2. The bottom-up economic development model consisting with the top down economic 

development model is a successful model. So it’s not enough to use only the bottom up deve-op-

ment model in cases of the underdevelopment micro-regions. It means that human resources 

are very important in the transition period in Hungary. As human resources could be every-

body such as mayor, chief executive of the businesses leader of program.

3. Usually, people think that successful rural development needs only the capital (money). 

But my research experiences show that the capital is not enough (Figure 3).

 

Figure 2. A group of members of Moragarden
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In the underdeveloped micro-regions, there is a lack of capital, but also a lack of trust, 

cooperation, information and knowledge. The settlement I show, sold out the lacks and other 

settlements have to do the same way.
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Abstract. In the past rural space was investigated preliminary as an agricultural area. 

Now, the countryside should be studied as a multifunctional space. The Czech borderland 

is peripheral because of the distance from centres, mountain positions and consequences 

of the post-war population exchange. Poorer qualifi cation structure of population is 

the main problem of the rural borderland. Future challenges for the rural borderland are 

as follows: dwelling within suburbanization and counter-urbanization processes, landscape 

maintenance and protection, tourism, forestry, agriculture and water management, other 

productive and non-productive branches. Possibilities of compensating the peripheral 

position by cross-border co-operation are the next question.

Key words: rural regions, borderland, multi-functionality, Czechia

INTRODUCTION

Countryside is a part of geographic space which was neglected in the past. It is true that it is 

not a territory where progress takes place but, on the other hand, the countryside represents 

a prevailing part of the territories of most European countries including the Czech Republic. 

Former works of geographic research perceived the countryside mainly as an area for agricul-

tural production. This attitude was also supported in the former socialistic countries by 

the thesis about a dominant position of the economy. 

This attitude is gradually changing under the infl uence of reality and due to the adoption of 

theoretical and methodological knowledge from the western countries, where the countryside 

had been transformed some time ago. Geography discovers the countryside as a space for 

the life of local residents, for the landscape regeneration and maintenance, and for the deve

lopment of non-production agricultural and non-agricultural activities (Woods 2005; Bański 

2005). On the other hand, such a perception of the countryside clearly requires the use of geo-

graphical methodology (supplemented by methodologies of other disciplines) for its research. 

However, as many times before, the countryside started being fi rst examined by experts in 
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a number of other disciplines, who are often provided only with partial methodological tools, 

but who comment upon the countryside as a whole. Will geography miss even this chance to 

prove its necessity for the society?

The countryside is as a matter of course not uniform even within the small territory of 

the Czech Republic. It is divided into several types, the most problematic of which being 

the peripheral countryside which is typically located in the borderland, namely in its dissected 

areas with poor transport conditions. The paper was prepared with respect to this type of 

regions.

CHANGES OF THE CZECH COUNTRYSIDE: 
FROM AGRICULTURE TO MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE

Countryside is usually defi ned as non-urban space. Various statistic defi nitions are used in 

practise, which are usually based on a lower number of inhabitants in the rural settlements. 

However, it is becoming increasingly obvious that the previous defi nitions will have to be 

reassessed. Particularly around large cities a uniform urbanised space is emerging, where 

the border between city and countryside becomes ever less distinct. With respect to the cha-

racter of this paper, we understand the countryside to a great extent just intuitively, which is 

not too far from the sociological defi nition, which considers as countryside those localities in 

which people consider themselves being in the country. However, in this paper we do not need 

to deal in detail with the defi nition of the countryside, as in the peripheral regions their rural 

character cannot be doubted about. 

The decisive point in the countryside development during the previous regime was to 

ensure food security for the country itself and for the socialistic block. The methods included 

concentration of production on the basis of collectivisation and nationalisation, which also 

created conditions for industrialisation, which means mechanisation and chemicalisation of 

production. The applied tool was a central plan, in which the production quotas were pre-

scribed. Differences between favourable and unfavourable natural conditions were levelled 

by a system of subsidies with no regard to values of the countryside and the environment. 

Abstracting from political and ideological aspects, the regime succeeded in creating relatively 

prosperous agriculture which was a basis for major social transformation of the countryside. 

The situation has changed at present. The Czech agriculture, particularly in regions where 

natural conditions are less favourable, is not very competitive compared to the massively sub-

sidised agriculture of the European Union and the agriculture in developing countries with 

minimum labour costs. Fore grounded are other functions of agriculture: landscape mainte-

nance, preservation of a certain employment level in this industry for social reasons and so on. 

For the future, it is also possible to consider a role of agriculture in the preservation of energy 

supplies. Even in this case it will be however necessary to resolve the issue of effectiveness of 

this type of enterprise if it is not subsidised.

Within the framework of suburbanisation and counter-urbanisation processes, it is not only 

housing that moves to the countryside but also some activities of the secondary and tertiary 

sectors. These are often installations that require considerable operating premises with only 

occasional visits by customers (furniture shops, building materials shops, second-hand car 
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shops and so on). Sometimes it can be a remaining part of the so-called auxiliary production 

of the former co-operative farms or activities related to the processing of primary products 

(especially wood processing). Some other services for people living in the countryside are deve-

loping, for examples services for drivers or some social services related to the ageing of rural 

population. On the contrary, a number of services disappear from the countryside, for example 

schools, due to the decreasing number of children, cinemas due to the competition represented 

by television and home cinemas, or some retail shops due to the competition represented by 

hypermarkets.

The countryside is perceived as a space with the less affected environment and closer rela-

tion to nature. This entails an emphasis on the development of tourism, agro-tourism, eco-

tourism and so on. The actual situation is such that most of the accommodation capacities in 

rural areas are represented by individual cottages and weekend houses. Cottagers have saved 

a major part of the rural housing stock which would otherwise probably fell into disrepair. 

A major part of municipal and industrial waste is usually disposed in the country where 

many water resources exist. Therefore, a part of technical infrastructure ensuring the opera-

tion of towns is located here. Despite its image of little polluted space, the countryside has 

to face some environmental problems. These are mainly the consequences of intensive agri-

cultural activities, such as mechanisation and chemicalisation. The individual passenger car 

transport starts to show its negative consequences and municipal waste includes more plastics 

and detergents due to its changed structure.

A certain problem of the countryside is the fact that a major part of agricultural as well as 

non-agricultural plants is owned by capital-strong town inhabitants whose relation to local envi-

ronment, landscape and social system is indifferent. Moreover, the profi t from these plants 

including a greater part of taxes goes outside the countryside. Therefore, doing business in 

the countryside is not always benefi cial for the countryside.

The way of living has been greatly changing for rural inhabitants. The technical infrastruc-

ture in the country has improved. Water supply and sewerage systems are common, a major 

part of the countryside is connected to gas, municipal waste disposal is organised. Access to 

the Internet and mobile telephone networks becomes a rather common thing. A reverse side 

of this progress is the increasing price of housing in the country and a greater dependence of 

rural households on the technical networks. Problems with the technical infrastructure have 

very small settlements where the construction of standard technical networks is ineffi cient and 

where alternative ways must be looked for.

Housing is a separate chapter of the rural development. The share of rural population is 

generally increasing in the Czech Republic, not only in the immediate vicinity of large towns 

but also in peripheral regions. As a matter of course, the situation of individual rural settle-

ments is differentiated in dependence on transport services, specifi c attractiveness, area 

preparedness for construction works, human factors. In terms of statistics, settlements endan-

gered by depopulation are those with less than 200 inhabitants. However, not even this rule 

holds without exception. Especially some villages situated in recreational areas have recently 

recorded an increasing number of inhabitants.

A question remains the changing structure of rural population. The hitherto experience 

shows that the countryside is left by young and educated people who try to fi nd a better ground 

for their capabilities in cities and in the world. On the other hand, it shows that people past 
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their working age in many cases prefer moving from towns to the countryside. In this way, it is 

at the same time the population ageing and the relative worsening of its educational structure 

that show along with the qualitative decrease. However, the conclusions should not be genera-

lised even in this case. Especially in the hinterlands of large cities the population structure 

may improve as this is where families with children and young people who work in the towns 

but for whom getting fl ats is too expensive are heading to. Nevertheless, it cannot be stated 

unambiguously that living in the country is cheaper. The cost of living depends on the structure 

of household‘s expenses. For example, foodstuffs may be markedly cheaper that in the country

side due to the competition between hypermarkets. 

What should be also taken into account is the change in the rural population way of living. 

Formerly the countryside inhabitants working in agriculture spent most of their time in their vil-

lages as they lived there, worked there and established social contacts there. Holiday was long 

an unknown term for them and travelling to greater distances was restricted by the former trans-

port possibilities. This was the situation until about the middle of the last century. The present 

country dwellers are mobile, often working in towns where they also go for shopping, enter-

tainment and for other opportunities while going abroad for holiday. It is therefore a question 

of how much time the residents registered in rural municipalities actually spend in the country.

RURAL REGIONS IN THE CZECH BORDERLAND – THEIR PARTICULARITIES 
AND CHALLENGES

Regarding the size and shape of the Czech Republic, border regions cover not a negligible 

portion of its area. A great part of the Czech state border (with the exception of South Mora-

via and the Ostrava basin) is created by a natural barrier, represented by less penetrable 

mountain ranges. This increases the peripheral character of the borderland, which is thus 

given not only by the distance from central regions of the country but also by the more compli-

cated and time demanding accessibility. Following the changes in the character of the Czech 

borderlines, some programmes of investigation were introduced (e.g. Jeřábek, Dokoupil and 

Havlíček 2004).

Consequences of the post-war ethnic population exchange in a greater part of the border-

land (except for the new Slovak border) represent a typical Czech problem. The original Ger-

man population is far from having been replaced by the Slavonic (or Hungarian and Greek) 

population in the original quantity. Some villages had to give way to coal exploitation and 

to the establishment of military zones. However, in most cases the newly peopled localities 

were not economically attractive enough to be settled with the original number of inhabitants. 

This was not even the intention of the central government which was aware of the fact that 

the pre-war inclination of the original inhabitants towards Nazism resulted to a certain extent 

also from the economic peripherality of the borderland. 

In the borderland that was added new settlers, the relation of people to the land and to 

the local community did not develop strong, typical of other rural areas at that time. A spe-

cifi c social climate was created, combining disadvantages of the urban environment with its 

anonymity and uprooting people from their traditional rural environment with its lack of deve-

lopmental impulses. The adverse impacts of this development have to a certain extent per-
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sisted until today. On the other hand, a small population base was formed in the populated 

borderland, which has been to a certain extent reproduced so far. Therefore, the demographic 

characteristics of the additionally populated municipalities are as a rule more favourable than 

those of municipalities inland.

Not the whole Czech borderland is of rural character. Exceptions are the regions of Os-

trava and north-western Bohemia, where the coal exploitation and extraction of minerals have 

given rise to heavy industry. As a result of this, the regions became centres of mass immigration 

over the past two centuries. Not only large towns and cities developed in these two regions, 

but entire urbanised areas. These sections of the Czech border have also their own problems 

consisting in the consequences of restructuralised economy and polluted environment. 

However, they cannot be considered marginal. Particularly the region of Ostrava with three 

universities and other quaternary functions has a suffi cient own potential for growth in spite of 

the fact that it is remote in terms of transport.

Most of other borderland regions are considered rural, although at a local level there are 

towns with more than 20 thousand inhabitants sporadically occurring also in the vicinity of 

the state border (Cheb, Znojmo, Břeclav, Hodonín). A greater part of the state border is 

formed by mountain ranges, which was considered an advantage at historic times but nowa-

days the physical barrier further deepens the problem of border regions peripherality which 

is given not only by distance from the centre but also by poor terrain permeability and com-

plicated road pattern. Exceptions are southern and south-eastern borders, i.e. a section of 

the state border with Austria and the southernmost part of the state border with Slovakia. 

These regions are of fl at relief with soils suitable for agriculture and vine-growing. 

Although the corner of the Czech-Slovak-Austrian boundary is of rural character, it cannot 

be considered marginal thanks to the open terrain, good transport connection and existence 

of large rural communes with a suffi ciently sized local market which made it possible to retain 

local production and services. Other parts of the borderland can be considered more or less 

marginal.

While the demographic situation of the Czech borderland is not expressively unfa-

vourable and the unemployment rate rather refl ects the structural transformation of old indu-

strial regions, the main identifi ed social problem is a worse qualifi cation structure of the popula-

tion. Measured by the share of persons above 15 years of age with education higher than secondary, 

all 110 border micro-regions (including urbanised micro-regions) are below the Czech average. 

Micro-regions with very small centres are signifi cantly below this average.

From the economic point of view, the main problem of the Czech rural borderland is 

the lack of capital, both local and extraneous. Investors are not too interested to invest their 

money in regions with poor transport accessibility. 

However, peripherality is not always a negative characteristic of a region. Remoteness, 

worse accessibility as well as the existence of the Iron Curtain in the past resulted in a relatively 

better condition of the environment. Borderland regions include a great part of large-scale pro-

tected landscape areas. The relatively well-preserved nature is one of the competitive advan-

tages of the Czech rural borderland and potential for a possible further development of tour-

ism. However, it must also be stated that confl icts arise between nature conservation and deve-

lopmental interests of borderland communes and business entities.

Many municipalities can see their prospect in the development of tourism. It has to be 
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however strongly warned that one-sided orientation to tourism may rather do harm to the bor-

der microregions. The empirical research has not identifi ed so far a single micro-region that 

could live exclusively on tourism. If this would happen in extreme cases, the fact might result 

in landscape devastation by tourism and in subsequent decline of this industry. Tourism is also 

a branch that is subject to fashion. The importance of individual destinations may therefore 

be greatly changing.

Agriculture needs to be saved in the rural periphery for landscape maintenance and 

employment of a small population part. It is also necessary to retain the local industry which 

refl ects worsened qualifi cation level of the labour force. It is useful to develop the sector of 

services, which is undersized. With respect to the worsening population age structure and 

the quality of rural landscape it would be advantageous to develop social services in particular. 

The role of tourism will be undoubtedly increasing in the connexion with life values moving 

from purely material consumption towards leisure time amount and quality. 

Housing in the country develops also in the borderland regions already today and calls for 

the creation of suitable conditions. It is certainly not any longer the living in houses with agri-

cultural functions but rather in detached houses of urban type, situated in the rural environ-

ment. The today’s people want to live in the country with having the nature at hand together 

with all technical conveniences of living in the town. This is why old country houses are being 

reconstructed to suit the current needs.

CROSS-BOUNDARY RELATIONS: A BARRIER OR COOPERATION?

The question that offers itself is whether opening the state border may potentially open new 

possibilities and potential for the borderland (see Gorzym-Wilkowski 2005; Lados 2005). 

The point is whether cooperation with the border regions of neighbouring countries could, to 

a certain extent, overcome the peripherality from the national point of view. Although a vast 

majority of the border regions is peripheral also on the other side of the border, in some cases 

there are more important centres on the other side of the border or such centres could be 

established through the cross-boundary cooperation.

The existing experience, not only on the Czech side, is not too promising. Although there 

are many examples of cooperation between large and middle-size towns across the state bor-

ders, such cooperation has not been observed at the level of rural regions. The only exception 

is perhaps the joint nature conservation and landscape protection, since in a number of cases 

the large-scale protected areas have their counterparts on the other side of the border and 

their administrators closely cooperate. Discussed is cooperation in building technical infra-

structure (roads, bridges, water supply systems etc.). If companies with capital investment 

from neighbouring countries emerge at the border, their headquarters are often located in 

remote centres, not immediately in the neighbouring borderland. 

On the other hand, shopping tourism thrives making use of different prices on the opposite 

side of the border. The territorial reach of such a cross-boundary relation is determined by 

areas where transport costs would not exceed the advantage of lower prices of goods or 

services on the other side of the border. In a certain period, differences between the prices 

of services and goods between the Czech Republic and Austria were so pronounced that 
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Austrian entrepreneurs running their business near the Czech border feared bancruptcies. 

It is however obvious that the prices in the neighbouring country affect prices in the Czech 

borderland towards their levelling. The market also fl ourishes due to changes in the legislation 

or due to different observance of law in the neighbouring countries. Along the western border 

there are tens of Vietnamese markets with the fakes of branded goods (particularly known in 

this respect is the region of Cheb). Special types of tourism are sexual tourism developing in 

the Saxon borderland and abortion tourism in the Polish borderland. 

This also applies to the labour market which is however restricted by protective measures 

adopted by individual countries. This is why a black labour market may be developing, which 

is however not typical of the Czech borderland. On the other hand, it is very convenient for 

German (or Austrian) citizens living in the Czech borderland to work in Germany at a local 

labour price and to live in the Czech Republic at the Czech costs of housing and services.

A certain hope was laid on the creation of euro-regions which have gradually covered 

the whole Czech borderland. The establishment of euro-regions was quite understandably often 

motivated by efforts to win the European money rather than by interest in the co-operation 

with foreign partners. Besides, the main cooperation logically takes place between larger 

centres of euro-regions, which are usually situated farther from the border than directly 

between rural borderland micro-regions. However, the euro-regions fulfi l one cardinal func-

tion which is mutual learning of people on the two sides of the border, overcoming mistrust, 

development of interpersonal relations, better orientation in the neighbouring country, 

gradual overcoming of language barriers. 

It appears that this is exactly the objective of the development of cross-boundary coope-

ration in these days. Each section of the borderland has logically its specifi c features, given 

among other things also by their historic development, degree of marginality and border per-

meability. Creation of functional cross-boundary micro-regions of economic cooperation is 

more a vision for the future. Should we look for analogies with the inland, we would have 

to be sceptical. As a rule, there are no viable micro-regions established on the boundary of 

the spheres of infl uence of larger centres. However, the borderland may have somewhat dif-

ferent options. The point is that by removing the state border the so far unused potential may 

be activated in individual cases. In addition, the international, and to a certain extent inter-

cultural cooperation may also bring increased motivation.

CONCLUSION

The intersection between the development of rural micro-regions on the Czech internal peri-

phery and particularities of the development in the Czech borderland represents the present 

situation of the Czech borderland countryside and starting points for estimating the future 

development. Monitoring of the borderland situation will continue standing in the centre of 

research focus. Much needed is the cooperation with geographers from neighbouring coun-

tries, which might elucidate the issue and its perception from the other side. An indicator 

to best signal the changes and to differentiate the rural borderland seems to be the propor-

tion between the qualifi cation structure of rural borderland and inland populations as well as 

between individual micro-regions of the rural borderland.
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Abstract. The rural areas in Bulgaria include over 80% of the country’s territory and 

over 40% of its population according to the applied national defi nition. With respect to 

the sums, which Bulgaria can get from SAPARD for the period 2000-2006 it ranks third 

after Poland and Romania. 

This investigation is based on selected parameters, presented as normalized mean values. 

The study demonstrates signifi cant differences between the planning regions in 

the absorption level of funds from SAPARD Program in Bulgaria. On the basis of this 

investigation on SAPARD Program implementation in Bulgaria and of the investigation 

conducted by Rudnicki (2006) for Poland, a comparison is made on the way the SAPARD 

funds are used in the two countries.

Key words: Bulgaria, rural areas, EU fi nancial support, chance for development 

The current development of the rural areas in Bulgaria, is closely related with the possi-

bilities for socio-economic progress, with the changes that occurred in the 1990s, and with 

the processes of transformation and European integration. Two defi nitions have been applied 

to delineate their territorial extension. According to the OECD defi nition, the rural areas 

include the whole NUTS 3. In terms of the national defi nition by SAPARD Program, used for 

rural development policy and political intervention, the rural areas incorporate smaller terri-

torial units – municipalities (LAU 1) in which there is not a settlement with more than 30 thou-

sand inhabitants. Therefore, differences are observed in the number of municipalities and settle-

ments, included in the rural regions, as well as in the share of population and territory (Table 1).

The rural areas in Bulgaria include over 80% of the country’s territory and over 40% of 

its population according to the applied national defi nition. The demographic situation in 

the rural areas is associated with the adverse demographic processes, going on during 

the recent decades. The population drop is a result of a continuous and aggravating negative 

natural and migration increase. Emigrants are mainly people in working age. In 1992–2001 

the population decrease in the rural areas (11.8%) is twice as high as the average for 

the country (6.6%). The natural increase in the villages became negative in the mid-1970s and 
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since then it has steadily tended to be far more unfavourable as compared to the national one. 

In the rural areas (by the national defi nition) it is -8.2‰ (2001–2004); its values are negative 

in all planning regions1  (Figure 1), though widely varying from one territorial unit to another, 

and only for the villages it is -12.4‰ (2006). The rural areas are characterized by their ongoing 

age structure degradation – in 2004 27.2% of the people are above working age and in some 

planning regions this share is even 30% (Figure 2). These processes have resulted in depopu-

lation over large areas in the country. The demographic processes will continue to adversely 

affect the social and economic development of the rural areas in Bulgaria. 

The services have the greatest share in the structure of the gross value added (55.4% in 

2004) and employment (40%) of the predominantly rural regions2  (Godishen doklad…, 2007). 

In the service sector operate the big part of the companies, mainly in retail trade and catering. 

The quality of technical infrastructure in the rural areas has deteriorated signifi cantly, due to 

under-investment in infrastructure development and maintenance. Industry contributes with 

about 30% to the GVA and employment. The SME density in rural areas (26 companies per 1000 

inhabitants) is much lower than in urban regions (36 companies, 2004). The agriculture partici-

pates with a relatively small share – 15.6% of the production and 30% of the employed in these 

regions, but the latter produce almost two thirds of Bulgaria’s agricultural output. Agriculture 

is an important sector of the rural areas’ economy and one of the priority sectors of the present-day 

Bulgarian economy. In all planning regions (NUTS 2) there are favourable agro-ecological con-

1   In 1999 six planning regions were outlined in the country which embrace from 3 (Northwestern, Southeastern 

region) to 6 (South Central, Northeastern region) administrative districts.

2   There is no information about GDP and GVA by LAU1, which makes it impossible to demonstrate the GVA 

structure for the rural areas by the national defi nition.

Table 1. Rural regions in Bulgaria

Type of 

regions

(number) 

Regions 

NUTS3

Munici-

palities 

(number)

(31.12.

2004)

Settlements (number) Population Territory

Total Urban Villages Th. 

people 

Share 

from total 

population 

of the 

country 

(%)

Sq. km Share 

from total 

territory 

of the 

country 

(%)

Defi nition by OECD

Predomi-

nantly rural 

regions

20 193 4266 183 4083 4502.5     58.0   84885     76.5

Interme-

diate regions

  7   70 1029   59   970 2037.3     26.3   24768     22.3

Predomi-

nantly urban 

regions

  1      1     38     4     34 1221.1     15.7     1349       1.2

National defi nition by Program SAPARD

Rural N/A 233 4157 200 3957 3232.2     41.6   90277     81.3

Urban N/A   31 1176   46 1130 4528.9     58.4   20725     18.7

Total 28 264 5333 246 5087 7761.0 100 111002 100

Source: Natsionalen strategicheski plan za razvitie na selskite rayoni 2007-2013 godina, Prilozhenia, 2006. 
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Figure 1. Natural and migration increasing of population in rural areas in Bulgaria (%o, 2004)

1 – natural increasing; 2 – migration increasing; Rural population density: 

3 – less 30 people; 4 – 30.1 – 40; 5 – more than 40 people

Source: Natsionalen strategicheski plan za razvitie na selskite rayoni 2007–2013 godina, Prilozhenia, 2006.

Figure 2. Age structure of population in rural areas in Bulgaria (%, 2004)

1 – population under working age; 2 – population at working age; 3 – population over working age

Source: Natsionalen strategicheski plan za razvitie na selskite rayoni 2007–2013 godina, Prilozhenia, 2006.
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ditions for its development. The North-East and the North Central regions are notable for their 

largest UAA area (Figure 3) but the highest is the share of the GVA in the South Central region 

where both the number of farms (Table 2) and of people employed in agriculture is the greatest.

Figure 3. Rural areas by planning regions in Bulgaria 

1 – share from rural areas’ territory (%); 2 – share from rural areas’ population (%); 3 – share from utili-

zed agricultural area (%, 2003); 4 – share from number of farms (%, 2003); 5 – share from GVA in agri-

culture for region (%, 2004); 6 – share from employed in agriculture (%, 2004). (Indexes 3–6 by NUTS 2). 

Sources: Natsionalen strategicheski plan za razvitie na selskite rayoni 2007-2013 godina, Prilozhenia, 2006; 

Rezultati ot prebrojavaneto na zemedelskite stopanstva v Bulgaria prez 2003 godina, 2005; 

Statisticheski Godishnik 2005.

Table 2. Some selected indicators for rural areas in Bulgaria by planning regions

Planning 

region

GDP per 

capita 

(2004, 

BGN)

GVA in 

Agriculture 

and 

forestry per 

capita*

Number of 

farms

(Thousands)

Share of 

smallest 

farms 

(less than 2 

ESU)

Share of 

biggest 

farms 

(more than 

16 ESU)

Size of farms

UAA of 

1 farm 

(ha)

Econo-

mic 

units

North-West 4023 1170   66.6 95.3 0.7 4.2 1.3

North Central 3890 1041 100.9 93.4 1.0 6.1 2.0

North-East 4140 1312 119.6 88.7 1.4 8.2 2.4

South-East 4190 1094   73.9 91.3 1.1 5.8 1.8

South Central 4012 1148 191.7 91.6 0.7 2.6 1.4

South-West 7274   902 112.9 95.9 0.3 1.3 0.8

Bulgaria-total 4919 1111 665.6 92.4 0.8 4.4 1.6

** GVA in agriculture and forestry per capita for rural areas’ population (BGN, 2004)

Sources: Statisticheski Godishnik 2006, Natsionalen strategicheski plan za razvitie na selskite rayoni 2007–2013 

godina, Prilozhenia, 2006.
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For the last two decades, the agriculture developed at slow rates and until the year of 2001 

the agricultural output of the country was less than that during 1989–1991. In recent years, owing 

to various reasons and factors, the agricultural development has remained unstable against 

the background of the GDP and GVA steady increase in the whole economy (Figure 4).

Two objectives were set in the National Agriculture and Rural Development Plan 

(2000-2006). The fi rst objective of the plan focuses on the promotion of effi cient and sustainable 

agricultural production and a competitive food-processing sector, capable of reaching the EU 

standards. The second objective centres on the sustainable rural development, consistent with 

the best international environmental practices by providing alternative employment opportuni-

ties, economic diversifi cation, rehabilitation and development of infrastructure. The implemen-

tation of the above strategic actions integrated in four priority areas (sub-programs), (Table 3).

At this stage considerable investments are needed for the development of rural areas, and 

particularly for the development of agriculture, for farmers’ support, for improvements in 

the farm produce processing (including food-processing industry), for tourism, for infra-

structure maintenance and construction, etc. The local authorities have still limited fi nancial 

possibilities to invest in rural areas. The investments in agriculture (both national and foreign) 

are insuffi cient. Expenditures on acquisition of tangible fi xed assets and acquired tangible 

fi xed assets show a steady up-ward trend (Figure 5), but they constitute just about 2-4% of 

these ones in Bulgarian economy (1999–2005). The foreign direct investments (FDI) are also 

inadequate (Figure 6) – during 1998–2005 only 0.3% of FDI, which fl owed into Bulgarian 

economy, were allocated for agriculture.

There is a “comparatively low investment activity in agriculture which can be explained 

with the restricted funds at the disposal of the farmers” (Agraren doklad…, 2006, p. 2). 

The latter have poor chances to invest their own capitals as a result of the transformations that 

took place in Bulgarian farming in the early 1990s of the bigger and deeper changes in the rural 

areas of Bulgaria, and their economy during the same period, than in the Central European 
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Table 3. Priorities and measures under Program SAPARD in Bulgaria 

Priorities Measures

1. Improvement of the production, 

processing and marketing of agricultural 

and forestry products,  processing 

and marketing of fi shery products in 

compliance with EU acquis; promotion 

of environmentally-friendly farming and 

environmental protection

1.1.Investments in agricultural holdings

1.2.Improving processing and marketing of agricultural 

and fi shery products

1.4.Forestry: Afforestation of agricultural areas, 

investment in forest holdings, processing and marketing 

of forestry products

1.5.Setting up producer groups

2. Integrated rural development aimed 

at protecting and strengthening rural 

economies and communities

2.1.Development and diversifi cation of economic 

activities, providing for multiple activities and alternative 

income

2.2.Renovation and development of villages and the 

protection and conservation of the rural heritage

2.3.Development and improvement of rural 

infrastructure

3. Investment in human resources – 

vocational training for agricultural 

producers and other persons working in 

the agricultural sector, involved in the 

agricultural production, forestry and 

diversifi cation of activities in the rural 

areas 

3.1. Improvement of vocational training

4. Technical assistance 4.1.Technical assistance

Source: National Agriculture and Rural Development Plan (2000-2006).
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Figure 5. Expenditure on acquisition of tangible fi xed assets and acquired tangible fi xed assets 
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Source: Statisticheski Godishnik for years 2000-2006.
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countries in transition of the longer and less successful transformation process, of the signifi -

cant fragmentation of land and farms, and extremely, unfavourable structure of farms (Table 2). 

The fi nancial support of the farm producers in Bulgaria was negligible as compared to 

that in the EU countries or other nations in transition; what is more, in 1991–1997 a reverse 

trend towards confi scation of part of the incomes was observed. “The insignifi cant support is 

the main cause for the markedly extensive type of production. Bulgaria is a typical example of 

a country which is poor not because its agriculture is underdeveloped but quite the contrary

 – the agriculture is underdeveloped because the country is poor” (Popov 2005). In the following 

years alongside with their own additional investments, which the farms will use for their 

development, the investment credits and subsidies are expected to go up. The state support by 

the State Fund “Agriculture” increased. The budget of the Fund grew 8 times – from 22 million 

leva to 160 million leva (2001–2004). In the future, fi nancial support is to be given to the small 

farms and to the farms whose production is partly marketable as there are perspectives for their 

development (Natsionalen… 2006) and to the farm producers, who strictly observe the quality 

standards. “The creation of better conditions for demand and supply of investments requires 

that the Bulgarian government should introduce and completely apply the principles of the EU 

agrarian policy before the country becomes an EU full member” (Petkov 2005). The signi-

fi cant growth of foreign investments, directed to agro-industrial sector, is expected to be one of 

the most important advantages from Bulgaria’s integration with the EU (Simova 2002).

EU fi nancial support is considered to be one of the main investment sources for the rural 

areas and agriculture in Bulgaria. Since 2000 under the PHARE, ISPA and SAPARD Pro-

grams about 250-300 million EUR has been annually granted for accession preparation 

(Figure 7). The direct subsidies from the structural funds have roughly been 44 million EUR. 

Bulgaria was the fi rst candidate member country, which in May 2001 was partially 

accredited for its SAPARD Agency, and since 2001 this program has been an extra source 

of fi nancing and maintaining the agriculture (Figure 8). With respect to the sums, which 

Bulgaria can get from SAPARD (about 55 million EUR annually and 364 million EUR for 

the period 2000–2006) it ranks third after Poland and Romania. This support does not replace 

the national subsidies, earmarked to promote the development of agriculture and of the rural 
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Figure 6. FDI in agriculture, forestry and fi shing (Milions U.S.dolars)

Source: Statisticheski Godishnik for years 2000–2006.
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regions. In 2003 the SAPARD Bulgarian Agency was authorized to implement 9 out of the 11 

measures, envisaged in the program (Redoven… 2003). The pre-accession funds under 

the SAPARD Program are considered to be a decisive factor for obtaining sustainable deve-

lopment in the rural regions (Agraren… 2005). For the period 2007–2009 Bulgaria can re-

ceive 733 million EUR to encourage the advance of these regions. Other economic sectors 

(tourism, manufacturing industries, crafts, etc.) will also contribute a lot to the development 

of agriculture and of rural regions and to the higher standard of living in them. Therefore, 

it is very important to fully manage the funds, granted for this purpose, as well as to increase 

the national investments. 
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Figure 7. Financial support from EU Programs to Bulgaria (Milion EUR)
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The data analysis on fi nancial support until the end of 2006 demonstrates signifi cant dif-

ferences between the planning regions (Table 4). The South Central and North-East regions 

are remarkable for the greatest number of approved projects and the most impressive fi nancial 

support. They offer very good agro-ecological conditions for agricultural activities (Dobrudja, 

the Upper Thracian Lowland, etc.). These are regions with traditionally well developed farm-

ing. The South Central region is characterized by its labour intensive agriculture (vegetables, 

fruits, tobacco, etc.) and farms which are not large. The agriculture of North-East region is 

non-intensive (cereals, etc.) and the farms are larger – they have a higher percentage of the to-

tal number of farms (Table 2). These regions include both districts, which are actively involved 

in the implementation of the SAPARD Program (Plovdiv, Dobrich) and districts which are 

rather passive (Kardjali). The biggest number of projects is recorded in the districts of Plovdiv, 

Dobrich, and Burgas whereas the smallest one – in the districts of Kardjali, Pernik and Vidin. 

The biggest fi nancial support has been given to the districts of Plovdiv, Burgas, Stara Zagora 

and Dobrich, and the smallest one – to those of Gabrovo, Pernik and Kardjali.

The author has made an attempt to assess the impact of SAPARD fi nancial support by 

NUTS 2 on the basis of the available data and the methodology, worked out by Rudnicki 

(2006), who has carried out investigations on SAPARD implementation in Poland.

The analysis and distribution of the individual measures (Table 5) set out two priorities 

in Bulgaria. More than half of the approved projects in the country are under Measure 1.1. 

Investments in Agricultural Holdings. The main objective of this measure is the growth of 

incomes from agricultural activities, the improvement of the living and working conditions 

for the agricultural producers as well as the better utilization of human resources (Godishen 

doklad… 2007). It supports private investments in viticulture and in the production of milk, 

meat, fruits, and vegetables. This is the most important measure for fi ve of the six NUTS 2, 

with percentage share from 66.9% (North-West region) to 84.9% (North-East region). Meas-

ure 2.1. Development and Diversifi cation of Economic Activities is the main one only for 

the South-West region (47.1%). The major objective of this measure is to support the inte-

grated development of rural communities by funding private initiatives, generating additional 

Table 4. Geographical distribution of SAPARD fi nancial support in Bulgaria (31.12.2006)

NUTS 2 (planning regions) Benefi cients* Public subsidies (national and EU)**

Number % Millions BGL %

North-West   139       4.9     87.3      6.7

North Central   455     16.1   168.7    13.1

North-East   688     24.3   306.2    23.8

South-East   369     13.0   171.8    13.3

South Central   808     28.5   355.6    27.6

South-West   374     13.2   197.9    15.4

Bulgaria-total 2833 100 1287.6 100

* Any double counting of a single benefi ciary simultaneously from several measures and a single benefi ciary 

simultaneously registered in several areas shall be avoided

** on the base of primarily contracts with benefi cients

Source: Godishen doclad za izpulnenie na programa SAPARD w Republika Bulgaria v perioda 

1.01.2006-31.12.2006.
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income and guaranteeing effi cient rural economy, better employment opportunity and living 

standard and reduced migration. It supports investments by private operators in rural tourism, 

local craftsmanship and agro-industry, wood-processing, carpentry and bio-fuels, mushrooms 

production, processing of essential oil plants, herbs, mushrooms, etc.

This investigation is based on selected parameters for assessment of regional differences in 

the absorption level of funds from SAPARD Program: number of approved projects per 10 000 

people in the rural areas, number of approved projects per 10 000 ha UAA, fi nancial support 

per capita of the rural areas’ population, fi nancial support per 1 ha UAA, fi nancial support as 

a percentage share from GDP of the region. The above mentioned parameters have been sub-

jected to mathematical operations (normalization of index value, calculation of standard de-

viation) and have been presented as normalized mean values. “The integral index, calculated 

in this way, is assumed to be a determinant for the absorption level of SAPARD Fund which 

allows to make a distinction between the absorption level by regions” (Rudnicki 2006, p. 26).

Table 5. Approved projects by planning regions – number and structure by measures

Regions Number Share of measures from total number of projects approved (%)

1. 1.1. 1.2. 1.4. 1.5. 2. 2.1. 2.2. 2.3. 3.1. 4.1.

North-West   139 66.9 50.3 16.6   33.1 21.6 6.5  5   

North Central   455 69.7 59.1   9.7 0.9  30 25.9 2.4  2   

North-East   688 84.9 75.8   8.7 0.3 0.1 15.1 10.3  2 2.8   

South-East   369 75 63 11.4 0.3 0.3 25 22 2.2 0.8   

South Central   808 69.7 54.1 14.4  1 0.2 30.3 26.1 2.7 1.5   

South-West   374 42.6 20.1 19.3 2.9 0.3 57.4 47.1  5 1.3 0.8 3.2

Bulgaria-total 2833 70.3 56.6 12.6 0.9 0.2 29.3 24.3 3.1 1.8 0.1 0.4

* Any double counting of a single benefi ciary simultaneously from several measures and a single benefi ciary 

simultaneously registered in several areas shall be avoided

Source: Author calculation on data from: Godishen doclad za izpulnenie na programa SAPARD 

w Republika Bulgaria v perioda 1.01.2006–31.12.2006.

Table 6. Indexes of fi nancial support absorption by planning regions

Regions Number of projects Financial support Integral 

index
Per 10000 

persons

Per 10000 

ha UAA

BGL/ 1 

person*

BGL/ 1 

ha UAA

in % of 

GDP

North-West   4.8   5.0 397   316 4.3   -3.24

North Central   8.8   7.4 328   276 3.7   -2.69

North-East 11.8   7.0 525   369 5.8 +2.97

South-East 10.2   8.8 476   409 5.2 +1.53

South Central   9.1 16.6 403   732 4.6 +1.48

South-West   6.2 26.4 330 1400 1.3   -0.04

Average for Bulgaria-total   8.8   9.7 398   442 3.3  -

* rural areas’ population

Source: Author calculation on data from: Godishen doklad za izpulnenie na programa SAPARD w Republika 

Bulgaria v perioda 1.01.2006-31.12.2006 and data from National Statistical Institute.
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The existing differences between the individual regions make distinguishable four levels 

of absorption: very low (with integral index value lower than -2.0), average (value of integral 

index about 0), high (integral index value 1–2) and very high (integral index 2–4). The North-

West and the North Central region have been provided the smallest fi nancial support. With 

respect to its economy the North-West region is considered to be the least developed one. 

It is remarkable for its drastic depopulation and population aging but at the same time most 

of it is endowed with favourable natural conditions for farming and tourism. Quite unexpect-

edly, the North Central region is also included in this group. It has good soil and agro-climatic 

conditions, enough arable land and relatively well developed manufacturing industries. It is 

also suitable for rural tourism and has preserved some traditional crafts in the mountain zone. 

The South-West region is notable for its average absorption level. The agriculturally better 

developed regions throughout the country have been more active in the implementation of 

the SAPARD Program and have received the biggest fi nancial support. The South Central 

and South-East regions have a high absorption level while the North-East region has the very 

high one. 

On the basis of this investigation on SAPARD Program implementation in Bulgaria and of 

the investigation conducted by Rudnicki (2006) for Poland, a comparison is made on the way 

the SAPARD funds are used in the two countries. More active in terms of project proposals 

is Poland – the number of approved projects per 10 000 people (16.5) is twice as big as that in 

Bulgaria (8.8). Besides, a much greater concentration of funds can be observed in Bulgaria – 

the fi nancial resources, allocated and approved for 1 project, are 4 times greater as compared 

to Poland (re-estimated in EUR). On the average, the support for one person and 1 ha in 

Bulgaria is twice as high as that in Poland.

In conformity with the specifi c conditions for agricultural development and the abilities 

and demands of farmers and communities, different objectives have been set in the two coun-

tries and relevant measures have been defi ned for their achievement. The analysis on the 

scope of the applied measures in Poland and Bulgaria demonstrates that three of them are 

identical and this article centres particularly on them. In Bulgaria the measure Renovation 

and Development of Villages and Protection and Conservation of the Rural Heritage is widely 

applied whereas in Poland there is not such a measure. Some of the measures are not used 

in Poland, e.g. Environmental Protection in Agriculture and Afforestation; others such as 

Improvement of Vocational Training and Technical Assistance have not been included in 

the Rudnicki’s investigation. The measure Development and improvement of Rural Infra-

structure has a much wider scope in Poland. 

In both countries most of the approved projects are directed towards Investments in 

Agricultural Holdings (Table 7). Development and Diversifi cation of Economic Activities 

ranks second in Bulgaria as well as in Poland by the numbers of projects. The next measure 

in Bulgaria is Improving Processing and Marketing of Agriculture and Fishery Products and 

in Poland – the Development and Improvement of Rural Infrastructure. As for the fi nancial 

support, most of the funds in Bulgaria are concentrated in Improving Processing and Mar-

keting of Agricultural and Fishery Products and in Investments in Agricultural Holdings, 

in Poland – in Development and Improvement of Rural Infrastructure and Improving Process-

ing and Marketing of Agricultural and Fishery Products.

Unlike Bulgaria, where the absorption indexes by territorial units signifi cantly differ from 
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one another, in Poland they show close resemblance. As it is underlined in the Annual Re-

port on SAPARD Program Implementation in the Republic of Bulgaria for the period Janu-

ary 1st – December 31st, 2006, “the regional uneven distribution of the measures enhanced 

the disparities  among the different planning regions…; the less developed regions also 

received smaller amounts of funds. The same applies to individual applicants…” (Godishen 

doklad… 2007, p. 30).

According to the assessment made in the Agrarian doklad (2006), it can be admitted 

that as a whole the SAPARD Program has had considerable results related to investments 

aiming at: better sanitary conditions and health care for the animals; more effi cient environ-

mental protection and observing the phyto-sanitary requirements when growing permanent 

crops; encouraging the investments in agriculture; developing confi dence in the European 

Programs; accumulating administrative experience in implementing the Program; preparing 

Bulgaria for the successful management of the funds within the framework of the New agricul-

tural fund for development of the EU rural areas. Survey data, collected in the framework of 

the SAPARD mid-term evaluation up-date (in the end of 2006 – author’s notes), show that 89% of 

the respondents stated they wouldn’t have made the same investment, 30% wouldn’t have 

made any investment at all and only 7%, mostly manufacturers, would have made the same 

investment….; about 80% of the respondents pointed that they have made additional invest-

ments as a result of SAPARD fi nancing. SAPARD-supported agricultural holdings and com-

panies are net employment creators; only 24% had a reduction in the number of employees 

after the investment while more than 75% increased their labour force after the investment; 

about 88% of them have increased their average salaries (Godishen doklad… 2007, p. 30). 

In addition, an institutional system of control and monitoring, a special institutional system for 

common agrarian policy implementation, etc., have been created.

In the course of implementing the EU common agricultural policy, the fi nancial support of 

the rural regions and agriculture will continue in the next years. The EU contribution of addi-

tional payments to the direct payments is 145.47 million EUR by current price for the period 

2007–2009. The expected funds to be absorbed during the programming period 2007–2013 in 

Bulgaria will amount to 3242 million EUR of which 2609 million will come from the European 

Table 7. Relationships between SAPARD Programme measures in Bulgaria and Poland

Measures Number of projects Financial support

Bulgaria Poland Bulgaria Poland

Investments in Agricultural Holdings 56.6 50.1 34.2 13.3

Development and Diversifi cation of Economic 

Activities

24.3 24.1 12.9   9.1

Improving Processing and Marketing of 

Agricultural and Fishery Products

12.6   5.7 35.5 35.3

Development and Improvement of Rural 

Infrastructure 

20.0 42.1

Renovation and development of villages and the 

protection and conservation of the rural heritage

  3.1   9.0

Source: Author calculation on data from: Godishen doklad za izpulnenie na programa SAPARD w Republika 

Bulgaria v perioda 1.01.2006-31.12.2006; Rudnicki (2006).
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Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and 633 million from national co-fi nancing (God-

ishen doklad… 2007). This fi nancial support will promote the accomplishment of 3 strategic 

objectives as defi ned in the Rural Development Program (2007–2013). 42% from the total 

budget is allocated for the fi rst objective, which will encourage productivity growth and compe-

titiveness of agriculture, food processing industry and forestry sector and thus will contribute 

to the Lisbon strategic objectives on economic growth. For the measures, associated with 

the second objective – the preservation of natural resources and the improvement of countryside 

– is allocated 27% of the total budget. For job opportunity diversifi cation and improvement 

of the quality of life in rural areas is earmarked 31%.
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Abstract. According to recent development, landscape is not only object of scientifi c stud-

ies, but it is being included in planning policy and practice as well. Along with this emerges 

the strong sense of landscape as heritage constituting the identity of people on different 

hierarchical levels. However, should be the management of landscape as heri-tage treat-

ed as inherent part of spatial (physical, regional) planning or restricted only to so called 

natural or landscape protected areas? The discussion builds on examples from Czechia 

with the main emphasis on spatial relationships among areas devoted to cultural and 

natural heritage protection as well as areas dedicated to protection and development.

Keywords: landscape heritage; areal preservation; landscape management; areal devel-

opment; spatial planning; historical geography; Czechia

 

INTRODUCTION

Landscape attracts nowadays a lot of attention not only in scientifi c research, but also in physi-

cal, spatial, regional or even landscape planning policy and practice (Sklenička 2003; Selman 

2006). Among these it is not only treated as sum of objects and processes (Emmelin 1996), 

scenery (among others see von Haaren 2002; Krause 2001; Steinitz 2001) or symbol (Cosgrove 

1998; Robertson, Richards 2003), system, ecosystem, geosystem or complex geographical sys-

tem (Demek 1974; Forman, Godron 1993; Lipský 1998; Míchal 1994; Hampl 2000), area, terri-

tory, contested territory or taskscape (see Ingold 1993; Olwig 1996; compare with Hägerstrand 

1970, 1989 and 1995). It is considered as a specifi c type of heritage as well (see European 

Landscape Convention; The World Heritage Convention; Lowenthal 1999; Phillips 1998; com-

pare with Chromý, Jeleček 2005). However, this notion of landscape as heritage places before 

us many questions we are not always able to answer. What do we mean by landscape herit-

age? Is it worth of recognizing at all? Should it be protected only in selected areas or should 

it be preserved as a whole? What is the difference between landscapes in delimited protected 

areas and landscapes anywhere else? Moreover, many other questions may arise. Especially, 
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if we discuss the aims, means and practice of landscape heritage protection and management 

(see Daugstad, Grytli 1999; Farmer 1995; Howard 2003; Lowenthal 1975, 1978, 1985; Lynch 

1972, 2004; Negussie 2004). Can landscape heritage be protected only through management of 

certain landscape elements (see defi nition of “landscape protection” formulated in European 

Landscape Convention), since its nature is complex and multihistoric (Daugstad, Grytli 1999; 

Hampl 2000; Löw, Míchal 2003)?

And it is namely the landscape heritage protection and management as represented by 

areal preservation practice in particular and its connection to landscape change management 

as well as areal development, that lies in the middle of our concern in this article. At fi rst 

the meaning and content of landscape heritage is being discussed. Then we will turn on to 

current understanding of areal preservation as a form of landscape heritage protection and 

its relationship to areal development. However, we do not see current understanding of areal 

preservation as suffi cient and unproblematic, so it is being discussed more closely and its alter-

native defi nition is being proposed as well.

LANDSCAPE AS HERITAGE: SHORT DISCUSSION

Always we are able to fi nd something from the past that survives, something we have to cope 

with, whether it remains in minority or not. Inevitably there is present some past that shapes 

our future (Antrop 1997; Marcucci 2000; Třeštík 2003), although it is not always recognised 

and has to be created or discovered (Lowenthal 1975, 1985) through the highly selective pro-

cess (Wishart 1997). And through this process comes heritage to its existence as well.

Heritage includes “everything that people want to save, from clean air to morris dancing, 

including material culture and nature” (Howard 2003, p. 1). However it is not stable, it changes 

through time and “moves through discovery or formation, inventory, designation, protection, 

renovation, commodifi cation and, sometimes, destruction” (Howard 2003, p. 86). Although 

destruction should not only mean loss of its existence in terms of violence (for example when 

the favourite cup is broken), but we can also change our heritage, start to appreciate new 

things instead of the previous ones, leaving them behind (for example of shifting attitudes 

towards preservation of certain elements see Negussie 2004). Just as the not favoured past is 

condemned to vanish. The heritage we preserve is inevitably multihistoric, even if it is con-

structed from components among which those from one period of time prevail or are treated 

as the most valuable (the problem discussed for example by Daugstad, Grytli 1999). Our heri-

tage is unseparable from our past, it is deeply rooted in it. It is our heritage, whether good 

or bad, through which our past directs our future steps (Lowenthal 1985). Thus our identity, 

which can be also geographically defi ned (Chromý 2003; Paasi 1986), is built on our heritage 

so strongly, that without it we would have no stable points to form our identity around. If there 

were no such points, then the surrounding world would appear to us as everchanging unap-

proachable fuzziness unsuitable to live in. And it is for this need of stable points in space and 

time we have to protect something we are able to constitute our identity around. And land-

scape we live in may be one of these.

Landscape is an entity, it is a whole (Naveh 2000), which has its form, function and value 

(Selman 2006) and is functionig and changing through time. The view of landscape developed 
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widely by historical geographers and landscape historians and archaeologists, see Darby 1953; 

Butlin 1993; Baker 2003; Gojda 2000; Bičík, Jeleček, Štěpánek 2001; Muir 2003; Williams 

1989; later being discussed also in landscape ecology and planning, see Antrop 1998; Bürgi, 

Hersperger, Schneeberger 2004; Lipský 1995; Niewójt 2007; Wood, Handley 2001. Landscape 

has a material substance and shapes directly as well as indirectly our decisions about future 

actions, restricts and offers opportunities for them (Hägerstrand 1970, 1989; Pred 1984).

Landscape is as much a part of the objective reality as it is a cultural (subjective) concept. 

In the terms of objectivity landscape is often defi ned simply as “visual expression of the sum 

of objects and processes in a given locality at a given time” (Emmelin 1996:16). The terri-

tory, system, ecosystem or geosystem (approaches widely accepted in so called discipline 

of landscape ecology; among others Demek 1974; Forman, Godron 1993; Lipský 1998; Sklenička 

2003) or complex geographical system (Hampl 2000). In terms of subjectivity landscape is 

often defi ned as perceived scenery or symbol shaping our identity (Cosgrove 1985, 1998; 

Robertson, Richards 2003). For example, Granö (1997, p. 22 cited in Jones 2003, p. 81–82) 

defi ned it as “the total sensory effect, which a piece of land or the sky above it arouses in us (...) 

the whole perceived environment, not only as a perceived entity but also, and mainly, 

as an experiential environment”, which as compared to proximate fi eld of vision (proximity), 

is a distant fi eld of environment perceived dominantly by sight, hence it is not always perceiv-

able, requiring a certain minimum distance and lightning (Granö 1997 cited in Jones 2003, 

p. 82–83). Daniels and Cosgrove (1988, p. 1 cited in Ingold 1993, p. 154) even argue 

that landscape is solely “a cultural image, a pictorial way of representing or symbolising 

surroundings”.

However, landscape is not merely a scenery, “something separate from us” (von Haaren 

2002:73; this approach being mostly developed by architects and planners, among others see 

Krause 2001; Steinitz 2001) and it is neither only culture, nor it is similar to nature as well 

(Ingold 1993). For Olwig (1996, p. 630–631) it is neither territory nor scenery, instead “it can 

also be conceived as a nexus of community, justice, nature, and environmental equity, a con-

tested territory” (compare to concept of taskscape by Ingold 1993; see also Hägerstrand 1970, 

1989 and 1995; Pred 1984). Landscape is an inseparable part of our everyday environment, in 

which we have to act and live. We are inseparable part of the landscape we live in, though we 

are able to distinguish ourselves from it at the same moment (Tress B., Tress G. 2001). “And 

through living in it, the landscape becomes a part of us, just as we are a part of it” (Ingold 

1993, p. 154).

Landscape is then a perceived entity within which and with which we interact through our 

everyday practice. Since it is being recognised it becomes a more or less favourable part of 

our heritage, something important to and/or for us. Thus landscape, as this way connected to 

quality of our life, needs protection, management and planning (European Landscape Con-

vention). European Landscape Convention then defi nes several terms connected to this need, 

such as landscape quality objective, landscape protection, landscape management and land-

scape planning. However, since landscape protection is in terms of the European Landscape 

Convention being defi ned as “actions to conserve and maintain the signifi cant or characteristic 

features of a landscape” and landscape management as “action (...) to ensure the regular 

upkeep of a landscape, so as to guide and harmonise changes”, what is their relationship? 

Is it appropriate to defi ne landscape protection so nearly? Isn’t it so that in management and 
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planning policy and practice landscape should be rather treated as a framework (Selman 2006) 

than as a specifi c object? Furthermore, since landscape may be treated as a whole (Naveh 

2000), more than the sum of its parts, do we really protect landscape through protection of 

signifi cant and characteristic features, its parts?

AREAL PRESERVATION AND AREAL DEVELOPMENT, 
NECCESSARILY IN OPPOSITION?

One signifi cant form of landscape protection is areal preservation. This may be, in contempo-

rary understanding, defi ned as a more or less successful management of certain characteristics 

or elements in particular areas selected and delimited for its protection, which may be accord-

ing to the purpose of their designation divided into several categories (eg. natural or cultural, 

large or small, devoted to overall character or elements protection). Those areas are usually 

defi ned by particular laws. For the case of Czechia these are especially the law on care of his-

torical monuments (Zákon č. 20/1987 Sb.) for cultural heritage areas and the law on protection 

of nature and landscape (Zákon č. 114/1992 Sb.) for natural heritage areas. Natural heritage 

areas are bigger in its extent and may involve whole landscapes whereas cultural heritage areas 

take only a small part of it generally. Since protected areas are believed to have some excep-

tional heritage value, which is worth of protection, areal preservation is then usually thought 

of as a range of activities proposed and guaranteed by special institutions created to guarantee 

the fulfi llment of the protected area designation objectives and may be sometimes perceived as 

being connected with posing unnecessary restrictions on areal development. And as connected 

to landscape protection, management and planning, it may be argued that this way defi ned and 

practiced areal preservation is the protection of heritage in landscape rather then the protec-

tion of landscape as heritage.

In general, as a opposition to protected areas, development areas and axes are usually be-

ing distinguished. In the case of Czechia these were recently proposed and defi ned by govern-

ment in the so called Spatial Development Policy of the Czech Republic (Politika územního 

rozvoje České republiky). Main purpose of this document is to defi ne priorities of spatial 

planning on national level. According to this document the territory of Czechia is divided 

into four types of areas on the level of districts of municipalities with extended competencies: 

1) development areas, 2) development axes, 3) specifi c areas and 4) other areas (see Figure 1). 

Among these, development areas and axes in particular were defi ned as territories devoted to 

concentration of activities of national and international importance, so character and values of 

other areas may be maintained. But what is then the relationship between cultural and natural 

heritage areas and development areas and axes?

At fi rst simple typology of areal preservation importance on the level of districts of mu-

nicipalities with extended competencies was made. On the same level development areas and 

axes were delimited (see above), so later both typologies could be compared. The proposed 

typology of areal preservation importance was based on data about delimitation of selected 

protected areas of natural as well as cultural heritage. For each municipality the importance of 

areal preservation was calculated, its value being based on protected areas density and its per-

centual share of area of certain municipality. This way the overall evaluation of areal preserva-
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tion importance (see Figure 2) as well as the comparison of importance of cultural and natural 

heritage areal preservation (see Figure 3) was made for each district of municipality.

However, for several reasons the results of the typology should be interpreted very care-

fully. The selection of certain protected areas the typology was based on may seem quite 

arbitrary. The typology does not say anything about the goals of protection and how they are 

being fulfi lled in chosen protected areas. This may vary greatly among them. Thus we should 

treat the typology rather as mean than the result of our research. Certainly this typology needs 

further discussion which will be later conducted through the research in selected case study 

areas.

In the next step, the typology of municipalities based on areal preservation importance 

was compared with delimitation of development areas and axes explained above. Results of 

this comparison are shown in Figure 2 and 3. There may be found development areas and axes 

where areal preservation is very important as well as those in which it is not so important (see 

Figure 2). However, where there is areal preservation important in development areas and 

axes it is mainly represented by cultural heritage protection or the importance of cultural and 

natural heritage areal preservation is similar (compare Figure 2 and 3). The districts where 

there is the main goal of areal preservation the natural heritage protection are mainly those 

areas that are outside the development areas and axes (see Figure 3). And since natural pro-

tected areas may involve whole landscapes whereas cultural heritage areas are small in its 

extent, take only small part of particular landscape as we have stated above, does it mean that 

landscape in development areas and axes is worthless? Moreover, may this landscape become 

a “lost landscape” (in terms of Arnesen 1998)?

We argue that there may and should be another defi nition and understanding of areal 

preservation proposed. Any landscape has some (heritage) value and may be worth of protec-

Figure 1. Types of areas as proposed in Spatial Development Policy of the Czech Republic, 

districts of municipalities with extended competencies, Czechia, 2007

Source: Politika územního rozvoje České republiky
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Figure 3. Difference in natural and cultural heritage areal preservation importance compared to 

development areas and axes, districts of municipalities with extended competencies, Czechia, 2007

Source: Authors

Figure 2. Overall importance of areal preservation compared to development areas and axes, 

districts of municipalities with extended competencies, Czechia, 2007

Source: Authors
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tion (see for example European Landscape Convention), thus areal preservation should not 

be connected only with selected protected areas (Selman 2006). Instead it should be regarded 

as an inherent part of management and regulation of changes in landscape as a whole, being 

directly applied through protected areas designation (Powell, Selman, Wragg 2002; Selman 

2006) and indirectly through other tools used in (spatial, physical, regional or landscape or 

anyhow it may be called; see Hall 1992) planning policy and practice. Whereas direct tools, 

the designated protected areas itself, are used for protection of particular part(s) or character(s) 

of landscape(s) guaranteed by state, by indirect tools are meant all the other tools which were 

not primarily created for the purpose of protection. Although being defi ned for different pur-

poses, for example in Czechia they are both used separately under its own institutions and 

modes of application, these tools are or should be used together in practice.

Understanded as this, areal preservation embraces not only particular activities or tools, 

but also attitudes towards our everyday environment, landscape we live in. This defi nition 

being not so far from the concept of “environmental humility” once suggested by Relph (1981) 

or the opinion of Míchal (2001), who stressed the need for defi nite change of attitude from 

conservation to management in areal preservation, expansion of the protection of nature and 

landscape on “growing the nature”, and most importantly, simultaneous care for natural and 

cultural values of landscape as human environment.

CONCLUSION

Landscape heritage is (or at least should be treated as) a synthesis of both, natural as well as 

cultural heritage (Löw, Míchal 2003; Míchal 2001; Naveh 2000). Areal preservation is one of 

the main tools of landscape heritage and landscape changes management. So, it should not be 

concentrated merely on conservation (of the character of some area for example), it should 

be rather a tool for and inherent part of areal development. An attitude towards management 

of landscape as a whole, because it is important in areas that are not exposed to some kind of 

development as well as in those that are exposed. All landscapes are in some sense cultural, 

so there is and always will be constant desire for cooperation between cultural and natural 

heritage protection practice as well as their cooperation with other actors involved in areal 

development. But since there are no suffi cient general rules for distinguishing valuable land-

scapes (Lowenthal 1978) and hardly ever will be, the ways how to bring landscape protection 

into practice will be always under discussion (Daugstad, Grytli 1999; Farmer 1995; Phillips 

1998; Palang, Kaur, Alumäe, Jürimäe 1999; Selman 2006).

Their still remain some considerable questions for which it is necessary to seek the answer 

through the constant process of negotiation. For example, how important is and should be 

areal preservation in areal development and landscape management? Are there any opportu-

nities for cooperation between areal cultural heritage and natural heritage protection? What 

are their similarities and differences? And at last the question we should see as the most im-

portant. Does, or at least may, areal preservation positively affect regional development and 

future landscape changes in certain area as a platform for cooperation, or is it rather a source 

of confl icts?
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Abstract. The research – which is the base of this paper – examines the effects of dif-

ferent social, economical and ecological driving factors of the land use changes at 

the border areas of the South Great Plain Region. The multidimensional model is used to 

analyze interactions at the landscape-scale hereby it helps to understand the dynamic of 

the changes, and also contributes to develop “best-practices” at the landscape-planning. 

The different kind of land use confl icts depend of the target of spatial planning. This 

paper tries to present the methods and the semi-results, which can be used to examine 

the problems.

Key words: Land use change, Land use confl icts, multidimensional model, driving forces

INTRODUCTION

There are several reasons that land use has been one of the main issue in the last decade. 

The EU’s Lisbon Strategy is heavily based on the economy concepts of innovation, the “learn-

ing economy” and the social and environmental renewal. In this context the local governments 

are suffering from more and more fi scal problems of the increased service demands that come 

with development. Several problems and confl icts grow up when new road are being construct-

ing or at housing activities. Using nature resources and nature conservation activities have also 

big impact on the land use. The permament changes of EU and national policy mainly have an 

affect on the agricultural areas. 

The community efforts to address land use in South Great Plain are increasing. All of them 

are manifest in the different type of national and local land use planning and policy. This is the 

main reason of the increased attention to the land use and land use change.

Another aspect of the landscape research today is how a land use type of a given area 

suits the land capability and what sort of social activities can be placed with the minimum risk. 

Human are – as determinative factors of the landscape – have more and more infl uence on 
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the functioning and shaping of the landscape. The changes by the human activities explain 

the necessity of the research, as nowadays it is evident that people play important part in shap-

ing the land. 

The goal of the research is to explore the antropogen-technogen process in the landscape 

as driving forces which are choose by the aspect of the nature-society interaction and also to 

get to know the structure and function of the landscape.

The aim of the study is to introduce some problems of the land use by a new spatial explicit 

model.

STUDY AREA

The South Great Plain Region (SGPR) is the largest one in Hungary, located in the south 

eastern part of the country covered by Bács-Kiskun, Békés and Csongrád counties (Figure 1). 

Most of the territory is fl at – no more than 200 m above sea level – and rich in diverse natural 

assets and landscape. The region covers an area of 18 339 km2, which is 19.7% of the total area 

of Hungary.

The South Great Plain Region has a continental climate and the region enjoy more sun-

shine than anywhere else in Hungary. It is also one of the dries regions of the country. Annual 

Figure 1. Study area
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rainfall is around 600 mm in the southern part of the Danube Valley and in the south east, but 

as low as 500–550 mm in the Kiskunság area. Comparing to the last third of the last century, 

the yearly fall decreased by more than 110 mm in the southern areas along the state border, 

which intensifi es the 100 – 150 mm water shortfall which is typical in this region’s climate. 

The outstanding quality of the soil in the territory of Békés and Csongrád counties plays 

a signifi cant role in the economic life of the region. In this region the 66% of the 1.6 million 

hectares agricultural area is cropland. In terms of the physical attributes of agricultural land, 

it is likely that the expected impacts of climate change (draught, decline in the groundwater 

level, warm winters) will affect the whole region.

Most of the land of the region is suitable for agricultural use: in the year of 2005 83% of 

the total area was agricultural land of which 76% was cropland1. 88% – of cropland was private 

property. The structure of the landscape is mainly mosaic and characterized by low proportion 

of forest and pastures. 

13.4% of Hungary’s population (1,355,000) live here; the population density is 74 people/km2. 

Given the number of municipalities (254 being the smallest number within one region com-

pared with the rest of the country) and the size of the region (this is Hungary’s largest region) 

the South Great Plain Region has the lowest density of municipalities in Hungary. However 

with it’s 47 towns, it is still the second most urbanized area of the country after the North Great 

Plain Region. At the beginning of 2006, 65% of the population of Bács-Kiskun County lived in 

towns, while this rate was almost 71% in Békés County and 74% in Csongrád County. Apart 

from a few exceptions (e.g. the county town of Kecskemét and Mórahalom, which is part of 

the suburban area of Szeged) the urban population is decreasing at a similar rate as the region’s 

overall population. The urban population is decreasing as the region’s overall population. 

Among the 25 statistical micro-regions of the South Great Plain, 7 belongs to the group of 

the 48 most disadvantaged micro-regions in Hungary, there are 157 backward settlements and 

13 important settlements from tourism aspects.

LAND USE DYNAMIC

Landscape change does happen when gradually the land cover transforms to a new domi-

nant type and also causes structural change (Antrop 2003). Another landscape will be formed 

when the new forms of land use demand larger fi elds, special treatment of the soil, terrain 

levelling, removal of hedgerows and new enlarged roads. Change refers to the alteration 

of the structure and function of the land-use mosaic through time, caused by changes in 

the distribution of the population (e.g. urbanization) and changes in the biophysical conditions 

(e.g. climate change or soil degradation). Change and continuity are also related to speed and 

magnitude of the overall land use and land organization. A good example is land abandon-

ment in Europe which is due to severe changes in agricultural economics. This includes for-

est converted to agriculture, agricultural lands converted to suburban development, suburban 

development converted to urban areas (Sanderson et al. 2002).

In SGPR between 1990 and 2004 14% of the total land cover change affected arable land 

and 52% of this land abandonment covered by pasture and homogeneus land cover types.

1   Data based on Corine Land Cover 2000 and Hungarian Central Statistical Offi ce 2006.
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There are two important question concerning land abandonment: where will it happen 

if no policy actions are set and which areas will be more or less affected if e.g. subsidies are 

increased or decreased? The identifi cation of risk zones may help planners at local, regional 

and national levels, to focus their activities on problem areas and to differentiate strategies be-

tween low-potential and high-potential areas. In highly human-infl uenced landscapes certain 

process (e.g.: land abandonment) must be planned and its methods must be explicit and rep-

licable. The spatial organization of the composing elements is a key to describe the functions 

and processes within a landscape. If the composition changes their connecting relationships 

will change too, since the functioning of a landscape and its structure are intimately related 

(Forman and Godron 1986; Dramstad et al. 1996; Antrop 2000; Turner et al. 2001; Nagendra 

et al. 2004).

Summerise the above mentioned facts we could get the answer for the question: why 

agricultural land use so important? Because 87% of the land cover change of the SGP between 

1990 and 2000 are covered by agricultural areas.   

The professional literature calls the social-economical, organisational and environmental 

factors of the land cover changes driving factors of changes (Adger, Brown 1994; Blaikie et al. 

1994; Tumer and Meyer 1994). On the one hand these driving factors are the direct impacts of 

the physical environment (deforestation, urbanisation, cultivation (Turner and Meyer 1994)) 

on the other hand these factors mean landscape modifi cation activities of the individual or 

social groups (Blaikie et al 1994; Geist, Lambin 2002).

The driver factors of land use change have infl uence on their environment from local to 

regional level. The local economical structures, the accessibility of nature resources, the cor-

ruption, the properties and the different local laws are the direct impacts. The regional and lo-

cal driving forces are more dynamic and fl exible like global ones, moreover these more depend 

on the characteristic of the narrow environment. 

Root causes of the changes could not explain the change itself fully. These forces perma-

mently interacting and only analyse in the context of the social, economycal and environmental 

aspects (Turner, Meyer 1994, p. 262). Furthermore the interactions between land use changes 

and landscape pattern are more and more intensive (Gallopin 1991). 

Changes in the land use are also includes their possible consequences which can be positive 

or even negative, depending on the affected group (individual, community, group of people). 

These kind of consequenes can result confl ict situations. 

Agriculture is shaping the land. Special confl ict situations can evolve different objectives of 

land use like human versus nature, agriculture vs. nature conservation,  infrastructure develop-

ment vs. semi-natural areas, tourism vs. protected areas. Landscape structure and biodiversity 

highly depend on the methods, the character and the intensity of farming systems.

When the interplay between these two types of factors results in land use change, this can 

feedback on the macro-scale conditions, e.g., through changes in the supply demand character-

istics of an agricultural product. On the other hand, a land-use change at a particular location 

can also affect characteristics of the location of change itself, e.g., through erosion or nutrient 

depletion. These processes will affect future land-use options at that location. In this paper 

I focus on feedbacks at this local scale, while macro-scale processes are only implemented as 

scenario conditions, disregarding the feedback of land-use change on macro-scale processes.
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DATA AND METHODS

Currently, we are lacking methodologies which incorporate processes of human settlement and 

agriculture and the natural forces that have created a landscape into spatial planning. Based 

on a review of literature dealing with the explanatory factors of land-use patterns (Turner II 

et al. 1995; Kaimowitz and Angelsen 1998) a large set of factors were selected that are pos-

sible predictors of the land-use pattern in Hungary, especially in the SGPR. For these factors 

spatially explicit information was collected. 

In this paper I will examine the possible effects of the spatial policy generated macro-

factors on the rural areas of Hungary especialy in the agriculture sector. 

There are several trends and scenarios in the agriculture are based on the objectives and 

priorities of the national Strategic Plans. In the Hungarian agriculture and rural development 

policy2  have two main strategic goals which handle the rural areas: the fi rst is about the spatial 

conservation and development the natural heritage of the landscape, it means  strengthening 

of landscape identity, moreover revitalization of the human-landscape linkages, rehabilitation 

of the degraded areas, biocultivation, nature-friend economy activities, traditional agriculture, 

ecoturism and natureparks. The second objective is strengthening the local cultural heritage 

and social identity. In the National Spatial Development Concept3  the rural area means: 

Natural environment, high portion of green areas, low pressure of the economy and the popu-

lation; It has mainly agricultural, turistical, ecological and residential functions. 

Many social and economic data are only available for certain administrative levels. What is 

needed is a regionalisation of statistics through an integration of various types of information 

(measurements, sample data, areal data). The data based on statistics are valid for 2004. Most 

datas were derived from agricultural and demographic statistics or surveys, linked to adminis-

trative boundaries in a Geographical Information System. Biophysical data were derived from 

digitised maps, land use types were derived from CORINE Land Cover 2000 database.

The CLUE-s (Conversion of Land Use and its Effects) model is a land-use change model 

that has already been used and validated in a wide range of applications (Veldkamp et al. 2001; 

Verburg and Veldkamp 2004). The model is especially useful for assessments of changes in 

complex spatial patterns of land-use change because of the explicit attention that is given to 

linkages between the temporal and spatial dynamics of land-use change. CLUE-S is a spatial 

analysing tool to examine the different scenarios driven land use changes (Verburg et al. 2002, 

Verburg and Veldkamp 2004 and Verburg et al. 2004). 

The model consists of two modules: a non-spatial demand-module and an allocation-mod-

ule, which is a spatial allocation procedure (Figure 2). The fi rst step was to analyse of the ag-

gregated demands of all land use type, the second  step was to allocate the driving factors of 

land use change and the third step was the raster based GIS spatial analysis of land use changes 

releated to differrent land use demand. 

The input dataset of the demand-module was different type of database of alternative 

models. It consisted several statistical-administrative datas, result of researches, empirical da-

tas and dataset of social-economical scenarios gatherd in GIS. 

The allocation-module are featured by the explanatory factors of the spatial policy 

2   New Hungary Rural Development Strategic Plan 2007-2013 (ÚMVT)

3   New National Spatial Development Concept, 2005
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which is the main parameter of the location suitability. Analysing of this suitability is highly 

affected by the land use specifi c bio-phisical and social-economical factors, giving chance to 

allocate the most suitable area for a certain land use type. The spatial development policy and 

the different property situations have also infl uence on the spatial patterns of land use. These 

are very important input factors of the model especially when we examine the rules of land 

use restrictions.

The land use specifi c location suitability is the combination of empirical, spatial analytical 

and dynamic models (Figure 3). The empirical analysis helps to understand the relationship 

between the location of certain land use and the factors that determine the land use type, and 

to predict the possible future dominance of these land use types. All of these “rules” and de-

mands could refi ne by the regulations of decision-mechaism. 

Figure 2. Structure of the model

Source: Verburg et al. 2002

Figure 3. Land use specifi c location suitability

Source: Verburg et al. 2002
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The allocation-module calculates the parameters with determines the different land use 

types in different time-step (e.g. one yer). The location characteristic is based upon a spatial 

analysis of the complex interaction between land use, socio-economic conditions and bio-phys-

ical constrains. By the base assumption, the most probable occurrence of a certain land use 

type is where the suitability factor is the highest. A stepwise regression procedure is used to 

identify the biophysical and socio-economic factors that contribute signifi cantly to the expla-

nation of the variability in landuse distribution. In this way it is possible to distinguish which 

factors have relevance for the spatial pattern of land use. The regression model is used to 

calculate the cover percentage of the different land-use types under the biophysical and socio-

economic conditions in a certain grid cell. It is also possible to predict different land use situ-

ations based on different scenarios (Figure 4)

Thanks for the high resolution of the pixels, the model can be used both continental 

and national level. The CLUE-S model (Verburg et al. 2002) is a more detailed version of 

the method (small-scale) where the regional processes are well monitored.

RESULTS

In this chapter I present a short overview of the semi-results of the overall research in connec-

tion with the land use requirements and the allocating procedure of the  driving forces.

Figure 4. Probability land-use map

(A)  Land use at the null point of the simulation (2007); (B) Base-line scenario (2020); 

Nature conservation scenario (2020); (C) agro-enviromental scenario (2020)
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At he fi rst step of the allocation procedure in context of the Gold crown value of the land in 

SGPR4 , we have to aggregate our dataset directly to the agricultural areas (Figure 5). The re-

sult that 50% of the  agricultural land have good and excellent quality. This is the bio-physical 

and economical capability of the land. On the other hand produce bioenergy is one of the most 

subsidized activity in the EU and Hungary as well. In the agriculture sector it means that most 

of the crop land will convert into biomass produce. 

In the next step, if we examine the bio-phisical and economycal factors driven land use 

process at lower spatial level (Csongrád county) where the proportion of the valuable areas are 

high, Figure 6 gives the arable lands of the county having optimal biomass potential.

Although a certain location may have suitable conditions for a number of land cover types 

(e.g. arable land for biomass production) its available land area is limited. This is a competition 

between the land cover types. For example the nature conservation activities are highly modi-

fying the land use of a certain area (Figure 7). These areas are potencial confl ict areas emerge 

from the agriculture and the nature conservation land use competition. Competition between 

the land-use types is implemented by modifying the changes in land-use types according to 

the competitive strength of the different land-use types. The competitive strength depends on 

both the difference between present cover and future cover and the change in demand.

4   The quality of soil is measured in Gold crown value (GC). The scale ranges from the poor (5-15 GC) medium 

quality (15-25 GC) good quality (25-35 GC) to excellent quality (35> GC); net incomes of a land unit (productivity, 

laying, cultivating possibility).

Figure 5. (A) Gold Crown value of the land by micro-regions 

(B) Gold Crown value of the land by agriculture land

Figure 6. (A) godd and extra good quality of agricultural areas; (B) biomass production 

(dark colour is the highest); (C) optimal biomass production areas
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Another confl ict situation could arise from the competition between arable land and areas 

characterised by important turistical activities (Figure 8). Two of the 13 turistical important 

bath-places (Gyomaendrőd and Orosháza) are affected by high biomass potencial arable land, 

wich means these municipalities somehow have to deal the land use competition between 

agricultural and turistical point of view.

The presented examples show the present situation of land cover and land use. If we are 

able to set thresholds for these spatial confl icts, we have the tools at hand for determining 

a rational use of existing resources that anticipates the possible longterm effects on the envi-

ronment of the decisions taken.

The demand for agricultural products, as well as for other land use types, e.g. turistical 

areas, is a major determinant of the relative competitive power of the individual land use 

types. This demand needs to be allocated by changing the relative cover of land use types in 

the individual grid cells. The determinants of the competitive advantage of the different land 

use types are studied by relating the actual land use distribution to a number of biophysical and 

socio-economic parameters which are generally considered to be determinants of, or proxies 

for, the land use distribution. These relations are quantifi ed by a stepwise multiple regression 

procedure. Upon changes in one of the determining factors the most likely new relative land 

use confi guration can be calculated from these multiple regression equations. As all land use 

types are simulated synchronously, and total available land area is restricted, competition will 

determine the ultimate change based on the relative change in demand for the land use types 

and the relative advantage of the local situation. The changes that are calculated for the coarse 

grid are used to promote changes at the nested detailed scale. All changes are simulated with 

one year intervals. A more detailed description of the allocation methodology and model sen-

sitivity will be given in the PhD thesis.

Figure 8. (A) Important regional turistical areas; (B) High potencial biomass production; 

(C) potential confl ict areas

Figure 7. (A) optimal biomass production areas; (B) nature protected areas; (C) potential confl ict areas 
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DISCUSSION

The land-use change research sequence was presented where we subdivided a common se-

quence of methods for land-use studies into four phases: the problem identifi cation phase, 

the system description phase, the design phase and the implementation phase.  Results from 

studies in the problem identifi cation phase, e.g. trends and projections of land demand, are 

a direct input for the simulations. These simulations provide insights in the functioning of 

the land-use system, therefore they belong to the system description phase. Resulting land-

use change trajectories are useful inputs for the design phase. Studies in the design phase 

commonly result in static realisations of optimised land-use confi gurations (often obtained by 

linear programming models) that can only be realised in a distant future (Figure 9). 

Comparing the developments to the optimised land-use confi gurations helps to indicate 

locations and conditions that constrain the implementation of the designed land-use alterna-

tives. Evaluation of model runs for different scenarios, including different land-use policies, 

indicates which conditions cause land-use change trajectories that lead towards the desired 

land-use confi guration. Furthermore, this confrontation with near-future developments might 

lead to a more realistic defi nition of the objectives of the linear programming and prototyping 

models. Identifi ed ‘hot-spots’ of land-use change can help to focus on research belonging to 

the design phase to the appropriate areas and land-use systems. 

Figure 9. Land use change analyse

Source: Verburg et al. 2002
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CONCLUSIONS

The CLUE modeling framework can be used to explore the pattern of land use change for dif-

ferent development pathways. The user can e.g. specify different demands for land use types 

as well as different population growth distributions. The resulting patterns can be used to 

identify “hot spots” of land use change and assess the possible impacts on natural and human 

resources. The scenario results could show that the change into a more urban society is not 

taking place at equal pace over SGPR.

It is essential that the ecological, socio-cultural and economic values of the landscape be 

fully taken into account in planning and decision-making how can the importance of natural 

and semi-natural landscapes be expressed more fully in socio-economic and monetary terms, 

and how can this information be used in analyzing trade-offs between land use options? 

The study for South Great Plain describes where ‘hot-spots’ of land-use dynamics are prob-

able for a series of different scenarios including variations in urbanisation rate, protection of 

national parks and biophysical feedback. 

The tools that make up the CLUE modelling framework are developed with the objective to:

• Provide insight into the spatial variability of land use and its determinants

• Indicate which (proximate) factors determine the spatial distribution of land use

• Account for the scale-dependency of these relations

• Indicate potential near-future ‘hot-spots’ of land-use change for realistic scenarios

This type of quantitative, spatial modelling is complementary to empirical observations of 

rates of land-use change, descriptive studies and non-spatial economic models. Local-scale, 

descriptive case-studies can provide important insights which are presently diffi cult to capture 

in quantitative models, and can inspire model builders to include new elements in their mod-

els. Regional-scale modelling exercises, such as presented in this paper, can integrate results 

from different disciplines and identify the need for new fi elds of research adding up to a better 

understanding of land use change and its drivers. Understandings of land use drivers, patterns 

and sensitivities thus obtained, will enable scientists to support the evaluation of land use poli-

cies and associated impacts.
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Abstract. Agricultural land market development is among the top priorities for state 

agrarian policy in the Ukraine. Land lease rates play an essential role in guiding land 

allocation, improving land use effi ciency, determining rural welfare. Thus, fair lease rent 

is a key question of land market reform in the Ukraine. In this paper, we develop a metho-

dology for land lease evaluation. It estimates minimum and maximum fair conditions 

both – for the lessors and the lessees. The minimum rate allows landowners to achieve 

suffi cient profi tability of land assets. The maximum rate has to be suffi ciently low for 

land operators to allow for profi tability of crop production. The proposed methodology is 

a new conceptual approach for agricultural land pricing in Ukraine.

Key words: agricultural developments, rural welfare, effi cient lease rates

INTRODUCTION

Agricultural land market development is among the top priorities for state agrarian policy 

in the Ukraine. Land reform in Ukraine began with the transformation of ownership of agri-

cultural land. In 1990, the Parliament of Ukraine passed the resolution On land Reform 

(no. 563-XII, December), which proclaimed the redistribution or as it was called “the repa-

triation” of state lands with their simultaneous transfer to peasants (private family farms) in 

possession for life and subject to various inheritance conditions, and in permanent possession 

to collective agricultural enterprises (CAE). The latter were created on the basis of soviet type 

corporate farms. In other words, virtually all land including degraded land and the land taken 
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out from production use, was distributed to peasants and CAE members in the form of land 

parcels. 

However, in 2001, the Land Code imposed a moratorium on all agricultural land sales. 

The main reason was the poor development of land market mechanisms and low land pric-

es, which inevitably would result in a concentration of land in the hands of rich individuals. 

There was a number of positive socio-economic arguments to defend this action. For example, 

in the opinion of experts, one of the important benefi ts of postponing land sales was to give 

the new and inexperienced landowners a possibility to acquire better knowledge of their 

assets and thus to prevent inappropriate land transactions and irreversible regrets. Indeed, in 

the Ukraine with a long state monopoly on land resources, there existed no “appropriate pric-

ing procedures” as well as no rigorous and transparent regulatory system to deal with land 

appraisal and land transfers on all levels. 

In the developed countries, existing land market mechanisms allow to ensure land integrity 

and transformation of land into the most productive agricultural enterprises. In this sense, 

establishment of a land moratorium in the Ukraine, although a well defended step, in the long-

run may lead to several negative consequences as, e.g., land fragmentation, unless leases are 

suffi ciently long. Land tenants possessing comprehensive long-term property rights to agricul-

tural land tend to exert more efforts in ensuring long-term sustainability of land use.

In the absence of land sales, the land market in the Ukraine is represented primarily by 

the practices of land leases. Properly designed land leases can serve as powerful market instru-

ments for guiding land allocation and improving land use effi ciency. In the Ukraine, they are 

also an important element of rural welfare, especially of many rural households who lease out 

their land as they have no means to cultivate it. For them, the rentals received become a vital 

source of income, which is often not guaranteed by wage earnings. Rental arrangements can 

signifi cantly impact on the risks and returns of land operators. Both, landowners and produ-

cers have to understand the structure of rentals and how they may affect their performance. 

In the Ukraine, a number of limitations related to existing land lease arrangement have 

already been identifi ed. Among the most important are the following: 

1. The majority of land leases are only short-term. Presently, land lease contracts with 

a duration less than fi ve years account for approximately 60%. 

2. There are major risks associated with land use and profi tability of agriculture; there is 

a lack of appropriate regulations and market/banking instruments for ensuring the rights of 

lessees and minimizing their risks; absence of such instruments is a primary reason for engag-

ing only in short-term agreements. 

3. Because of predominantly short lease contracts, there are no clear incentives for lessees 

to use the land effectively and to make long-term investments. 

4. Because of the ineffi cient agricultural land market structure, low lease rates, the share 

of agricultural production gradually reduces, rural welfare decline, agricultural labour seeks 

new non-farm income opportunities, unless the markets for land rental work well, this is likely 

to lead to land under-utilization. 

5. As some land market practitioners argue, presently the land rental market in the Ukraine 

lacks transparency and has high administrative costs. 

In this situation, properly designed land lease rates can improve functioning of agricultural 

markets. According to economic theory, perfect equilibrium lease rates occur when supply 
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of land equates with the demand. The question is how to attain these equilibrium prices. 

This is a key problem especially when markets are distorted and investments into agriculture 

are associated with many risks.

Currently, because of poor experience and lack of transparency in land market operations, 

also due to the absence of practical guidelines for the design of market/fi nancial instruments, 

the agricultural land lease rates in the Ukraine are based on old and rather simple principles of 

land appraisal. The existing lease rents are determined as a small percentage of the value cal-

culated by normative monetary agricultural land evaluation (NMLE). Often it is not more than 

100 hryvny/ (about 15 Euro) per hectare per year, without a rigorous assessment of land/soil 

physical properties nor economic conditions and market trends, land location, distance to mar-

kets, etc. A similar approach of setting lease rates as a percentage of land value is adopted in 

many countries, for example, in the US or Australia. However, there the rates are adjusted with 

respect to market changes: when markets boom, land values rise and lease rates rise as well. 

When returns are poor, demand falls and land values and lease rates also fall. 

Such an adjustment mechanism is not available in the Ukraine. For example, current agri-

cultural production in the Ukraine is characterized by a growing importance of corporate 

farms producing highly profi table cash crops such as sunfl ower and rapeseed. Yet, land lease 

rates are set very low, while the corporate farmers earn high profi ts producing cash crops. 

The existing principles for setting lease rents are not fl exible and do not refl ect the market 

situation and profi tability of land use. 

In this paper we focus on how to determine fair land lease rates refl ecting the earning 

“potential” of the land, which in the situation of the land Moratorium is a key question to 

encompass agricultural development and land reform in the Ukraine. In Section 2, we give 

a brief overview of some existing EU practices to defi ne land lease rates. Although they are 

base on different principles and, in this sense, be incomparable, the reviewed procedures 

still give additional insights as to which factors are considered important for land appraisal 

procedures. Section 3 summarizes the currently existing approach used to determine land 

lease rates in the Ukraine and proposes a methodology to inform negotiations for setting 

fair land lease rates both for lessors and lessees. Section 4 presents numerical results and 

summarizes derived policy recommendations. Clearly, the proposed methodology still re-

quires further development into a broader modelling framework incorporating realistic agri-

cultural market principles and mechanisms. Therefore, the conclusions highlight the need for 

extensions of the discussed approach, in particular, toward explicit treatment of inherent 

uncertainties and risks. 

EXISTING PRACTICES TO DETERMINE LEASE RATES 

In many countries of Central and Eastern Europe land leases are a popular form of land market 

transactions. The way in which land rents are defi ned determines the net economic return to 

land, based on which land prices are estimated. However, if land rents are not defi ned prope-

rly, and thus do not respond to market opportunities, land prices will refl ect this misperception 

and induce an ineffi cient land allocation (Trivelli 1997).

Land prices and rents defi ned by the Polish governmental agencies are based on land pro-
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ductivity, specifi cally in terms of the potential production of wheat or rye (quintals) that can 

be obtained per hectare. Land prices are calculated based on land productivity for agricultural 

purposes, capital gains, due to speculative forces are not included in the prices. Generally, land 

prices refl ect the value of land based on its physical conditions for a fi xed technology and average 

weather conditions. Land prices are calculated based on agricultural net income. Hence, land 

is valued as a productive factor only and not as an asset. However, land prices and rents are 

essentially determined also by the access to markets (the location of a parcel). 

Land prices in Hungary are defi ned on the basis of net agricultural income that can be 

obtained per hectare. Agricultural net income is measured in Gold Crowns per agricultural 

land unit. Presently, land prices are mostly related to soil fertility, accessibility and irrigation 

opportunities of the plot.

Rent levels for agricultural lands in Romania are stated very often as a percentage of gross 

production or as a higher percentage of net income which turns out to be equivalent. Most 

common rent levels are in the range of 20 to 30 percent of gross crop production (Duncan, 

Prosterman 2000).

The amounts paid for land lease vary in Slovakia. The largest lessor of land in Slovakia 

is the Slovak Land Fund determining the price of lease for, at least, 1% of the land price 

according to the bonited soil ecological unit (BPEJ). Other agricultural landowners negotiat-

ing with the tenants contractual lease prices which fall between 1.5 –3% of the price of agricul-

tural land according to the BPEJ (Bandlerova, Marisova 2003).

The government defi nes administratively a set of land prices based on land characteristics 

in Czech and Slovak Republics. There are 42 categories, that defi ne the type of land. The land 

categories are formed by a code and the major categories included in this land code are: cli-

mate in the region and soil conditions, soil thickness, slope, and stone contents. There is no 

consideration of location in determining land prices. In the Czech Republic private land can 

be traded for a market set price. However, the administrative price is still used as a reference. 

The administrative land price is calculated assuming a representative set of crops that could 

be produced in each land category. Based on these crops and on average yields per hectare, an 

estimate of the net agricultural income is derived by calculating the total value of the produ-

ction less the total (average) input cost. Land taxes are deducted from this net income in order 

to obtain the net agricultural rent (Voltr 1997).

There are two sets of land prices in Slovenia: market prices and administrative prices. 

Market prices are set freely in the market. Administrative prices are determined based on land 

quality, location and product orientation. These prices vary signifi cantly from one region to 

another and are revised by state agencies, not only to improve the methodology, but to com-

pare them with current market prices. 

LAND LEASE RENT IN UKRAINE: PRESENT SITUATION 

In the Ukraine, the existing lease rents are about 1–2% of the value determined by normative 

monetary agricultural land evaluation (NMLE), (often not more than 100 hryvny/ (about 15 

Euro) per hectare per year). The existing methodology includes the following steps to calcu-

late NMLE indicator:
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NMLE = TRI * SP * CP     (1)

NMLE – Normative Monetary Land Evaluation

TRI – Total Rental Income (kg)

SP – Selling Price (UAH/kg)

CP – Capitalization Period (33 years)

Total Rental Income:

TRI = ARI + DRI

ARI – Absolute Rental Income (kg)

ARI = 160 kg

DRI – Differential Rental Income (kg)

Differential Rental Income:

DRI = (Y * SP – PC – PC * PN) / SP   (2)

Y – yield (kg) (in wheat, in all agricultural zones) 

SP – Selling Price (UAH per kg)

PC – Production Costs per ha

PN – Profi tability Norm (coeffi cient)

In formula (2), Y corresponds to wheat yield used for land evaluation. In case of market 

demand for cash crops and their high profi tability, wheat can no longer serve as an adequate 

determinant of land value. As an alternative (practiced in many developed countries, e.g., US), 

the lease rate may be calculated according to formula (1) adjusted by the share of cash crops 

in production. 

According to (1), NMLE indicators were calculated for the territory of the Ukraine on 

the level of regions. The indicators then allowed to defi ne rental rates for agricultural land 

in Ukraine. According to Ukrainian legislation the lowest possible rate of rentals has to be 

at least 1.5% of NMLE. This regulation is often ignored by land operators and actual rental 

rates are equal to 1–2% of NMLE.

The level of 1.5% of NMLE as the lowest permissible rental rate is very subjective and 

the existing methodology for calculation of NMLE is out dated because of several disad-

vantages:

– 1986–1990 data are used for calculations of rental income;

– considerable changes in bio-productivity of soils during last 10–15 years;

– considerable macroeconomic changes in Ukraine during last two decades;

– methodology leaves out several important factors, for example location of land plots, dis-

tance to the markets and processing facilities, etc.

Figure 1 compares Ukrainian regions in terms of their NMLEs. The highest estimate is 

calculated for the Crimean region and the lowers for Zhitomirskij (6542) region.

In summary, the approach based on NMLE has a number of important limitations with far 

reaching implications for land lease markets and rural areas: 

- The approach does not include market conditions and optimal production portfolios at each 

location. Formula (2) uses wheat yield as the determinant of rental incomes, which causes 

essential disparities in land values between regions. For example, while central regions indeed 

specialize in wheat/cereals, southern regions are famous for their fruit, grape and wine produ-

ction. For them, it is rational to adjust the NMLE with respect to these agricultural commodi-

ties, which are typically higher priced than wheat.
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- Lease rates derived according to formula (1) are not fl exible to incorporate land/crops sup-

ply-demand fl uctuations. 

- Profi tability of crops is not refl ected in formula (1). For example, if production is oriented 

towards sun-fl ower and rapeseed the earnings of land operators are much higher than lease 

rents based on wheat yields. 

Accounting for the limitations listed above it is important to defi ne principles for estima-

tion of “fair” equilibrium-type lease rates based on appropriate land values and economic/

market conditions. It may be impossible to defi ne exact prices for each land plot, because 

both market prices and lease payments for agricultural land, depend on many market, and 

non-market factors, but for the purpose of state agrarian policy it is necessary to develop prin-

ciples which would allow to estimate minimum or/and maximum land lease rates for different 

agricultural areas and land types.

In the next section, we develop a methodology to estimate minimum and maximum “fair” 

conditions both for lessors and lessees. The minimum rate is defi ned in a way that landown-

ers can achieve suffi cient profi tability of land assets. The maximum rate, on the other hand, 

has to be suffi ciently low for land operators to allow for profi tability of crop production. 

The important aspect of the proposed approach is that it allows to account for the optimal 

mixture of crops, sustainable crop rotation, crop profi tability and prices, lessors incomes, 

lessees earnings, etc. 

 Figure 1. NMLE indicators, Ukrainian Hryvnas per ha (100 € = 672 UAH)
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APPROACH TO DEFINE MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL RATES FOR RENTALS

TWO-CRITERIA APPROACH
The goal of defi ning critical (minimal and maximal) ranges for lease rates is to design land 

market instruments that would allow in an effi cient way to bargain about agricultural land. 

This is a challenging task especially for the Ukraine in the absence of history and experience of 

private agricultural farming (as in most other developed countries) and well-established regu-

lations for land sales. Landowners have to know the lowest and highest possible value of their 

land parcels to avoid detrimental outcomes and unfavourable contracts with lessees. 

Thus, the proposed methodology includes two criteria: of landowners and of lessees. 

A lesser is interested in renting out land at the highest possible rate, while lessees would like to 

use the land at the lowest possible rate. Issues of supply-demand may not be very relevant for 

the Ukraine, where more than 20% of agricultural lands are underutilized. Many parcels are 

not used by current landowners, but also they are not demanded by tenants because of high 

expenditures and risks inherent to agricultural production. Expenditures are primarily associa-

ted with investments into machinery, melioration, fertilization, storage capacities, repairs, 

warehouses, etc. The risks of farming are still high and investments often do not pay-off. 

From the viewpoint of a landowner, the rent has to be not too low to achieve suffi cient 

profi tability of land assets:

R > V*R,       (3)

where V defi nes the land value and R is capitalization (interest) rate. Here, we use an esti-

mate the minimal land value V equal to minR*33, where minR is derived according to formula 

(1), t=33 is an ad hoc value defi ning the period of land utilization.   

On the other hand, maximal lease rates from the viewpoint of land operators should not be 

too high to allow suffi cient profi tability of agricultural business to create incentives for future 

sustainable land use:

NR/TC  >  k       (4)

or (Gross Return – Total Costs)/Total Costs > k

where NR defi nes net return, equal to NR=(GR-TC), where GR is gross return, and TC 

the total cost of production, k is a coeffi cient or norm of profi tability. This coeffi cient is diffe-

rent for different regions or different specializations of agriculture but let as assume k = 1.25 

for enterprises oriented on sustainable agricultural production with combination of profi table 

and non-profi table crops or animals.

This simplifi ed approach identifi es key factors underlying the procedure for calculation 

of agricultural land lease rates. Conditions (3) and (4) are formulated in a deterministic way. 

A main challenge of future research will be to account for uncertainties of the factors included 

in the formulas. Issues related to the implications of uncertainties on the lease rates are be-

yond the scope of this paper. It is, however, worth mentioning that shapes and magnitudes of 

uncertainties alone can have decisive impacts on land value and lease rates. In fact, uncertain-

ties may require substantial structural adjustment of the conditions defi ned in (3) and (4).

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS: MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL LEASE RATES
In this section, we illustrate the proposed approach and initiate some uncertainty discussions 

with the numerical examples. According to formulas (3) and (4), minimal and maximal land lease 
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rates are calculated for the territory of Ukraine on the level of Ukrainian regions. The results 

are aggregated to higher level administrative units (oblast) and visualized in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Calculated average min rent level, Ukrainian Hryvnas per ha (100 € = 672 UAH)

Figure 3. Calculated average max rent level, Ukrainian Hryvnas per ha (100 € = 672 UAH)
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Comparison of derived minimal and maximal land lease rates shows some disproportions 

at the regional level. In some locations, minimal levels are higher than maximal levels (see 

Figure 4), which can be explained by the low real profi tability of agriculture in those regions 

due to prices, costs, or/and other circumstances.

ADJUSTMENT OF LEASE RATE WITH RESPECT TO PROFITABILITY OF CASH CROPS 
It is common for many agricultural markets in developed countries to adjust value of agri-

cultural land and, thus, of lease rates with respect to market conditions, profi tability of crop, 

demand and supply conditions. In the Ukraine, this rule is not yet implemented in practice. 

Although still subject to negotiations, it is a tradition to use a quite low rate of 1.5% of NMLE 

to derive lease rates. This norm refl ects old principles for land value and land lease calculations 

defi ned in times when land was state property and land value was estimated very formally. This 

rule needs to be adapted and differentiated for conditions of land markets taking into account 

the profi tability of land operators oriented on production of most profi table crops. 

Let us illustrate how this can be done accounting for current trends in agricultural pro-

duction in the Ukraine. Agricultural production in the Ukraine is dominated by production 

of highly profi table cash crops such as sunfl ower and rapeseed. Lease rates based on wheat/

grain profi tability used in formula (1) are essentially lower than profi ts. With the following 

experiments, we answer the question as to what extend the percentage of NMLE determining 

lease rates could be increased to bring higher earnings to landowners while staying attractive 

to lessees (stays within the min-max ranges). In Figure 5, we compare profi tability of grain 

crops and sunfl ower (as determinants of the lease rate) obtained under conditions of different 

Figure 4. Difference between max and min land lease rates, 

Ukrainian Hryvnas per ha (100 € = 672 UAH)
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land lease rates calculated on the basis of NMLE indicators. It shows that the rate of rentals at 

the 1.5% level of NMLE is too low for profi table cash crops because the 25% level of prof-

itability is still possible for land operators even when rentals are 20% of NMLE for grain 

crops and 35% of NMLE for sunfl ower (rentals are part of costs on production according to 

the Ukrainian legislation).

Thus, in locations producing cash crops, lease rates can be adjusted up to 30% of NMLE. 

According to the proposed approach, it is be possible to take into account real directions of 

agricultural production of land operators in applied calculations of rental rates.

CONCLUSIONS

Existing principles for defi nition of agricultural land lease in the Ukraine are ineffi cient. 

They are not fl exible enough to refl ect agricultural market conditions, profi tability of crops, 

demand-supply relations. We proposed a methodology, which makes a step towards the design 

of fair equilibrium-based lease rates. Namely, in our approach we set two criteria, which make 

lease rates attractive to lessors and to land operators. Within the determined minimal and 

maximal ranges, the lease rates can be further revised and negotiated taking into account 

various market conditions, individual preferences, distance to markets, availability of agri-

cultural infrastructure. Implications of uncertainties and risks on defi nitions of minimal and 

maximal ranges have not yet been addressed with this paper. This is a major topic for future 

studies, as uncertainties may cause structural changes in the combination of factors defi ning 

the minimal-maximal ranges. 

Figure 5. Different lease rates and profi tability of grain and sunfl ower

a) b)

c) d)
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The analysis of results shows the need to improve and update principles for NMLE 

calculations, in particular, according to the changes in bio-productivity of soils during last 

10–15 years and macroeconomic changes in Ukraine during last two decades. With respect 

to lease rates, the NMLE methodology should be improve taking into account a set of impor-

tant factors: location of land plots, distance to the markets. To use the existing approach in 

close perspective, minimal rental rates for existing approach should be increase depending on 

the set of crops produced by land operators.

An important issue relates to the percentage of NMLE as a determinant for rentals. 

Currently, 1–2% are used to calculate the lease rate, however, numerical experiments conduct-

ed with available historical data on agricultural markets and productivity of cash crops, show 

that rents could be much higher than 1–2%. Thus, for land with cash crop production, they 

could be increase up to 30% of the NMLE. The proposed methodology is a new conceptual 

approach for agricultural land pricing in Ukraine, and can be use as an effective mechanism 

for determining land lease rates.
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Abstract. The rehabilitation of the rural areas – following modern European style inte-

grated rural development solutions – requires new approaches in Hungary. 

Pointing out the defi ciencies in the Hungarian regional development policy related to 

the protected areas, the current empirical research intends to stress the potential envi-

ronment strategic role of the national parks as institutions. The starting-point is that 

the environmental problems of the studied rural areas can be only liquidated if the natio-

nal parks are taken as one of the key factors of regional development. In this approach, 

it is even possible that the national parks become a new kind of environment-conscious 

regional development sample areas in certain less developed rural regions.

Key words: national parks, less developed rural microregions, environmental-conscious 

spatial development

INTRODUCTION

Special environment-conscious regional development principles and regulations are applied 

to the national parks – in many European countries – as territorial units and the rural areas 

affected by them. Environment-conscious regional development implies scientifi cally estab-

lished planning and programming that purposefully combines the long-term interests and 

environmental pretensions of the communities living in the given regions, landscapes, micro-

regions and settlements and whose aim is to improve the complex natural-social circumstances 

of the given territorial units.

The most signifi cant European Union documents referring to the sustainability of 

the landscapes and settlements bordering protected areas include the Sixth Environmental 

Action Programme, the LIFE, the European Landscape Convention and the NATURA 2000. 

According to certain regional development models (European Spatial Development Perspec-

tive – ESDP 1999 Potsdam), it is even possible that in certain regions the national parks – 

through the conservation and management of the natural resources and the cultural heritage 

– become a new kind of environment-conscious regional development sample areas. 

EUROPA XXI
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In Hungary, the environment strategic conceptions concerning the integrating role of 

the National Park Directorates – providing opportunities for the environment-conscious 

regional development – are moderately included in the national strategies. One of the deter-

minative national documents – being relevant from the aspect of the studied area as well – is 

the New Hungary Rural Development Strategic Concept and Programme (2007–2013). This 

strategic concept takes aim at the implementation of a complex rural development – how-

ever, it does not make proposals for the management of certain region-specifi c environmental 

problems. Among other things, it does not lay due emphasis on the integrated liquidation of 

the environmental confl icts of the national parks and the rural areas affected by them. 

Pointing out the defi ciencies in the Hungarian regional development policy related to 

the protected areas, the current empirical research intends to stress the potential environment 

strategic role of the national parks as institutions. The starting-point is that the environmental 

problems of the studied rural areas can be only liquidated if the national parks are taken as 

one of the key factors of regional development. In this approach, the national parks do not 

only constitute the special territorial types allotted by nature conservation but also represent 

the National Park Directorates as state institutions.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NATIONAL PARKS IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT – BASED ON 
EUROPEAN CASE STUDIES

The ultimate designation of the national parks is the conservation of the natural and cultural 

values and the related areas in addition to the sustenance of the diversity of the unique and 

specifi c landscapes. Another important element of their activities is providing access and inter-

pretation based on scientifi c researches by which they have an important part in the expansion 

of environmental studies and the shaping of environmental approach. Looking at these diver-

sifi ed scopes of duties the question arises that what kind of impact the national parks have on 

the regions of the particular countries, and how they may infl uence the environmental state of 

the macro-landscapes, and regions affected by them.

The connection between the sustainability of the national parks and the adjacent settle-

ments, was fi rst pointed out by English researchers analysing the crisis of the agricultural 

sector. Rogers and Shucksmith demonstrated in the course of their surveys – conducted in 

the Welsh Yorkshire Dales National Park and elsewhere in England (among well circumscribed 

ecological conditions) – that the parks have an indirect impact on the individual elements 

of the affected local social environment and the social problems react on the development 

of the national parks (Rogers 1981), (Shucksmith 1981). A few years later the observation 

became approved: – spatial planning must take into consideration the fact that the national 

parks play an essential role in the life of the rural areas (Cloke, Park 1985). 

The basic functions of the national parks were gradually expanded in several European 

countries and thus the implementation of environment-friendly agricultural methods and 

tourist alternatives became available in the protected zones concerned. The Scandinavian na-

tional parks, for instance, – in addition to the conservation of the environmental potential and 

protection of the landscape and cultural values – have been participating in the elaboration 

of new land-use methods, in the development of the local structures of agricultural produc-

András Donát Kovács
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tion and in the organisation and support of ecotourism for a long time. In these parks and in 

the rural zones adjacent to them the creation of the ecological stability also serves complex 

economic-social purposes. As a result of the change in the environmental approach gener-

ated by the parks – as some Swedish observations suggest – the local self-governments, com-

munities, professional and civil organisations became more environment-conscious, their lob-

byist abilities strengthened and thus a positive change came about in the quality of life of 

the inhabitants of the localities (microregions, settlements). Consequently, after all the na-

tional parks generated regional development through contributing to the formation of 

the environmental and economic policies corresponding to the local makings and to the exten-

sion of the functions of the rural areas. The examples substantiate that the appropriate adap-

tation of the environmental principles and methods elaborated in the parks of the rural areas 

and their application under unique circumstances may foster an environmental reformation of 

other landscapes and settlements outside the areas of the parks, too. In this sense, the national 

parks may be interpreted as the studying fi elds of an environment-conscious rural develop-

ment. (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency /SEPA), (Figure 1). 

The size and geographic location of the national parks are extremely varied but the majority 

of the core areas and buffer zones of most parks are located in rural environs and economically 

less developed rural regions. Accordingly, the park zones are larger and smaller rural areas 

whose natural endowments are not changed substantially. It follows from this special location 

that beyond the general roles and tasks, the parks must develop their programmes in harmony 

with important key factors of the regional development applied to the rural areas. The plan-

ning of the national parks completed with multifunctional rural development aspects is related 

The special role of the national parks ...

Figure 1. Steps leading to regional development generated by national parks

(based on the principles of SEPA)
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to environment-conscious regional development at this stage. Namely, in their environmental 

strategies and spatial planning, the parks – in addition to giving priority to the nature conserva-

tion objectives – must also keep in view the environmental conservation and sustainability of 

the rural areas in a wider sense.

THE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
RELATED TO THE NATIONAL PARKS IN HUNGARY

The primary tasks of the Hungarian national parks defi ned by law is the protection of 

the natural botanical, zoological, geological, hydrological, scenery and cultural-historical 

values with special importance, the sustenance of the biological diversity and unperturbed 

functioning of natural systems, and the facilitation of education, scientifi c research and tour-

ist recreation. In addition to these, the Hungarian legislation also refers to the role of the 

parks in the development of the regions. The conservationist liability of the state, and the 

population, and the regional planning, tasks of the self-governments – in pursuance of the 

original objective of Act LIII. of 1996 on Nature Conservation – are interconnected notions. 

The interests related to nature conservation must be taken into consideration in the process of 

national economic planning and regulation, in the economic, regional and settlement develop-

ment and spatial physical planning decisions and in the administrative measures (Act LIII. of 

1996 on nature conservation I.5. §/3). The development philosophy of the Act, which has been 

referred to as a fundamental document ever since was partially determined by the expected 

EU accession, the necessity of the adaptation to the regional principles and methodologies of 

the European Union and the need for a balanced regional development and for the creation 

of a new planning and development institutional system for the above. Numerous regional, 

county and microregional concepts, strategic and operative development programmes and 

even more tenders in regional development were born as a result of the parliamentary resolu-

tions and statutory orders legislated after the Act entered into force. In addition to the above 

documents, preferential regional – e.g. for national parks – and county spatial physical plan-

ning concepts were also elaborated.

In spite of the observance obligation related to the principles defi ned on the EU level, 

the excessive amount of the elaborated professional material and the acts – related to the sus-

tainable environment and renewing society – fi led in Hungary, there are confused conditions 

in the Hungarian regional development system. It is partly due to the fact, that the complex 

system of tasks in regional development is shared by several portfolios, and other national 

and regional organisations. The activities of the institutions established on the various levels 

(the various microregional organisations, county and regional development councils, agencies, 

Phare and CBC offi ces, etc.) is not properly harmonised and in many cases even profession-

ally not well-grounded. The processes of approval are slow, therefore, the offi cial decisions 

are extremely slowly fi nalised. Furthermore, the fi nancial background is uncertain in many 

cases. Nevertheless, in the studied regions – due to the national regional development policy 

which treats the protected areas as “separated reserves” and its one-sided approach based on 

the “over-ecologised” goals of the national parks – the conservationist objectives are often 

differentiated from the long-term social objectives. 

András Donát Kovács
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Generally speaking, it may be established that the microregions located in an overlap-

ping position with the national parks got into a disadvantageous situation as a result of 

the passive rural policy and the economic changes occurring in the past decade. The paralysis of 

the economic sphere in the nineties resulted in large-scale unemployment. The settlements hit by 

the out-migration of the population could not renew without external help and their fu-

ture became uncertain with the ageing of the population. The social indicators of the set-

tlements further lying from the frequented tourist destinations follow a negative tendency, 

the living standard either stagnates or lowers and there are no factors generating social de-

velopment apart from the yet uncertain tendering options offered by the European Union. 

The strengthening of the economic enterprises appearing and prospering in the past years was 

not as intensive as to compensate for the formerly occurring disadvantages on the regional level. 

The unfavourable changes affect the entire region. 

EXPERT THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS

The elaboration of the chapter was preceded by the scientifi c research work entitled 

“The place and role of national parks in regional development”. In the course of this research, 

I saw the directorates, leaders and experts of the Hungarian national parks about the above 

topic. Relying on the expert opinions of the employees of the national parks, the paper intends 

to demonstrate those factors and aspects related to the environment-conscious regional deve-

lopment which in the future may facilitate and determine the sustainability of the regions 

concerned.

THOUGHTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEXITY AND ON THE KEY PROBLEMS AFFECTING 
THE PARKS
According to the interviewed experts of the national parks, the “lagging behind” microregions 

face an environmental system problem. They emphasised that one of the determining condi-

tions for the sustainability of the less developed inner peripheral regions is the conservation 

of the natural values and sensitive areas, the exploration of the recreational facilities, and 

the grounding, rehabilitation and operation of the rural functions, which may be developed 

and enhanced from these. All experts found it very important and timely to strengthen 

the idea of complexity, to exhibit the connections between environmental protection and 

regional development and the formation of the proper approach.

In their opinion, the environmental confl icts in the studied regions are exceptionally com-

plex. The problems may be approached from the aspect of separate scientifi c fi elds or spe-

cialties (geography, ecology, sociology, hydrology, pedology, etc.) but most of them may be 

exclusively interpreted in a complex way.

The natural and social concerns appear simultaneously in the national parks and on 

the settlements of the management areas. The problems become more interpretable with 

the help of the exposition and categorisation of the environmental risks. The detailed nature 

of the risk analysis is justifi ed for the fact that the environmental factors infl uencing regional 

development on the area of the national parks are rather specifi c.

The protection of the natural and cultural values on the area of the national parks of 

The special role of the national parks ...
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the Great Plain looks back to a past of several decades. This value protection is not a one-

sided aim but a task, which is closely related to regional development. Although the ecological 

objectives always enjoy priority in the case of the national parks but the experts agree that 

“the conservation of the protected values and the habitat-conservationist programmes in-

crease the value of the given landscape and the nearby settlements”. Thus, the park may highly 

contribute to the development of the regions concerned and to a rise in the living standards 

of the population.

Since the confl ict factors closely correlate with each other therefore the sustainability of 

the regions affected by the national parks must be ensured from more aspects at the same time 

(Figure 2).

The national parks feel the environment-conscious regional development principles 

“as their own” but the interviewees added that “we face irreconcilable background problems”. 

One of the chief background problems is the lack of support. As the respondents experience 

it – compared with the international tendencies – the exploration of the environmental values 

may be regarded goods but there are not enough fi nancial resources for the conservation of 

the values. The amounts available for maintenance are much lower than the European average 

even in the Hungarian economic terms. Though the tendering options improved “but it should 

be reached that the execution of the basic tasks should not depend on tenders”. 

The national regulation of nature conservation and environmental protection is not 

harmonised with the regional development policy and the co-operation between the areas 

with outstanding environmental value and counties and settlements “with national parks” is 

immature. 

The inhibiting factors include the legal-administrative and trust confl icts related to 

the proprietary rights and territorial management of the national parks. These are unfortu-

nately – say the experts – in many cases supported by political and economic lobbies (“vespiar-

ies”). The lobby interests are short-term and they may encumber scientifi cally based long-term 

– value rational – environment-friendly endeavours with their “rationality” corresponding to 

the market and economic objectives.

András Donát Kovács

Figure 2. The elementary conditions for the sustainability of the rural regions affected by national parks

(based on interviews conducted in national parks)
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The interviewed experts explicated alluding to foreign case studies that, in principle, 

the environment-consciousness of the nature conservation zones may greatly infl uence 

the subsistence and development of the administrative-territorial units affected by them. 

Today, the national parks take an active part in the environmental management of some 

rural areas in many countries (Canada, USA, Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, and Finland). 

Beyond the conservation and demonstration of the scientifi cally and culturally important val-

ues, certain agrarian, social and tourist tasks closely related to rural development are attained 

in more and more cases in the parks. In the above listed countries, the conceptual-develop-

ment methodology of regional development treats the national parks as regions with favoured 

importance – as “geo-spaces” with specifi c functions. This principle should be enforced in 

the parks through the conscious integration of the application of environment-friendly farm-

ing options and programmes related to regional development – experts suggest. 

THOUGHTS CONCERNING FARMING ON THE AREA OF THE PARKS
As far as the loading and supporting capacity of the environmental systems are concerned, 

special attention should be paid to agriculture – formulated the respondents. In the regions 

adjacent to the parks it is especially important – during the agrarian environmental use – to 

stay within the limits of the supporting capacity of the environmental system. This requires 

the determination of the exact size and potential of the use of the environmental elements and 

natural resources. It would be also ideal to elaborate a “natural resources register” to be able 

to track the changes.

The production and processing of the characteristic traditional goods, bio products and 

“Hungaricums” are essential in the agriculture of the settlements concerned. In the near 

future, this will be hopefully combined with such an incentive system by which the parks will 

get fi nancial support for the demonstration of exemplary solutions (The National Programme 

for Agrarian Environmental protection could – in principle – contribute to the promoting 

of eco-farming and the local agrarian potential, too). 

They added in the parks that: – in most cases the relationship with the organisations and 

private farmers farming on the protected lands as leaseholders is good. Offences may occur but 

the majority of the farmers take cognizance of the conservationist regulations and keep them. 

THOUGHTS ON TOURISM ON THE AREA OF THE PARKS
In the past years, the discretion of the joint potentials of nature conservation and tourism 

changed both in international and national terms. Ecotourism has become a more and more 

preferred type of tourism whose most important destinations are the national parks. 

The environs of the national parks are attractive excursion destinations for the domestic 

as well as the foreign visitors. The exhibition spots and tourist programmes are offered by 

the parks for different market target groups. Families, students participating at educational 

programmes, amateur naturalists, and excursionists with general interest or even the profes-

sional researchers may all fi nd their amusement. “All tourists can be active conservationists as 

well but this requires the strengthening of the environment-friendly approach.”

Tourism may simultaneously provide a chance for educating students and teachers, 

and recreational opportunities for tourists. The tourism of the protected areas has such an 

economic and social role, which enables the creation of new income sources and jobs and 
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the recreation of the population. The tourism of the national parks may be the bearer of a bet-

ter quality of life – said the interviewees.

THOUGHTS ON THE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 
OF THE PARKS
The interviewed experts fi nd it essentially important to provide a scientifi c basis for 

the activities related to nature conservation, to explore the natural values requiring protection 

and to develop the protected natural areas. In their opinion, many researches point beyond 

the nature conservation tasks in a narrow sense. Planning, regulatory and development pro-

posals may be formulated on the basis of the landscape ecological researches and land-use 

evaluations for various regional levels. The surveys and alternative proposals related to eco-

farming and eco-tourism also serve the aims of rural development.

The national parks are the locations of the scientifi cally established and at the same time 

“true to life” education in natural sciences. In the fi eld of education, the parks regard the edu-

cation and consciousness-forming very important for the kindergarten and school children as 

well as for the elder generations. They intend to operate the educational-exhibitory centres in 

compliance with the above, which could permanently ensure indispensable additional materi-

als for education purposes and providing access and interpretation, scientifi c literature, popu-

larising publications, fi lms, etc. Consequently, they fi nd it timely to establish closer relations 

with the educational institutions. All respondents agreed that temporary occupation should be 

provided for pupils, students, as well as university students, and the operation of social self-

organisations and nature conservation camps should be supported with the help of tenders 

or in other ways. This, of course, requires the employment of properly qualifi ed experts at 

the directorates being responsible for the organisation of education and pedagogy in the fi eld 

of nature conservation. National and international professional trainings, must be continu-

ously ensured for the professional conservationist apparatus, and continuing professional edu-

cation related to organised environmental education for accredited pedagogues, which acti-

vates both the education and the co-operation more effi ciently. This is the only way to shift 

the environmental approach of the settlements of the regions neighbouring the national parks 

into a favourable direction – presumed the experts of the national parks.

SUMMARY

•   The majority of the settlements situated nearby the Hungarian national parks can be 

found in a disadvantaged and less developed rural microregion. Thus, the studied national 

parks are situated in regions with special situation requiring special rural development in-

terventions. As opposed to the former practice, these regions need a much more environ-

ment-conscious regional planning and programming – recognising and considering the unique 

environmental conditions of the landscapes and microregions, and advisedly combining 

the interests of nature conservation and of the social demands. 

•   We assume that the national parks could have a preferential role in the environment-

conscious rural development. This was unanimously affi rmed by the interviewed experts 

during the interviews in the national parks. At the same time, it also became obvious from 
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the surveys that the environmental-consciousness of the national parks on the area of 

the Great Plain is not as much prevailing yet. There are no rural development concepts and 

programmes for the special needs and no spatial planning, and regulatory concepts were 

accepted and the proper “partnership” between the competent ministries, regional develop-

ment organisations and local governments is missing. Subsequently, the coordination between 

the particular “sectoral” and regional programmes of environmental protection, economy and 

regional development is rather defi cient and there is no effi cient concentration of the resourc-

es either. The involvement of national parks in the process of regional development is further 

impeded by the fact that the rural development still regards the parks as “railed-off nature 

conservation zones” and closed environmental systems. 

•   The agricultural, tourist, educational and research-development concepts of the parks – 

keeping the conservation of the environmental values in view – are in harmony with the new 

style environment-conscious European regional development principles. While in the past 

decades the legal protection and conservation of the objects worth to be protected in the natio-

nal parks were in the forefront, but the current national park approach is much more complex. 

Although, the conservation of the natural or nature-close ecological systems and the protec-

tion of biodiversity are still the ultimate aims but the optimisation of the uniform operation 

of the rural landscapes appear as a new objective. This aim – in my opinion – will greatly 

reinforce the existence and importance of the national parks in the future. Nowadays, the envi-

ronment-conscious approach and planning in the concepts of the national parks are elemental. 

It is a positive change in the past years on the settlements – partly due to the efforts of 

the national parks – that the ecological and environmental aspects are more and more prevail-

ing and the population became more and more acquainted and appreciates the basic rules 

of the environment-conscious farming methods and ways of living. The parks, in addition 

to the priority of the interests and demands of the strict regulations of nature conservation, 

have an explicitly important activity in the agrarian environmental protection, tourism, in 

the incitement of local farming and enterprises, and in education and regional researches. 

These activities have a direct as well as an indirect effect on the environmental approach, nev-

ertheless, their effectiveness depend mostly on the adaptive abilities of the local communities 

and their environment-conscious lifestyles.

•   Considering the expected new opportunities offered by the EU funds and the new style 

environment-conscious endeavours of the national parks, the national parks offer special re-

gional development opportunities for the regions concerned. The regional and rural develop-

ment “complex integration” impact of the parks is signifi cant by all means since the total area 

of the statistical microregions overlapping the areas of the studied parks is almost one-fi fth of 

the total area of the country.

The national parks claim that they are able to provide assistance for responding to sev-

eral local environmental questions but they defi nitely count on the cooperation with the set-

tlements. The regional decision-makers and the inhabitants must be aware of the fact that 

the existence of a national park cannot in itself generate palpable improvement for the life 

of the settlements concerned. Therefore, specifi c development needs of the settlements and 

microregions concerned must be summed up, and the local strategies must be passed on 

the regional and national levels. The national parks may have a very important functional role 

in both processes. On the one hand, in the elaboration of specifi c and complex regional deve-
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lopment “itineraries” by drafting ecologically-based environment-conscious future options; 

on the other hand, by their professional interpretation and passing by the environmental policy. 

The scientifi c results, observations, professional competence and complex environmental 

approach of the national parks may assist in getting access to the EU supports and other 

funds. National park councils should be set up for the management of the programmes eligi-

ble for the European funding streams and for the strengthening of the regional lobby. These 

councils providing partnerships in cooperation with self-governments and local professional 

and civil organisations could help the planning, organisation and realisation of the bottom-up 

programmes of the settlements. This organisational form would enable the national parks to 

become important institutions from the aspect of the development and sustainability of rural 

regions.
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Abstract. The development of metropolitan areas represents the main feature of today’s 

urban evolution trends. Romania started to adopt the concept of metropolitan area from 

the scientifi c point of view in the 1990s and from political point of view in the 2000s. 

The uncontrolled evolution of the Bucharest Metropolitan Area as well as in many other 

European capital cities can be analysed through urban sprawl (sub-urbanization process) 

assessment. As a whole, urban expansion accompanies, land fragmentation and land use 

diversifi cation, improper waste management as well as high pressure upon water resour-

ces, agricultural land and biodiversity. The paper analyses the effects of urban sprawl 

within Bucharest Metropolitan Area as well as the most important environmental issues 

related to sub-urbanization process (land fragmentation, land market dynamics, uncon-

trolled waste deposits, water supply system, sewage system, gas supply system) with nega-

tive impact on metropolitan landscape.

Key words: metropolitan area, urban sprawl, residential areas, environmental issues, 

environmental impact

INTRODUCTION

The population of the big cities exerts high pressure upon the environment of the neighbou-

ring areas because of the tendency to widen the residential space, by dint of resource consump-

tion in the metropolitan areas and because of the attraction and great migration of the popula-

tion towards the metropolis. This pressure creates a radical transformation of the terrestrial 

cover and land use, the environmental impact being differentiated according to the distance of 

certain from the metropolis and certain axes of anthropogenic activity concentration.

Metropolitan area is an American term for a very large urban settlement or an extended 

urban area. The concept of MA was fi rst given operational defi nition by the United States 

Bureau of the Census in delimiting Metropolitan Districts in 1910. The term was changed to 

Standard Metropolitan Area in 1950, a concept based on the functional urbanized area, which 

became Standard Metropolitan Area in 1960 (Goodal 1987). 
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At the beginning of the 90’s the Europeans adopted a strategy for developing metropolitan 

zones, much later than the United States which, at that time, already had 250 metropolitan 

areas. In Europe there are 120 known metropolitan zones or areas of which 33 are now 

METREX (European Metropolitan Areas and Zones Network) members, and 40 have 

become signatories to the Porto Declaration of Intent. Within the EU there are 80 metro-

politan areas, with a tendency to reach 100 metropolitan areas. 

SOME EVOLUTION TRENDS OF BUCHAREST METROPOLITAN AREA 

In Romania, the initiative of developing and planning integrated metropolitan areas is encour-

aged by a favourable legislative environment starting with 2001. The fi rst legislative measures 

regarding the National Territory Management Plan, Section IV – Settlements (Law no. 351 

of July 6th 2001), defi ned metropolitan areas as the zone (area) realized through association, 

by voluntary partnership between the main urban centres (the capital city of Romania and 

the fi rst-rank municipalities) and adjoining the urban and rural settlements situated at distan-

ces up to 30 km, that established cooperation relations at different levels.

Law no. 350/2001, annex II, –  consider metropolitan areas as the territory around 

the fi rst-rank municipalities, described by settlements situated at distances up to 30 km, that 

established cooperation relations at different levels: communication network, economic, 

social, cultural and infrastructure facilities and Ordinance no. 53/2002 (as amendment to Law 

no. 215/2001) stipulates that communes which surrounds Bucharest and fi rst-rank municipa-

lities could be organized as municipal metropolitan zones. By the Law no. 286/2006 (local 

public administration law) – there are mentions related to organization and management of 

metropolitan areas.

According to the mentioned above defi nitions and legislative measures, in Romania 15 cities,

 besides Bucharest, tried to develop metropolitan areas (Figure 1). The Metropolitan Area 

of Bucharest is about to be created. Several variants have been proposed by now (Bălteanu, 

Grigorescu 2005) and for this paper it is chosen the variant used by a joint scientifi c team of 

the Institute of Geography and the Urban Planning Centre (Ianoş et. al. 1998–1999).

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT RELATED TO URBAN SPRAWL (SUBURBANIZATION) 

At the metropolitan level van den Berg et al. 1982 and Petsimeris 2003, proposed the city 

cycle model in order to analyze the evolution of a single functional urban region in time. 

The urban area – Functional Urban Region (FUR) is composed of a core (city centre) and 

a periphery (ring) defi ned according to tight relationships. According to this model there are 

four main stages in the life of a city: urbanization, sub-urbanization, de-urbanization, and 

re-urbanization.

Urbanization is characterized by a rapid expansion of urban zones. This is the phase of 

industrial urbanization. During this phase the main population concentration processes take 

place in the core. This stage affected Bucharest Metropolitan Area during the communist 

period due to a forced urbanization process.
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133Some environmental issues related to sub-urbanization process in Bucharest Metropolitan Area

Sub-urbanization is characterized by a strong process of de-concentration of both popula-

tion and economic activities from the centre towards the hinterland triggering a process of 

urban diffusion. 

De-urbanization is characterized by a decrease in population and employment, which 

affects the whole agglomeration (FUR). During this phase, small peri-urban centres register 

an increase in economic activities and population
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Re-urbanization is characterized by the regeneration of the centre. In this phase there is 

a return to growth in the core, due to the rehabilitation or renewal of the historic centres.

The European de-concentration process and their effects on the environment can be evalu-

ated according to the above-mentioned notions. The core and the ring are interdependent in 

terms of residential and job location. Thus, they point to the dimension and the dynamics of 

the anthropogenic intervention upon the landscape as a spatial and temporal projection on 

the environment. Under these circumstances, the higher living standards, the growth of urban 

population and of its mobility, the access to public transportation and public utility facilities, 

land use changes etc are direct and indirect consequences of these interdependences relations 

between the city and its surroundings. 

For instance, territorial expansion models of Athens and Rome described a general model 

of development of the Southern European metropolis by linear tendencies of urban develop-

ment along the main transportation axes as well as the appearance of residential zones outside 

these cites (Petsimeris 2003). The astronomic land prices and the absence of housing programs 

have made many people move out to cheaper areas where there are no urban planning sys-

tems. This uncontrolled development has been followed by severe abuse and land speculation, 

sometimes accompanied by inadequate land use. These practices have been widely facilitated 

by laws that allowed land fragmentation into small plots without any previous zoning of 

the territory or control of the architecture of the new buildings. 

After 1990, Bucharest Metropolitan Area witnessed the same spatial dynamics as a result 

of uncontrolled urban sprawl. The sub-urbanization process is typical for nowadays Bucharest 

evolution trends. With the fall of the communist regime in the year 1989, Romania experienced 

radical changes in all fi elds of activity. A fi rst branch to be seriously affected by the restructur-

ing process was agriculture, due primarily to a fundamental change of property over the land, 

creating new means of approaching spatial development. The major land use changes during 

the transition period from a centralized economic system to the market economy (1989–2006), 

are related to decollectivisation and privatization of agriculture. These changes are determin-

ing structural relocations of the different land use categories affecting spatial development 

(urban sprawl) with direct impact on the quality of the environment. 

Under these new development conditions, also industry was affected. Most of the indus-

trial plants have changed, reduced their activities or closed through deindustrialization and 

reindustrialization. New activities, especially related to commercial use, appeared developing 

new functional (en gros, hiper-markets, showrooms, etc) and location models (very close to 

the capital city or along the major traffi c axes) (Figure 2 and 3). 

Figure 2 and 3. Abandoned industrial unit in Olteniţa City, 

hiper market (SELGROS Pantelimon City), respectively 
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Increasing imports from European Union and exports to the member states, stimulates 

the need of national and multinational companies for stoking, accelerate developing of new 

industrial spaces such as A Class logistic projects. Nowadays, comparing to other markets from 

Central and Eastern Europe, the local market offer to industrial spaces is reduced. 

Bucharest Municipality already has over 300,000 sqm A Class deposits and by 2009 

will rise up to 800,000 sqm. In Bucharest Metropolitan Area, these new industrial deposits 

(logistic parks) are situated mainly in the western part of the capital-city along Bucharest-

Piteşti Highway and very close to the belt road in the northern, north-western and eastern part. 

The logistic parks are used as deposit spaces other types of services (parking areas, offi ces).

URBAN RESIDENTIAL SPRAWL

Within the last ten years Bucharest Metropolitan Area experienced an increased urban sprawl 

mainly based on residential sprawl. Between 2000 and 2005 the agricultural land use in Bucha-

rest had diminished with about 10,000 hectares and in Ilfov County with about 2,900 hectares 

(Figure 4). The main consequences related to urban residential sprawl within Bucharest Met-

ropolitan Area are land use changes and land/real-estate market dynamics. 

Important surfaces of agricultural land use turned into other destinations: residential, commer-

cial, public institutions, industrial use etc. – (Snagov commune: from  2000 to 2005, 1,000 ha become 

residential). Before 1990, recent developed residential areas from the northern and north-

western part of Bucharest (Pipera, Tunari, Corbeanca), had a dominant agricultural land use.

Another consequence related to urban residential sprawl is land/real-estate market dyna-

mics (very expensive land, wealthy residents). The prices evolved from few eurocents/sqm to 

more then 100 euros/sqm average. Comparing to 2000, in 2006 land prices increased with 

about 25%–50%, in some cases even 200%. Ex: in Pipera-Tunari area, in the northern part 

of Bucharest, there is the most expensive land (1,000 euros/sqm), followed by Otopeni City 

(300 euros/sqm), Chitila City (200 euros/sqm) and Popeşti-Leordeni City (150 euros/sqm). 

Besides the traditional areas affected by sub-urbanization process with increased land prices, 

one can identify an incipient land market in some areas unaffected by the sub-urbanization 

process such as Bolintin Vale city, where in 2005 the land prices were in average 8 – 10 euros, 

rising up to more than 30 – 40 euros (in 2007).

The residential use is emphasized through both individual and planned residential spread. 

The prices of these residential areas are mainly infl uenced by their geographical location (near 

forest or lake) and by the proximity of main transport network with direct and rapid access to 

the capital city. Other aspects are related to the quality of the residential project (uniqueness, 

design) and to facilities access (guarding facilities, parking places, swimming pools, green areas,

super-markets, kindergartens, medical centres, leisure places), turning these residential 

projects into real luxury neighbourhoods.

Through these new residential investments was made the transition from the individual 

resident houses (secondary, de week-end or holyday) with no proper environmental facilities, 

to compact residential areas, real “gated cities” with all the environmental facilities, reducing 

negative environmental impact (Figure 5). 

Within Bucharest Metropolitan Area there were identifi ed 6 compact residential areas 
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(Pipera-Tunari, Ştefăneşti, Mogoşoaia-Chitila, Corbenca-Otopeni-Baloteşti, Snagov-Periş, 
Pantelimon-Cernica-Brăneşti) and 6 residential nuclei (Dascălu, Buftea-Crevedia, Tărtăşeşti, 
Domneşti, Berceni, Comana) in order to fallow the urbanization front extension from 

the traditional residential areas (north and north-west) to new developed residential areas 

(south and north-west), based on low land prices, attractive environmental features, and trans-

port infrastructure (Figure 6 and 7). 
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Figure 6 and 7. Rezidential Complex Pipera 2 (March 2007) Second houses on Pasărea Valley (March2007)
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES RELATED TO SUB-URBANIZATION PROCESS

In most cases, the spatial extension of residential areas has not completely solved the access to 

environmental facilities (transport infrastructure, water supply system, gas supply system, sew-

age system) especially as far as the individual residential development is concerned. This is also 

the case of Pantelimon city, which become urban settlement in 2006, which is characterized 

by chaotic and uncontrolled build-up area and unmodernized roads (Figure 8 and 9).

Another effect of sub-urbanization process in Bucharest Metropolitan Area is the absence 

or the insuffi cient access to public utility facilities, especially, in the new residential areas. Only 

44 out of the 94 settlements have a centralised water supply system, while the other locali-

ties got their water from the phreatic layer by means of village fountains (Table 1). In many 

localities water supply system is inadequate as there are big water losses in the distribution 

network.

Most of the localities in the Bucharest Metropolitan Area do not have any sewage network 

or water purifi cation systems. Only 24 settlements (out of the total 94) are connected to a sew-

erage network (Table 2) and 7 of them have water purifi cation plants (Glina, Buftea, Gruiu, 

Corbeanca, Bolintin Vale, Olteniţa, Budeşti). Even where it exists, the sewage system did not 

function adequately.

Table 1. The water supply system within Bucharest Metropolitan Area

County Localities with centralized water supply system

from local budget from European founds

Călăraşi Olteniţa, Budeşti, Căscioarele, 
Ulmeni, Spanţov, Chiselet, 

Mânăstirea, Valea Argovei, Luica, 
Ileana, Fundeni 

Grădiştea, Săruleşti (Săruleşti-Gară and Sănduliţa 
villages); Valea Argovei (expansion) Spanţov 

(modernization); Mitreni (Mitreni and Valea Roşie 
villages); Frăsinet (Frăsinet village)

Dâmboviţa Crevedia, Tărtăşeşi Ulmi

Giurgiu Comana

Ilfov Bragadiru, Chiajna, Chitila, Jilava, Măgurele, Mogoşoaia, Pantelimon, Baloteşti, Brăneşti, 
Cernica, Ciolpani, Ciorogârla, Corbeanca, Cornetu, Dascălu, 1 Decembrie, Grădiştea, Gruiu, 

Moara Vlăsiei, Nuci, Periş, Petrăchioaia, Snagov, Ştefăneştii de Jos.
Source: Pilot study of the Bucharest Metropolitan Zone Mangement Plan, 2005 and SAPARD, 2006.

Figure 8 and 9. Pantelimon City (Ilfov County) – unmodernized roads(August 2005, respective March 2007)
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In many localities, wastewaters fl ows directly into the river or lake network, without any 

adequate purifi cation representing a major environmental threat (Figure 10 and 11).

Other environmental issue within Bucharest Metropolitan Area in terms of sub-urbani-

zation process is related to gas supply system. The use of wood and coal heating in most indi-

vidual households has favoured abusive deforestation with negative effects upon the quality of 

the environment. In most of the settlements which have gas supply systems the physical and 

the moral wear of the central heating equipment prevent it from ensuring adequate heat-

ing and and cause the pollution of the phreatic layer and of the soil (e.g. in Bolintin-Vale, 

Mihăileşti and Niculeşti).

The major changes in land use during the transition period determined an improper 

landscape management, a great number of polluted industrial sites unused or partly used, 

uncontrolled spread of individual houses without environmental facilities causing, in most of 

the cases, problems related to waste management. 

Within Bucharest Metropolitan Area there are 3 ecological waste deposits and 34 small 

waste deposits managed at local authority’s level (29 in Ilfov County; 3 Călăraşi County and 

2 in Giurgiu County) with surfaces from 5,000 sqm (Clinceni, Jilava, Cernica) to 55,000 sqm 

(Olteniţa), totalising 461,000 sqm (Figure 12). According to EU standards, these local waste 

deposits will be closed by 2009, as well as by 2010, 2012 and 2017. 

Although there are 3 ecological waste deposits of regional importance and 34 waste depo-

sits of local importance, the uncontrolled waste deposits is an important environmental issue 

for Bucharest Metropolitan Area. Even near Rudeni Ecological Waste Deposit, the house 

Table 2. The sewage system in Bucharest Metropolitan Area

Judeţul Localities with sewage system

from local budget from European founds

Ilfov Bragadiru, Chitila, Buftea, Jilava, Măgurele, Pantelimon, 
Popeşti-Leordeni, Baloteşti, Brăneşti, Corbeanca, Cornetu, 

1 Decembrie, Gruiu, Moara Vlăsiei, Periş, Petrăchioaia, 
Snagov, Ştefăneştii de Jos, Voluntari

Chitila (extension), Snagov 
(Ghermăneşti village-

modernization), Chiajna

Călăraşi Olteniţa, Budeşti, Mânăstirea

Giurgiu Bolintin-Vale
Source: Pilot study of the Bucharest Metropolitan Zone Mangement Plan, 2005 and SAPARD, 2006.

Figure 10 and 11. Watershed affected by wastewater discharge

(Scoiceni Channel and Pasărea River, respectively)
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waste is chaotically spread in other unprotected cesspool. In this village, the residents claim 

that during summer time are affected by the unpleasant smell and the toxic smog due to fi res 

that occur weekly (Figure 13). 

Most of the waste cesspools are inadequate, unauthorized or incompatible with the UE 

demands and standards. House waste is chaotically spread nearby settlements, forests, water 

bodies (as a source of drinking water) and agricultural land.

The illegal waste deposits and their improper exploitation could determine a major impact 

on the environment on a long term through: soil degradation; air pollution by a high level 

of dioxins, furans and acids which could affect peoples health and reduce development of diffe-
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141Some environmental issues related to sub-urbanization process in Bucharest Metropolitan Area

rent species; underground water contamination with heavy metals, nitrates, nitrites, acids, 

organic substances; fl ora and fauna contamination; biodiversity and habitats losses; important 

fi re sources etc (Figure 14 and 15, 16 and 17).

CONCLUSIONS

The increased urban sprawl which has been affecting the Romanian territory over the last 

period, especially through the development of metropolitan areas represents the main charac-

teristic of today’s urban evolution trends. 

Figure 13. Fire affected an unprotected cesspool from Rudeni village, Ilfov village (6th May 2007)

Figure 14 and 15. Uncontrolled waste deposits in Pasărea riverbed (March 2007)

Figure 16 and 17. Household waste randomly thrown in Valea Dragului Commune (Giurgiu County) and 

Mânăstirea Commune (Călăraşi County), respectively
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The environmental impact of the metropolitan development through suburban process 

represents: space consume (spatial expansion) with a great impact on agro-forestry ecosystems 

through different environmental changes (deforestations, drills, etc.) and the ratio populatioa/

habitatat by: rezidential sprawl (circular – around the capital city and radial – along the main 

routes) and new industrial areas (industrial or logistic parks) by grouping banking, real-estate, 

ensuring companies; uncontrolled natural resources exploitation; environment pollution as 

a result of solid waste diversifi cation, waste waters discharge in river bodies, industrial units 

which not respond to European Union demands etc.; damaging the population health status 

by increasing the number of ill persons (cardiac, lung diseases, etc) and increasing the inci-

dence of climatic extreme events (rainfall, storms, heat waves, etc).

The increasing suburban pressure upon the areas around the Bucharest Municipality leads 

to the diversifi cation of land use and environmental impact categories and it has numerous 

complex effects upon the environment. 
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Abstract. Transformation of socio-economic system in Poland and other Central 

and Eastern European countries derived from the change in spatial differentiation of 

industrial potential. Structures of industry, formed in the conditions of planned economy, 

were subjected to gradual changes, both in the area of quality and quantity. The work 

presents differentiation of industrial potential in regional division of the European Union 

(NUTS-1), with particular respect to Poland, measured by employment level and gross 

added value as well as change of the role of industrial activity in economies of speci-

fi ed regions. That fact enabled the authors to indicate the location of Polish regions on 

the map of Europe’s industrialization; thanks to dynamic approach, it was also possible 

to capture the hitherto existing and defi ne the future tendencies of changes in economical 

structures and distribution of industry.

Key words: industrial potential, regions of European Union, employment, gross added 

value, work effi ciency

 INTRODUCTION

Transformation of socio-economic system in Poland and other Central and Eastern Euro-

pean countries, started in 1989, made an infl uence on changes in economy’s functioning, also 

including spatial organization of industrial production. Economic structures formed within 

the socialist system of planned economy were passing through gradual changes, leading to 

increase of spatial differentiations in regional scale; that fact became subject of interest for 

many authors (alter alia Czyż 1998; Domański B. 2001, 2006; Domański R. 1997; Gorzelak 

1993, 1996; Kortus, Rajman 1995; Kukliński, Mync, Szul 1997; Parysek 1998; Stryjakiewicz 

1999; Szlachta 1993). The increase of spatial differentiations in regional scale is caused also

 by changes in industrial production, refl ected by relocation and increasing concentration 

of newly-established companies in regional systems. It becomes particularly visible in case 

of foreign investments fl owing into specifi ed regions, what can be accompanied by ceasing 

activities in the hitherto existing production units (Pavlinek, Smith 1998; Domański B. 2001, 
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Domański B., Gwosdz 2005). Nevertheless, it shall be noted that relocation of production 

activity derives only to small extend from rules of implementation of regional policies, treated 

marginally in the period of economic transformation. The main role in this process was played 

by decisions made on companies’ level, with regard to legal and administrative circumstances, 

in Poland connected particularly with functioning of special economic zones.

Within the current transformations in global economy, connected with passing towards 

a new phase of information development, exampled by intensifying processes of globaliza-

tion and European integration, adjusting processes of various Polish economic systems to 

changing circumstances of global economy becomes an interesting research issue. In this area, 

an important role is played by industrial companies performing various functions in economi-

cal space with spatial-productional links growing among them. An engine stimulating these 

highly complicated processes is the growing competition in the area of searching for new sales 

markets for specifi ed products, as well as for the best places for localizing specifi ed activities, 

covering relatively cheap, but also advanced resources and production capacities. It happens 

so, as in the so called “new economy” industries, the meaning of cheap manpower resources 

is decreasing in comparison to qualifi ed research and technical-engineering employees, with 

simultaneously growing meaning of research and development works and modern production 

technologies (Wieloński 2003; Zioło 2001).

In the situation of regional development in Central and Eastern Europe countries being 

regulated after 1990 mostly by market processes, it seems to be important to answer where, 

within the space, new production companies are localized or where existing ones grow and, 

hence, how employment rate and gross added value in industry change. Thus, the aim of 

the work is to present spatial differentiation of industrial potential of European Union regional 

systems, specially referring to Poland, measured by employment rate and gross added value, as 

well as change of role of industrial activity in the economy. Defi ning the range of infl uence of 

regional industry should let us indicate the places of accumulation of new development advan-

tages, what is important from the perspective of these areas’ development. Meaning of new 

investments and development of exiting industrial companies is important not only because of 

companies’ direct impact on the local labour market, but also by generating multipliers’ effects, 

being subject of many authors’ interest. Among the most important elaborations concerning 

these issues, one can list works of Lee Hansen and Tiebout (1963), Garnick (1970), Lloyd 

and Dicken (1972), Hayter and Watts (1983), Conti (1993), Dicken, Forsgreen and Malmberg 

(1994), Grabher (1994), Saddler and Swain (1994), Hardy (1998) as well as collective work, 

under direction of Conti, Malecki and Oinas (1995). Few works concerning industrial compa-

nies’ impact on local and regional surrounding appeared also in Polish geographical literature. 

Here, one can give examples of works of B. Domański (2004), colle-ctive work under direction 

of Stryjakiewicz (2004) and a work directed by B. Domański and Gwosdz (2005).

To asses the recent changes in the space of European industry in regional systems, a dyna-

mic analysis of discussed processes was carried out, covering the period of economical trans-

formation of Central and Eastern Europe countries and their integration with the European 

Union. Comparison of employment rate and production value makes it possible to capture 

changes in work effi ciency, providing a possibility to answer the question on to what extent 

the changes in this effi ciency in specifi ed regions of the European Union are a refl ection 

of new development trends in industry.
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The time scope covers the years 1996–2004. NUTS-1 regions, widely known as macro-regions 

in many countries, were taken as the basic units of research. The source of statistical data were 

Eurostat fi gures and data of statistical offi ces of particular countries. Although all the 27 EU 

countries were covered by researches, it has to be remembered that barriers in access to com-

parable data were met.

SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND CHANGES IN INDUSTRY SHARE IN EMPLOYMENT

Role of industry in labor markets of the present European Union (EU-27), measured by 

the coeffi cient of employment in industry against total employment is characterized by high 

spatial differentiation (Figure 1). Value of the coeffi cient in particular regions varies from 

6.6% and 31.4%. 

Analysis of coeffi cient of industry employees in total employment in 2004 indicates that 

most of the Central European regions shall be listed among the most industrialized ones within 

European Union. In that group, one can fi nd particularly the Polish North, North-West and 

South-West regions, with share of industry making over 25% in 2004. High level of employ-

ment in industry is also characteristic for Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia and 

some regions of Hungary. In Western Europe, high level of industrialization of North Italy 

regions, one of the most industrialized regions of Europe, as well as Baden-Württemberg 

region in Germany and Noreste region in Spain can be observed.

Although share of industry in employment in regions covering metropolitan areas of Euro-

pean capitals, like London, Paris, Madrid, Berlin, Brussels and some other regions, e.g., South-

ern France (Méditerranée) is not big, analysis of industry concentration coeffi cient indicates 

Figure 1. The share of industry in total employment in 2004

Source: Figures 1–12 – authors’ elaboration based on Eurostat Database.
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that level of concentration of industrial activities in these regions is very high (Figure 2). 

These regions, although characterized by very high share of services in employment struc-

ture, play also signifi cant roles in industry development, mostly thanks to conducting advanced 

research and development programs and implementing innovations. That is connected with 

concentration of R&D centres of many global industrial corporations in these areas (Zioło 

2006). Besides metropolitan areas, regions of strong concentrations of industry establish 

a characteristic belt from South of England, via Benelux countries and regions of Western 

Germany, down to Northern Italy. Hence, spatial display of regions of high concentration 

of industry refers to the main axis of European economic development.

Analyzing the changes of share of industry in employment in the years 1996–2004, it should 

be noted that signifi cant processes of decreasing share of industry in labour markets can be 

observed in most of the European countries, what is mostly a result of reduction of employ-

ment in industry (Figure 3).

Process of reduction of employment in industry concerns mostly Central European coun-

tries, where socialist industrialization lead to high surplus of industrial job posts in comparison 

to other economical activities. In the period of economic transformation, tendencies forming 

labor market in these countries have mostly represented increasing supply of job posts con-

nected with services. Restricting employment in industry concerns also the most developed 

industrial regions of Europe, most of all Great Britain and Germany, but in these case it de-

rives mostly from relocations of the more work-consuming types of production, and focusing 

on activities of higher added value. That effects in increasing employment in R&D centres, 

responsible for introducing new products. Relocation of economic activity takes place also 

within European Union, what results in signifi cant growth of employment in industry in some 

regions, e.g. in Spain, Finland, Ireland, Greece, South and West part of France, as well as some 

regions of Italy and Hungary.

Figure 2. Industry concentration coeffi cient 2004
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Here, one should also notice that total employment in most of the regions was maintained 

at the same level or kept growing what derives from the growing meaning of services’ sector 

and development of outsourcing processes in industry. In the effect despite increase of 

employment in industry in many regions, its share decreases in most of the European countries 

(Figure 4). Among the exceptions, one can count some regions of Spain (Noroeste, Centro), 

Eastern Germany (Thüringen, Sachsen), Hungary (Dunántúl) and Southern Italy (Isole).

Figure 3. Dynamics of industrial employment (1996–2004)

Figure 4. Changes in share of industry in total employment (1996–2004)
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SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND CHANGES OF INDUSTRY SHARE 
IN GROSS ADDED VALUE

Analysis of coeffi cient of industry share in gross added value in 2004 shows that industrial 

potential of EU regions measured by this coeffi cient is higher than in case of employment 

rate (Figure 5). This is a natural consequence of constant mechanization and automation of 

production processes and, hence, elimination of human work efforts in industry.

Share of industry in gross added value in 2004 was differentiated, varying in specifi ed 

regions between 6.6% and 35.1%. In many regions, this share made over 30%, mostly in Czech 

Republic, some regions of Romania, Hungary, Southern Germany and South region in Poland. 

In general, Central Europe is characterized by high share of industry in gross added value, 

but – in contrary to employment – this share is comparable to many regions of Western Europe. 

What shall be particularly noticed, is the relatively low share of industry in gross added value in re-

gions of Poland, except the Southern one, covering i.a. highly industrialized Górny Śląsk (Upper 

Silesia) and Małopolska provinces, where many new manufacturing companies were estab-

lished in the recent years, mostly from automotive branch, characterized by high added value.

The index of dynamics of gross added value in industry for the years 1996–2004 indicates 

that gross added value in industrial production increased in most of the analyzed regions, 

even up to 306% in case of Lithuania. A growth took place also in those ones characterized by 

drop of employment in industry. The only excepts are: Schleswig-Holstein region in Northern 

Germany and Berlin. The highest increase is visible in Central European countries, the Baltic 

States, Ireland and Iberian countries.

The increase of share of industry in Central Europe regions derives from intensive proces-

ses of reindustrialization, exampled by infl ow of new investments, e.g. to Niedersachsen (Lower 

Figure 5. Share of industry in total gross value added (GVA) in 2004
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Saxony), Czech Republic and South region in Poland. These investments are connected mostly 

with automotive branch. In Central regions of Western Europe (mostly France, Germany, 

Benelux) and Great Britain, a slight increase of gross added value in industry took place. Thus, 

it is hard to consider processes of de-industrialization in Europe from the point of view of 

this coeffi cient. What should be rather noticed is the change of industry’s role in the economy 

which is presently not that much connected with mobilization of labour resources. 

Figure 6. Dynamics of gross value added (GVA) in industry (1996–2004)

Figure 7. Changes in share of industry in total gross value added (GVA) – 1996–2004
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Anyway, it shall be underlined that in the researched period, a rapid growth of gross added 

value in service sector took place in the same time, being often higher than dynamics of gross 

added value in industry. Subsequently, in most of the European countries, a decrease of indu-

stry share in gross added value took place in the years 1996–2004 (Figure 7). Increase of this 

share was found only for some regions, mostly Eastern Germany, presenting very low share 

of industry in the fi rst years of transformation, connected with breakdown of production as 

the effect of the so called “transformation shock”. This is the effect of new investments in 

industrial activity to a high extend deriving from its relocation inside Germany, as a result, 

of realization of program for Eastern regions.

SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND CHANGES OF INDUSTRIAL 
ACCORDING TO SYNTHETIC MEASURE

The above analysis of industrialization is based on measures of industry share in economies 

of specifi ed regions. However, big share of industry in employment or added value is not equal 

to signifi cant level of industrial potential concentrated in the region. Industrial potential is also 

a refl ection of area of the specifi ed region. Thus, when analyzing this potential, one should also 

consider population differentiation, and hence, total employment level of specifi ed regions 

according to NUTS-1 division.

To obtain the synthetic approach to spatial differentiation and changes of industrial poten-

tial in the discussed regions, a synthetic measure was calculated, covering two empiric measu-

res, i.e. employment rate and gross added value1  (Figure 8).

1   The synthetic measure was calculated according to the method described and applied by Zioło (1972, 1973).

Figure 8. Synthetic measure of industrial potential in 2004
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Among areas of highest industrial potential, the biggest and, simultaneously, most indus-

trially developed regions can be found, among which one should list Western and Southern 

Germany, North and Central regions of France, all regions of Italy, as well as Sweden, Finland, 

Portugal and Czech Republic. In case of Poland, the highest potential is clustered in Southern 

and Central regions (Figure 9).

Analysis of dynamics of synthetic measure of industrial potential indicates that the most 

industrialized regions are loosing their meaning; this concerns regions of Great Britain, 

Eastern France, Eastern Germany and most of Central European regions, including Polish 

ones. The highest increase of potential in the years 1996–2004 was characteristic for Ireland, 

Spain, Western Hungary and Thüringen in Germany. Hence, some interdependence is visible 

between the increase of industrial potential and high rate of economic development, characte-

ristic for these regions.

SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND CHANGES IN WORK EFFICIENCY IN INDUSTRY

Analysis of work effi ciency coeffi cient spatial differentiation, measured by gross added 

value per employee indicates signifi cant differences between regions of Western and Central 

European countries (Figure 10). Despite liquidation of many job posts, mostly in the most 

work-consuming activities, conducted technological and organization restructuring in indus-

trial companies, basing i.e. on outsourcing units not connected directly with production and 

infl ow of many new industrial investments, work effi ciency in countries of the transforming 

Central Europe is still very low (below 30 thousand Euro per 1 employee). For comparison, 

effi ciency in Scandinavian countries, Benelux, Ireland and some regions of Austria, Germany 

and France is 3 to 5 times higher (even over 100 thousand Euro per 1 employee) than in 

Figure 9. Dynamics of synthetic measure of industrial potential (1996–2004)
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regions of Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Baltic States. In case of some 

regions of Bulgaria, with coeffi cient below 10 thousand Euro per 1 employee, this difference, 

in comparison to the most developed regions of Western Europe, is more than tenfold.

Low work effi ciency in Central European countries derives mostly from lower labour costs. 

First of all low labour costs make the most work-consuming activity get relocated as the fi rst 

ones to these regions of Europe. Besides, from the surveys carried out with managers, one 

can conclude that there is no need of implementing full production automation in Eastern 

European countries as such lines are much more expensive, while in case of manufacturing 

products of short lifecycle (e.g. automotive parts), they need frequent changes. Hence, at low 

labour costs, more work consuming technologies are economically rational. Secondly, processes 

of restructuring of technology and employment in industrial companies in Central Europe, 

including Poland, still cannot be defi ned as fi nished ones. This mostly concerns very big com-

panies from strategic sectors (e.g. armaments and power industries) or the ones representing 

traditional, low-yield branches (e.g. textile industry), which are not too popular among foreign 

investors or which privatization is retarded by the authorities for political reasons or due to 

social pressures. 

However, processes of industry transformation, including employment restructuring, 

implemented in the last years in Central Europe, make some impact on work effi ciency (Fig-

ure 11). In 2004 in comparison to 1996, the labour effi ciency coeffi cient in most of the regions 

of this part of Europe increased between 200% and almost 350%. Besides Central Europe, 

high increase of work effi ciency took place also in Ireland and most regions of Great Britain.

To provide a better view of change in relations between employment and gross added value 

in Poland and other regions of European Union, diagrams, presenting these features in 1996 

and 2004, were prepared (Figure 12).

Figure 10. Industry work effi ciency 2004 
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Here, one can see the difference between Polish regions and the Union average, presented 

on the diagram as function of linear regression, in the context of gross added value provided 

by an employee. Increase of added value with simultaneous drop of employment in Poland 

made the work effi ciency coeffi cient get much higher nowadays. The distance to be caught 

up is, however, constantly high, as the average effi ciency in European Union has also 

increased, what is well presented by the increase of angle of regression function presented 

on the diagram.

CONCLUSIONS

Spatial differentiation of industry within the European Union presented in this work is 

a trial of synthesis of development and meaning of industry in economies of specifi ed regions. 

Figure 11. Dynamics of industrial work effi ciency (1996–2004)

Figure 12. Changes of industrial work effi ciency in the years 1996–2004
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The analysis was carried out basing on employment rate and gross added value of industry in 

the entire economy, thanks to what it was possible to visualize both the work-consuming and 

capital-consuming activities, as well as to present spatial differentiation and changes in work 

effi ciency. The most important cognitive-diagnostic conclusions deriving from the hereby 

researches can be formulated in the following way:

- A signifi cant tendency to decrease employment in industry can be observed in most of 

the researched regions, that means decreasing the importance of industry in activating work 

resources.

- Nevertheless, decreasing employment does not necessarily mean decreasing the role 

of industry within the economy – in most of the European regions, increase of added value 

created by the industry can be observed; the exceptions are the Berlin and Schleswig-Holstein 

regions (Germany), and only in those cases, processes of de-industrialization can be consi-

dered. Hence, in the context of gross added value, industry in most regions of the European 

Union presents developing tendencies.

- Still, signifi cant differences can be observed in industrialization of regions of the old 

(EU-15) and the new European Union, due to much higher share of industry in employment 

in Central European countries.

- Division into Central and Western European countries becomes even more signifi cant 

in the context of  work effi ciency coeffi cient; in these case, 3-5 times high, or, in extreme case, 

even 10 times high differences can be observed.

- Central Europe belongs to the fastest developing areas from the point of view of gross 

added value and work effi ciency in industry. That is connected with localization of many new 

industrial companies, partly by relocation of businesses from Western Europe – mostly Ger-

many (Nordrhein-Westfalen province) and Great Britain.

The contemporarily happening processes of changes of economic structure seem to be 

of constant character; hence, further increase of added value in industry should be expected, 

what should contribute, together with decreasing share of this sector in the economy, to the 

further increase of work effi ciency.
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Abstract. The “Industrial Parks” Programme elaborated by the Romanian Government 

and implemented in 2002 was aimed at improving the business milieu by developing and 

updating the physical infrastructure, and stimulate Romanian and foreign investment of 

capital. The foundation of industrial parks relied on the use of the material resources 

of former mammoth industrial estates, or of units belonging to the defense/military 

industry (infrastructure, workshops, utilities) state property at the time. In this way, huge 

estates with a poor infrastructure, of no interest to private investors, could be put to 

account. The parks were set up in strategic industrial zones adjoining economic growth 

towns with good links to the transport infrastructure. The aim was to shift industry from 

centre to periphery. However, industrial parks are not a salvage solution for all declining 

economic areas forcibly industrialised in the past, because whatever budgetary funds are 

earmarked, it is crucial that these parks become attractive to investors.

Key words: “Industrial Parks”, industrial towns, industrial estates, regional economic 

infrastructure

INTRODUCTION

The political decision to set up industrial parks in Romania is of relatively recent date. 

The fi rst legal industrial park status was granted in 2002. In 2006 there were already 37 such 

units, but twice as many trading companies have been requesting the management of an in-

dustrial park. As a matter of fact, only some 50% of these parks are operational, usually the 

so-called brownfi elds1 which have taken over parts of the old industrial estates, greenfi elds2 

parks being little developed so far, many of them are still under construction.

The “Industrial Parks” Programme elaborated by the Romanian Government (Decision 

1116/2001) and implemented in 2002 was aimed at improving the business milieu by develop-

ing and updating the physical infrastructure, and stimulate Romanian and foreign investment 

of capital. The foundation of industrial parks relied on the use of the material resources of 

1   Brownfi elds are abandoned, idled, or under-used industrial and commercial facilities where expansion or 

redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived environmental contaminations.

2   Greenfi eld land is a term used to describe a piece of undeveloped land, either currently used for agriculture 

or just left to nature.
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former mammoth industrial estates, or of units belonging to the defense/military industry 

(infrastructure, workshops, utilities) state property at the time. In this way, huge estates with 

a poor infrastructure, of no interest to private investors, could be put to account. As a result, 

existing rooms were not degraded, investments came in and new jobs were created.

The Programme was intended to attract investors in order to improve the regional eco-

nomic infrastructure basically the industrial parks. So, afferent projects had in view just this 

requirement in order to facilitate the activity of economic agents. The projects (2002–2006) 

were funded by the Romanian Government from the state budget through the intermediacy 

of the Ministry of Development and Prognosis (MDP), implementation devolving on the Re-

gional Development Agencies (RDA), the whole scheme benefi ting by irredeemable fi nancial 

and technical assistance for implementing and monitoring.

The Government Ordinance No. 65 on the construction and functioning of industrial 

parks, published in the Offi cial Monitor, reads as follows: the industrial park is a limited space 

in which economic, scientifi c research and/or technological activities are carried out. The area 

has access to European or national highways, covers a minimum of 10 hectares, is owned or 

used by the trading company which lodges a request for an industrial park title valid for at least 

a 30-year period.

Industrial parks may be established by government decisions on the site of industrial es-

tates, and may benefi t from several facilities, such as exemption from taxation or change of 

destination or for diverting the terrain afferent to the park, originally used for agriculture to 

the managing company; a 20% deduction of taxation on profi t from the value of investments 

made in the industrial park by economic agents, who invest in construction for the transfer 

and distribution of electric energy, thermal energy, natural gas and water; the prolongation of 

the added value payment term for materials and equipments needed to put in place the park’s 

utilities system and connect it to existing utilities networks or avenues, until the industrial park 

is commissioned and becomes operational.

The main specialised areas of industrial parks:

• The processing industry focused on the processing and/or restore (the use value of goods), 

with possibilities to concentrate on various peak industries;

• Businesses, especially fi nances-banking, consultancy, design, research-development, and 

business management;

• Distribution, mainly storage of goods and logistics in the vicinity of container terminals, tran-

sport infrastructure (highways, railways, airports, sea and river harbours) and customs houses;

• Services, dominantly services-producing industries.

In order to support the development of these activities, a series of connexion services cor-

responding to the area the industrial park is specialised in can be developed, for example 

utilities supply, cleaning and security, commercial and public catering, hotels, accountancy, 

business assistance, insurance, and similar ones, or those directly relating to them.

There are 14 industrial towns hosting industrial parks on their territory (Figure 1). Victoria 

Industrial Park (hosted by Victoria one-industry town, specialised in the chemical industry), 

the property of the Local Council (Government Decision No. 2407/2004) is still green-fi eld 

land, while all the others are already operational.

The Government has already singled out several industrial towns, which possess lands fi t 

to be turned into industrial parks. It is the case of Baia Mare, Cehu Silvaniei, Câmpia Turzii, 
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Zlatna, Orăştie, Călan, Aninoasa, Petrila, Uricani, Moldova Nouă, Bocşa, Reşiţa, Lugoj, Avrig, 

Topoloveni, Sighişoara, Odorheiu Secuiesc, Gheorgheni, Săcele, Baraolt, Buhuşi, Roman, 

Vaslui, and Bârlad, all of which may benefi t from the previously mentioned facilities.

The parks were set up in strategic industrial zones adjoining economic growth towns with 

good links to the transport infrastructure. The aim was to shift industry from centre to pe-

riphery. These parks, some situated on green-fi eld land, were established by local or county 

authorities, by the private sector or by joint ventures. In terms of type of title, industrial parks 

in Romania fall into two categories: title granted by Order of the Minister and title granted by 

Government Decision.

Industrial park economic agents are engaged in transport, wholesale or retail trade, 

installation and construction works, car services, processed and canned vegetables, advertis-

ing, metal constructions, publishing and printing, garments, software, etc.

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL PARKS

Most industrial parks located in the eight development regions are found in the Centre and 

South-Muntenia (Figure 2) which are highly urbanised and industrialised regions. As a matter 

of fact, here industrial parks cover the largest areas. At the other end of the spectrum stand 

the West, Bucharest and North-East regions which have no more than 1–2 parks. That the West 

Region has only one park is due to the absence (with the exception of Hunedoara and Caraş-
Severin counties) of very big industrial estates that could be turned into industrial parks.

Figure 2. Regional distribution of industrial parks (Source: Ministry of Administration and the Interior)
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The characteristic park type is green-fi eld-based (North-West, South-West and West 

regions), bronwfi eld (Bucharest, North-East and South-East regions) and mixed (Centre and 

South-Muntenia regions).

DEMOGRAPHIC SIZE OF TOWNS WITH INDUSTRIAL PARKS ON THEIR TERRITORY

Half the industrial towns housing industrial parks on their territory are mostly middle-sized 

(7 towns) with 20,000 – 50,000 inhabitants (Figure 3).

In 2005 the smallest towns in terms of demographic size were Victoria (9,393 inh.) and 

Plopeni (9,804 inh.). Large county-seat cities – Galaţi (298,366 inh.), Braşov (282,517 inh.) 

and Piteşti (171,071 inh.) also proved very attractive to native and foreign investors. The city 

of Braşov had three industrial parks – Metrom Braşov Industrial Park , Carfi l Braşov Industrial 

Park and Pro-Roman Industrial Park, the last one losing the title.

EMPLOYMENT RATE IN INDUSTRIAL TOWNS WITH INDUSTRIAL PARKS 
ON THEIR TERRITORY

Employment rate, calculated in terms of the employed population/age-able active population 

ratio reveals an area’s job-supplying economic capacity. Simultaneously with the general trend of 

unemployment growth and the constant decrease of the working population, labour employment 

levels also dropped. The general dynamics and territorial distribution of labour employment in 

industrial towns was largely affected by delayed restructuring of some industrial branches.

Figure 3. Demographic size of industrial towns with industrial parks on their territory, 2005
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Thus, over the 1992–2002 period, the situation of industrial towns with industrial parks 

on their territory looked as follows: from 98.1% (Braşov) and 90.7% (Năvodari) in 1992 to 

a maximum of 97.5% (in Braşov) and a minimum of only 78.4% (at Plopeni) in 2002 (Figure 4).

At the beginning of the transition period, the processing industry experienced greater fl uc-

tuations than the extractive branch which benefi ted from state subventions so that it could 

maintain its workforce at fairly constant numbers. However, by mid-1990s state assistance 

being cut, there was a sudden rise in lay-offs, massive job losses increasing the ranks of unem-

ployment.

Most affected were the towns specialised in machine-building, with over 15% of 

the workforce being made redundand (Plopeni, Cugir and Bumbeşti-Jiu); a similar situation had 

the heavy industry towns Săcele, Victoria and Hunedoara, 10–15% of their employees were 

laid off, and the local economies having few possibilities to offer them jobs. The situation was 

somewhat better in some large cities, county-capitals (Piteşti, Braşov and Galaţi) where only 

0.2–1.8% of the employed population was laid off. Besides, here were more opportunities in 

the tertiary sector.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN INDUSTRIAL TOWNS WITH INDUSTRIAL PARKS 
ON THEIR TERRITORY

Unemployment is a stressing factor of transition. In 1992, the unemployment rate of 

industrial towns with industrial parks stood at 4.3% on average (compared to 7.4% per urban 

total), with fl uctuations between 3.1% at Moreni and 9.3% at Năvodari. High values (over 5%) 

registered Săcele, Hunedoara and Victoria, while in machine-building towns under 5% 

Figure 4. Employment rate in industrial towns with industrial parks on their territory, 2005
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(Bumbeşti-Jiu, Plopeni and Cugir) were jobless.

These values are important for the future evolution of unemployment they representing 

reference points for assessing the beginning of growth. Evolutions would reveal a slight decrease 

of country level, but a disquieting increase at town level. In mid-1990s, well-outlined unem-

ployment areas existed primarily in the Moldavian counties, next in Hunedoara and Vâlcea 

which, having received state subventions, had been spared diffi cult problems.

Between 1993 and 1996, the industrial decline was slopped and the privatisation of big 

industrial units was slowed down, the government’s intention being to proceed to their mod-

ernisation and afterwards to privatisation.

After 1997, the new government’s policy was to enhance privatisation and close down 

the greater debtor units. Subventions to the mining sector were cut each employee, who agreed 

to leave his workplace was to receive 15–20 wages per branch average was helped to fi nd 

another job, or even start a business; numerous miners were laid off, the activity was reduced 

fact that had negative consequences for the agents engaged in connexion economic sectors, 

e.g. supplying materials, equipments and services, discharging commercial and other activities.

The wave of redundancies affected not only traditional economic sectors like mining and 

the steel industry, but also the chemical, machine-building and textile sectors. The export-

related trading companies experienced the most dramatic situation owing to the depreciation 

of the national currency – the leu as against the USD and the Euro.

In 2002, unemployment highs hit also the industrial towns (Figure 5), with only a few of 

them scoring below the urban record of 12.8% (Braşov – 2.5%, Piteşti – 3.3%, Jibou – 5.0%, 

Sebeş – 5.0% and Galaţi – 5.6%), maximum values (21.6%) at Plopeni, as against the all-county 

average of 13.6%. The highest values (over 20%) had the Jiu Valley coal basin (which had not 

benefi ted from state subventions), the towns specialised in the steel industry (Năvodari and 

Victoria) and in machine-building (Plopeni, Cugir, Săcele and Bumbeşti-Jiu).

Figure 5. Unemployment rate in industrial towns with industrial parks on their territory, 2005
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CASE STUDIES

HUNEDOARA INDUSTRIAL PARK
The title was granted to ‘Parc Industrial – SRL Hunedoara Trading Company’ by Order of 

the Minister of Development and Prognosis No. 90/2003 published in the Offi cial Monitor 

No. 227 of April 4, 2003. The main shareholders are Hunedoara Local Council (90%) and 

Siderurgistul Hunedoara Trade-Union (10%). The Park is situated in the north of the town, 

in its industrial zone respectively, on the lefthandside of the national highway DN 68B Deva-

Hunedoara, at 6 km from the European highway E7 and at 120 km from the nearest airport 

(in the city of Sibiu) (Photo 1).

The Park (19.3 ha) is situated in the proximity of the former Siderurgica Company, 

presently Mittal Steel (Photo 2). According to the Ministry of Development and Prognosis, 

the investment was estimated at 454 billion lei. The Park was aimed at attracting private in-

vestors and implicitly at increasing the number of trading companies in order to attenuate 

the negative effects of the slowdown of Hunedoara’s steel industry.

The authors of that project counted on the creation of 2,000 jobs. The companies interested 

in building or hiring production sites within the park are active in constructions, electronic 

equipments, metal works, subsets, pipes, furniture and dyes.

In the beginning, an Italian fi rm producing parts for mobile phones, took four hectares and 

created 50 workplaces. The local authorities pledged to provide the necessary terrain utilities, 

which they did by the end of 2003.

There are other investors, too, who wish to buy land and start a business within the Park 

(metal constructions and termopan joinery fi rms).

At present the Park has 14 parcels fully equipped (100%) with electric energy, methane 

gas, drinking water, sewerage system, access routes, railway and telephone network.

Industrial Parks are set up also in towns formerly dominated by the armament industry. 

In this way, each factory’s estate that had belonged to the Romarm system boasts an industrial 

park. However, only some of them appear to be the right solution (Zărneşti, Cugir, Bumbeşti-
Jiu and Plopeni).

Photo 1. Hunedoara Industrial Park Photo 2. Mittal Steel Hunedoara S.A. Trading 

Company
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ZĂRSNEŞTI INDUSTRIAL PARK
The Industrial Park (Photo 3) was set up by Order of the Ministry of Administration and 

the Interior No. 129/2004. The managing SC Brem Company SA has two shareholders, one of 

them (a group of Italian investors, physical and juristic persons) holds 80% of the social capital 

of 375,000 Euro. The other is Romarm trading Company, which has 20% from the social capi-

tal of 75,000 Euro, representing the value of the 20 hectares belonging to the Tohan Zărneşti 
armament plant on whose territory the Park is located.

The Park is situated at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains, in the neighbourhood of  

‘Piatra Craiului’ Natural Park.

Zărneşti Industrial Park was developed in cooperation with UNIONAPI from Emilia Ro-

magna Region – Italy. Zărneşti Town-Hall, Braşov County authorities, Romania’s Govern-

ment and various ministries were involved in this project.

One of the aims was to recoup partially some structures, which had pertained to a military 

area, but had not been used in production (Photo 4).

In 2005, less than one year after being granted Industrial Park title, the site was occupied 

by 28 companies from the EU countries (23 were Italian investors, 2 Italian-Romanian joint-

ventures, and 3 Romanian investors). Zărneşti Town-Hall exempted them from the payment 

of taxes on constructions scheduled to be made within the Park.

The collaboration between the Park authorities and the vocational high-school will be cru-

cial in training the students in the domains the fi rms involved are specialised in.

Future projects have in view the development of a recreation, commercial and productive 

zone in a green area adjoining a watercourse.

The local authorities consider that some 4,000 jobs could be created in such branches as 

plastics, knitwear, apparatus for the electronic industry and fi lming items. Furnishing utilities 

for Tohan Plant Industrial Park does not enjoy the support of Braşov County Council.

So far now, the investors who have shown the greatest interest for Romanian industrial 

parks are the Japanese (car subsets factory), the French (glass industry), the Austrians (who 

wish to build a bricks manufacturing complex in Dâmboviţa County), the Germans and the 

Americans.

The main aims of setting up industrial parks in Romania are: to restructure the activity of 

some big industrial units; to create more jobs; to reduce unemployment; to attract industries 

Photo 3. Zărneşti Industrial Park Photo 4. ELCA-ROM production space

(www.parculindustrialzarnesti.ro)
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from the town centre to the periphery; to develop activities employing highly skilled labour; 

to use existing spaces and avoid the degradation of others; establishing industrial parks had 

in view the use of the material resources of former mammoth industrial estates, or of units 

belonging to the defense/military industry (infrastructure, workshops, utilities) state property 

at the time; to put to account huge estates with a poor infrastructure, of no interest to private 

investors; to improve the business milieu in Romania; to develop and modernise the physi-

cal infrastructure; to stimulate Romanian and foreign investments of capital; to increase the 

capacity of meeting the home market demand, stimulate exports and reduce the import of in-

dustrial items; to produce competitive commodities and services for the domestic and foreign 

markets; to discharge activities in line with regional development targets.

As a result, existing production spaces were not degraded, investments came in and new 

jobs were created.

However, industrial parks are not a salvage solution for all declining economic areas for-

cibly industrialised in the past, because whatever budgetary funds are earmarked, it is crucial 

that these parks become attractive to investors.
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Abstract. The emergence of the software industry in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 

and the uneven spatial distribution of the software industry in Poland needs an in-depth 

explanation. Five main factors have been identifi ed behind the emergence of foreign soft-

ware companies in CEE: cost-related reasons, accessibility to highly skilled graduates, 

the return migration of ex-pats, the cultural milieu of some cities and proximity to cus-

tomers. Due to the bounded rationality of the founders, the main factor behind localised 

growth in Poland is the relation of the founders with their previous place of residence, 

study and work.

Key words: software industry, software development centres, sticky place, location 

factors, localised growth, Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the software industry in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) leads one 

too question the reasons and consequences behind these decisions. In recent years, Poland 

has observed a rapid and gradual growth of the IT sector, which may be shown by a 40% in-

crease of the number of IT companies in 2000–2004 and a two-fold growth in the number of 

employees between 1995 and 2003. Globalisation zealots argue that we are moving towards 

a unifi ed world, where geographical differentiation is being hampered. Can companies in 

new industries be located anywhere? Is the software industry completely footloose? Firstly, it 

has been argued in this paper that local milieu determines the geographical concentration of 

the software industry. This paper contributes to a growing body of research within the econom-

ic geography, which not only explains why some locations are more competitive or dynamic 

than others, but also why these dynamic effects tend to be sticky, rather than transferable, 

across geographical distances. In order to achieve this goal, I aim to explore both the reasons 

and consequences behind the localised emergence of the software industry. Understanding 

location factors on a local scale requires deep insight into the reasons behind the emergence 

of companies in particular countries. Therefore, we also aim to investigate the reasons behind 
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the relocation of software development in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Relocation is 

understood hereby sensu largo as both the subcontracting out of some activities and foreign 

direct investment in CEE.

It has been widely analysed that the software industry is very sensitive to spatial condi-

tions (Falk and Abler 1980; Gorman 2001). Therefore, an uneven spatial pattern is expected 

to occur for this economic activity. In 2002 the Polish IT sector could have been found within 

the top fi ve to six1  most concentrated industries in Poland, overtaking e.g. the automotive 

industry2  and IT-related activities (NACE 32 and 33 – manufacture of radio, television, com-

munication equipment and medical, precision and optical instruments). Among the small 

number of industries, only natural resource-oriented industries (mining and the tobacco 

industry) are more clustered than the IT sector on a regional scale.

A majority of the software industry is located in capital metropolitan regions. Such areas 

take advantage of employment benefi ts and the new corporate culture being introduced. Many 

peripheral areas stagnate because of the lack of skilled labour. However, some areas perceived 

as peripheral have recently experienced a growth in the software industry (e.g. Northern 

Ireland – Crone 2003) in terms of employment and multiplier effects.

DEFINITIONS AND METHODS

A fairly broad defi nition of the software industry is used in this paper. I follow O’Gorman’s 

(1997, p. 2) and Crone’s (2003, p. 39) understanding of the software industry, which includes 

companies undertaking the following activities:

-   Development of software products/systems for subsequent sale to end users

-   Development of systems software or software development tools for sale to vendors

-   Services directly related to the design and/or development of software systems

-   Localisation of either an organisation’s products or third-party products

-   Development of programmes or systems for subsequent incorporation into hardware

-   Technical training in the area of systems analysis, design and programming

-   Provision of ‘hot-site’/disaster recovery facilities

This defi nition does not include: indigenous companies based in overseas offi ces, software 

development by in-house IT departments and sales of hardware or third-party software pack-

ages. Generally, this means that a majority of companies attributed to the software industry 

are classifi ed under NACE 72. This NACE division is often perceived as a good set of fi rms 

providing computer services.

The results presented in this paper are based on interviews carried out under the PhD 

project, supported by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, (4471/P04/2005/28) 

and the MOVE project (Moving Frontier: The Changing Geography of Production in La-

bour Intensive Industries in Europe) fi nanced within the EU’s Sixth Framework Programme. 

The latter research included 190 in-depth interviews in companies involved in any type of 

1   The position depends on the index that is calculated (Gini or Herfi ndhal-Hirshmann) and variables used 

(population or area).

2   This is no longer true, because the automotive industry has been strongly clustering in a few Polish regions 

(Dolnośląskie and Śląskie) in the past 2–3 years (Domański et al. 2005).
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internationalisation: foreign enterprises, fi rms involved in subcontracting to/from foreign enti-

ties, indigenous companies having subsidiaries abroad. The interviews were carried out in fi ve, 

both host and home, countries: the United Kingdom, Greece, Poland, Estonia and Bulgaria. 

Additional information (especially about the consequences of software industry growth) was 

provided during 27 interviews with key informants. The fi rst project consisted of 102 interviews 

with entrepreneurs, scientists and public authorities in four selected localities in southern 

Poland (mainly in Kraków, but also in the Katowice conurbation, Bielsko-Biała and Mielec). 

Location factors were studied in both projects (on a local and global scale).

This paper consists of seven sections. The fi rst section ponders the main concepts that usu-

ally explain the geographical concentration of new industries in highly developed economies. 

In the next two sections, factors behind and consequences of the geographical concentration 

of the software industry are presented on a global and local scale. The next two sections pro-

vide an analysis of the identifi ed mechanisms behind the spatial agglomeration of foreign and 

indigenous companies in Poland and some Polish cities. The sixth section covers the conse-

quences of localised growth, while the results are discussed in the fi nal section. I have also 

studied four important dimensions of the software industry: geographical scale (local/global) 

ownership (dichotomy between indigenous and foreign companies) the stickiness of localities 

(ability to keep/attract) the causation mechanisms (reasons/consequences).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The number of explanatory approaches, which tend to analyse the reasons behind the local-

ised growth of companies in new industries is surprisingly large. Starting from agglomeration 

economies to the recent concepts of sticky places and windows of locational opportunity, one 

can ask whether it is possible to apply one concept for different regions. For instance, studies 

by Pinch and Henry (1999) and Keeble and Nachum (2002) have shown that a pure, cost-based 

agglomeration economy approach has limited utility in accounting for the clustering of certain 

knowledge-intensive industries. Knowledge dissemination results in a collective learning proc-

ess (Keeble and Nachum 2002) and may infl uence entrepreneurial activities. Krugman (1991) 

argues that knowledge spillovers are limited to a few high-technology agglomerations and 

seem to be national or international, rather than regional or local, in scope (Pinch and Henry, 

1999). Some authors have noted that when it comes to explaining the clustering of knowledge 

intensive services, spillovers of knowledge are, contrary to Krugman’s assertions, likely to be 

particularly important (Swann and Prevezer 1996; Malmberg and Maskell 2002). 

Some objections may be put forward in the case of other concepts. The path dependence 

concept seems to work for an established geographical cluster and can not be simply used for 

an industry which is in an infant stage of development. In nascent industries, there are still so 

many turning points (the entrance of major foreign players into different cities) which largely 

change the positions of particular localities. 

The infant stage of cluster development constitutes an obstacle for using other paradigms. 

The ‘window of locational opportunity’ model combines the possibility of chance events at the 

start of the industry with the following agglomeration economies leading to further concentra-

tion in one or a few dynamic regions (Scott and Storper 1987). In the initial phase of the new 
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industry, chance events and the creative ability of new fi rms make it so that the industry might 

locate to all types of regions. Therefore, there may be a multiplicity of potential spatial out-

comes (Arthur 1994). This phase is followed by the closing of the windows of locational oppor-

tunity around dynamic regions due to agglomeration economies. In Poland we are currently 

experiencing the beginning of the phase of closing the windows of locational opportunity for 

the software industry. It is too early to use this concept to explain localised growth in many 

new Polish industries. 

The catch phrase ‘sticky place’ has recently become popular in industrial geography. 

Markusen (1996) cited by Dicken (2003, p. 22) asks ‘why do geographical concentrations of 

economic activity not only still exist but are also the normal state of affairs? Why do ‘sticky 

places’ continue to exist in ‘slippery space’? The concept of a sticky place refers to the 

‘geographic consequences of inertial forces which prevent hyper-mobility (in an increasingly 

“slippery production space”) from completely obliterating production assemblies in space’ 

(Markusen 1999, p. 98). Stickiness connotes both the ability to attract as well as to keep indus-

tries and people in both new and established regions (Markusen 1996). This means that two 

important dimensions of stickiness may be evaluated: the ability to attract and the ability to 

keep an industry within a given locality. This has led me to study both the reasons (illustrat-

ing the ability to attract), and consequences (indirectly mirroring the ability to keep) behind 

the emergence of the software industry. Thus, another important question arises: can con-

sequences reinforce existing geographical concentrations and enhance their stickiness? May 

mechanisms of Myrdal’s cumulative causation be used to elucidate the circular growth of the 

software industry in a given region or country?

The stickiness of a region implies a sustained interregional specialisation of economic 

activity (Zander 2004). This concept presents somewhat of a paradox in the light of improved 

communications and the globalisation of markets and industries, and it consequently brings 

about ominous slogans concerning the ‘end of distance’ (Cairncross 1997) and the death of 

‘the tyranny of geography’ (Gillespie and Robins 1989). Operating across geographical 

distances is associated with certain cost and response time disadvantages (Porter 1990; Söl-

vell et al. 1991). Interaction with geographically distant suppliers and customers increases 

the costs of knowledge exchange and creates problems in maintaining the necessary level of 

communication in innovation and problem-solving activities (Malmberg et al. 1996). Some have 

argued that individual activities can not be separated from their information-processing con-

text without losing some of their value (Malmberg et al. 1996; Maskell and Malmberg 1999). 

The relevant fl ow of information and tacit knowledge may be denied to outsiders or newcomers.

FACTORS BEHIND: THE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

Gentle and Howells (1994) recognise fi ve specifi c structural factors causing the traditional 

national orientation of IT markets to be eroded, thereby increasing the potential for interna-

tionalisation. Lifted restrictions on the activities of foreign fi rms, declining language barriers, 

national computing standards superseded by international standards with the move towards 

highly compatible systems are among the most important factors behind the internationalisa-

tion of the software industry.
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Location factors from the national perspective are as follows: A favourable tax regime was 

one of the main factors in the 1980s. Nowadays, the low cost of labour inputs and the avail-

ability of skilled staff3  are among the most often listed reasons. Other factors include: low 

set-up costs, infrastructural investments (often made by the public sector) signifi cant, prior 

investments in educational services. A strong external effect associated with a large outward 

shift in demand for education, resulting in the entry of private educational providers, may 

also enhance the range and scope of IT skills. Organisational changes and internal restructur-

ing may lead to outsource IT-related non-core activities (Coe 1997). However, the software 

industry is a clear example of an industry where the fl ow of ideas have been as important as 

the fl ow of physical capital (Commander 2004; Crone 2003). Therefore, Krugman’s (1991) 

role of contingent, chance events may be signifi cant in attracting foreign investment.

Many papers support the view that the most important motive for foreign direct invest-

ment offshore outsourcing is lower labour costs (e.g. Ali-Yrkkö and Jain 2005; Girma and 

Görg 2002; Carmel and Agawar 2000). However, additional costs, such as management and 

communication costs, make the cost difference clearly smaller than the wage difference. 

In the case of turnkey assignments (those involving all stages from analysis to installation) cost 

is less important, while management skills, quality, proven expertise and access to technology 

all become much more important (Heeks 1998). Relative to US costs, typical cost savings 

from offshoring fall between 20% and 40% depending on the type of work (Trends 2004). 

Labour cost and benefi ts in software development account for between 51% (Canada) and 80% 

(Japan) of total costs (Competitive 2004).

FACTORS BEHIND AND CONSEQUENCES OF LOCALISED GROWTH: 
LOCAL PERSPECTIVE

Location factors of European ICT companies on a local scale were studied within various 

projects, focusing mainly on the Netherlands (Koerhuis and Cnossen 1982; Drenth 1990; 

Atzema 2001; Verlinde and van Oort 2002; Weterings 2003) Denmark, (Illeris and Jakobsen 

1991) and the UK (Coe 1998). In socialist Poland, pioneering research into spatial concentra-

tions of the ‘industry of information means’ (hardware manufacturing and low-level computer 

services) was conducted by Werner (1985). He distinguished three groups of location factors: 

accessibility to labour force, linkages with markets and agglomeration economies. By analys-

ing the location factors of high tech companies in Poland, Gurbala (2005) has recently found 

that a majority of small Polish companies were set up in the locality of the birth place or 

the place of residence of the founder. Medium sized fi rms were co-located due to ‘access to 

skilled human capital’, whereas agglomeration economies turned out to be the most important 

factor for large companies.

The most often cited location factor is easy access to the workplace by private transport 

and ICT infrastructure and services. Localised labour markets are one of the prerequisites of 

the geographical concentration of IT companies on various spatial scales (Illeris and Jakobsen 

3   The abundance of academics leads to the emergence of software spin-offs from universities: this phenomenon 

was widely analysed by many authors (Ó Riain 1997; Crone 2003; Klofsten et al. 2000; Jacob et al. 2002; Autio et al. 

2004; Micek 2006b).
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1991; O’Gorman et al. 1997; Wojan 1997; Sivitanidou 1999; Crone 2002). Labour cost plays 

an important role whilst choosing distant locations, which is in favour of non-capital regions. 

Some authors argue that companies which depend on skilled labour accessibility choose loca-

tions that may be attractive for future employees (Lambooy et al. 2000; van Oort et al. 2005). 

The high attractiveness of a working environment with modern residential and recreational 

amenities are additional features a company may offer to its potential employees (Koerhuis 

and Cnossen 1982; Verlinde and van Oort 2002; Haug 1991). The historical background of an 

entrepreneur may signifi cantly infl uence location decisions (Haug 1991). Coe (1998) found 

that, depending on the selected county, from 58% to 76% of fi rms were set up in areas where 

the fi rms’ original founder had previously resided locally. Bounded rationality is important 

since entrepreneurs can not gather all the information necessary to evaluate all possible loca-

tions: they will choose a location they already have a relatively large amount of information 

about. This is usually their home region or the location where they used to work (Weterings 

2003). A strong demand from governmental institutions has laid the foundations for the spa-

tial clustering of IT companies in Silicon Valley, New Brunswick and Ireland (Saxenian 1994; 

Crone 2003; Davis and Schafer 2003). It must be stressed that the multi-factor dimension of 

location choice in the software industry seems to be obvious. The synergy of several factors, 

such as co-existence of good universities, talented staff and a high standard of life, to list only 

a few, makes clustering easier (Nås et al. 2003).

The consequences of software industry growth for the local milieu has not been widely 

discussed, and the number of scientifi c papers on this issue is fairly limited. The develop-

ment of IT companies seems to be detrimental to local economies for several reasons listed 

by Coe (1998). The most obvious reason is that the growth of the industry brings direct and 

indirect employment effects. Secondly, by exporting, it can contribute to the economic base of 

the locality or region, enhancing its exogenous base. Thirdly, “brain circulation” may gener-

ate the presence of network effects (Saxenian 1994) confi rming the signifi cance of tempo-

rary mobility. By the movements of key individuals, new foreign companies may emerge in 

a host country (Crone 2003). Accompanied by the entry of foreign companies, this may lead to 

a software cluster emerging (Crone 2003; Larosse et al. 2001). Fourthly, the presence of a local 

supply of computer services is essential for enhancing the competitiveness of local small and 

medium-sized companies. It may be also argued that when a high level of competition and so-

phisticated clients exist, higher quality services are provided. Additionally, software companies 

are crucial for developing the name of the city.

IDENTIFIED MECHANISMS BEHIND THE EMERGENCE OF FOREIGN COMPANIES ON 
A GLOBAL AND LOCAL SCALE

Guzik and Micek (forthcoming) studied the reasons behind the emergence of foreign software 

companies in post-socialist countries. Based on interviews, the scholars argued that foreign 

companies invest in CEE largely due to the local pool of expertise. Foreign companies treat 

low labour and operational costs as the fourth most important factor (after expertise, reliability 

and appropriate technology). Guzik and Micek (forthcoming) argued that foreign companies 

have a lower number of subcontracting partners than indigenous fi rms and statistically more 
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often depend on one partner (usually their parent company).

Three distinctive types of foreign software development centres in terms of size, exports 

level and strategy were identifi ed in the research. The fi rst type (23% of interviewed fi rms) 

consists of small and medium enterprises, which base their competitive advantage on lower 

wages. The largest, in terms of share (47%) group of enterprises offer specialised solutions and 

seize the opportunity to make use of highly skilled labour. The third type of centre (35% of 

fi rms) is opened by global players, which offer salaries higher than average in the region. Their 

position in the value chain is signifi cantly being improved: they gradually undertake more 

sophisticated tasks. After a few years of operation, several centres have opened system design, 

marketing and sales departments. The typology of software development centres shows that 

cost-related reasons behind foreign investments are slightly less important than the race for 

highly qualifi ed professionals and, to some extent, the search for new markets for software 

products.

Five main factors were identifi ed behind the emergence of foreign software development 

on a local scale in Poland: cost-related reasons, availability of highly skilled graduates, the 

return migration of ex-pats, the cultural milieu of some cities and proximity to customers. 

Labour costs differ between various Polish cities. There is a substantial gap in the salary level 

between Warsaw and other cities. The difference in salaries in the IT sector between the capi-

tal and other cities varied between 22% (for Kraków) and 115% (for Łódź) in 2004 (Dubis 

2005). The role of highly qualifi ed potential employees is a crucial factor. For instance, this 

is the reason listed by all interviewed managers of foreign companies operating in Kraków. 

What was clearly stated during the interviews was that qualifi ed staff makes companies more 

embedded in the given city and enhances its stickiness, both in terms of the ability to keep and 

the ability to attract new investors. 

A signifi cant part of foreign greenfi eld investments has been infl uenced by the Polish ori-

gin of foreign founders or managers. At least one third of foreign companies operating in 

Kraków has been established by entrepreneurs who had previously lived or studied in Poland. 

Emotional decisions to come back to a country of origin, childhood or studies had laid solid 

foundations for the localised growth of the software industry in Kraków. This was observed 

the mechanism of bounded rationality: well-known cities were chosen instead of lesser-known 

places. According to key informants, the role of ex-pats in foreign investment in CEE will grow 

over the next few years.

The cultural attractiveness of the city is, besides the availability of appropriate staff, 

the second most important factor behind choosing Kraków among foreign software compa-

nies. Genius loci (‘the spirit of a place’) has been listed by four out of fi ve managers of large 

foreign greenfi eld companies operating in Kraków. The relation between cultural and IT in-

dustries in the city was studied by Micek (forthcoming). This is not only a one-way impact oc-

curring (the infl uence of cultural attractiveness on attracting new companies). Some managers 

of IT companies run restaurants and pubs, others are involved in musical performances. The 

vivid cultural life and world-wide distinguished heritage makes customers of foreign software 

more prone to come to Kraków. The stickiness of the old town of Kraków doesn’t relate only 

to attracting or keeping new foreign companies, but also to entice their customers, especially 

call centres, which invest in the city to a large extent. 

Demand-side is also important for software companies located near to customer sites, 
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especially in Warsaw. Proximity to customers has not been reported as being so important in 

the case of locating fi rms in Kraków, where customers followed their foreign software suppli-

ers. Public support has played a very limited role in foreign direct investment in the IT sector. 

There was only one company located in the Special Economic Zone which treated public 

incentive as moderately important in its location decision.

THE ROLE OF LOCALITIES IN THE GROWTH OF INDIGENOUS COMPANIES 

The reason behind the localised growth of software industry was analysed in the case of 

Poland. The role of highly qualifi ed potential employees appeared to be the crucial factor, 

although it was underestimated by founders of small and medium companies in their location 

decisions. The provision of highly skilled professionals was taken for granted as for location 

decisions. However, managers argued that the availability of highly educated professionals 

largely contribute to general growth of software industry in the city.

For Polish fi rms the cultural milieu was also signifi cantly important in terms of attracting 

new employees. Polish-owned companies set up in another Polish cities decided to open a sub-

sidiary in Krakow not only due to accessibility to human capital, but also because of cultural 

attractiveness. 

The most important factor behind spatial patterns of software industry in Poland is 

the relation of founders with the location of its future company. Over two-thirds interviewed 

companies were established in a place where managers had been living, studying or less often 

working. It was so obvious for founders to establish companies in a place they know well, were 

born there, have friends or relatives.

LOCAL CONSEQUENCES OF GLOBAL RELOCATIONS 
There are more local consequences of software industry growth to be added to those identifi ed 

by Coe (1998). The exodus of software developers from small and medium indigenous enter-

prises to transnational companies may be found among the negative processes. Over 90% of 

interviewed indigenous companies complain about the scarcity of workforce. The most com-

mon complaints included a lack of staff with both computer and sales skills and appropriately 

trained specialists. The second issue is ‘brain drainage’ to foreign companies and its direct 

results.

The level of local embeddedness of software companies still seems to be relatively low. 

Except for a few cases, foreign enterprises are supplied by a very limited number of local basic 

services. Some foreign software development fi rms do not seem to be establishing links with 

indigenous fi rms and, consequently, do little to stimulate indigenous growth. A majority of 

large foreign fi rms are part of international value chains with limited local clustering: this was 

also shown in the case of Flanders by Larosse et al. (2001). Most large IT companies have to 

align their alliance strategies with headquarters abroad, thus limiting the scope of local cluster 

development.

Positive consequences of software industry emergence are dominant: a new social, well-

paid, highly skilled, white-collar class is rising. This may bring up the question about the dis-

tinction between the reasons and consequences of localised growth. Managers argue that 
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the emergence of highly skilled professionals is both the consequence of entrances of pioneer-

ing external companies and the reason behind the location decisions of some new investment. 

Therefore, it may be put forward that the mechanism of cumulative causation has occurred in 

this case. However, not a single company has invested in Kraków following Motorola’s decision 

(the largest foreign software company in the city): a ‘follower effect’ has not been observed.

The emergence of new companies has led to higher local provision of advanced consumer 

services and increased availability of luxury apartments in many Polish cities. Software com-

panies have improved the image of the region or city. The city is then presented as the core of 

modern economy with services supplied by highly skilled and experienced specialists.

The growth of the industry brings direct and indirect employment effects (multiplier 

effects). Based on interviews, the multiplier effects of the functioning of software develop-

ment centres were estimated. The average 100-employee foreign software development centre 

(located in a non-capital city) indirectly hires from external companies about: 4–6 security 

people; 3–4 cleaning staff, one translator, 34 local companies supplying offi ce equipment, 

catering and repair services, computer networking – in total up to 8 employees working indi-

rectly for the foreign software company. A vast majority (if not all) of software solutions and, 

to a lesser extent, equipment used in the company are provided by their foreign headquarters. 

Taking minimal measures, employment effects may be estimated at about 15 people.

The presence of a local supply of computer services may enhance the competitiveness 

of some local small and medium-sized companies. Large and medium Polish software houses 

(especially those developing ERP solutions) are dominant in their regions in terms of 

the number of customers (Micek 2006a). However, the number of companies which supply 

foreign fi rms is fairly limited to exceptional cases.

REASONS BEHIND THE LOCALISED GROWTH EMERGENCE OF THE SOFTWARE 
INDUSTRY

It may be argued that for attracting companies to Central and Eastern Europe, labour cost 

is only one of several factors behind relocation. On a global scale, the crucial element of 

the regional success of the software industry is the accessibility of highly skilled individuals.

In Poland, for foreign companies, ‘the ability to keep’ side of stickiness consists of two 

elements: availability (in the meaning of both accessibility and quality) of highly educated 

professionals and the cultural attractiveness of the city. It is the local milieu, which determines 

the geographical concentration of software companies in a limited number of cities. Due to 

bounded rationality, managers choose well-known locations. Surprisingly, the managers of for-

eign fi rms often have Polish origins, representing the return migration of so called ‘ex-pats’.

For a few foreign companies, the level of labour costs was also important in their location 

decisions made in favour of non-capital cities. Nice, green environment with modern facilities 

was not of that importance, as it is usually argued to be in Western literature. For some foreign 

companies, the attractive environment was taken for granted. Software companies located in 

Warszawa and, to a lesser extent, in Katowice listed proximity to customers as the second-tier 

factor. A very limited role of public initiatives was observed.

The majority of indigenous companies listed ties with the locality as the previous place of 
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studying, living or working. These were usually university cities, which provide an attractive 

and innovative milieu for setting up businesses and make it easier to fi nd employees. A circular 

cumulative mechanism has been observed. The development of the skills of local professionals 

and improved image of some Polish cities as the consequences of the emergence of the soft-

ware industry has become reasons behind localised growth.
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Abstract. This study set out to analyse relations between local government activities, 

and arrival of new investors. The links between various pro-investment decisions and 

activities were investigated, as well as relations between the spatial pattern of green-fi eld 

foreign direct investments and investment climate. A comparative analysis of pro-invest-

ment activities of fourteen gmina in Poland was performed. Teritorial marketing theory, 

localisation theory and the concept of urban regime was the signifi cant beck-ground of 

the oryginal reserch.

To conclude, pro-investment activities of local governments are indispensable part of 

localisation decision of medium-sized and big enterprises. Thus, those local governments 

who do not undertake any pro-investment activities are destined to have fever new inves-

tors. However, in the case of the metropolises, the role of local governments become less 

signifi cant, as some investors choose these places, even without local support.

Key words: new businesses, local governments, pro-investment activities, promotion, 

capital investment proposals 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this study is to present the signifi cance of the infl uence of the activities conduct-

ed by local governments on the location decisions made by the entrepreneurs who look for 

the places for their capital projects.

My conclusions presented below result from the surveys conducted in fourteen municipali-ties 

of three Polish Regions: Dolnośląskie (Wrocław city and county, Kobierzyce, Święta Katarzyna, 

Kąty Wrocławskie and Żórawina), Małopolskie (Kraków city and county, Tarnów city and county, 

Niepołomice, Skawina, Dobczyce, Myślenice, Kęty and Olkusz) and Podkarpackie (Mielec). 

Our survey also included the municipalities that are characterised by a potentially high in-

vestment attractiveness, hardly dependent on the local government’s activities: good transpor-

tation accessibility, large real-estate resources that are potentially suitable for the investment 
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and good availability of qualifi ed labour. Consequently, we excluded the municipalities where 

even very intense operations conducted by the authorities would not create opportunities for 

attracting many new businesses. In the pool subjected to our survey, two metropolitan areas 

were included, Kraków and Wrocław, together with twelve small and medium-sized towns 

and rural municipalities. The selected municipalities were not supposed to be representative 

for their regions, but rather indicated the processes, which occurred in the municipalities that 

were attractive for the investors. 

As a part of our research, we conducted 34 interviews with the municipal offi cers, 37 with 

the representatives of the new businesses operating in the respective municipalities and 43 

with the representatives of the agencies that participate in the various stages of site selection 

by the businesses, mainly foreign ones.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PRO-INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 

Local governments’ pro-investment activities, especially in small and medium-sized munici-

palities, are indispensable factors that are helpful for the attraction of new small and medium-

sized businesses. That condition is necessary since the investors will not be interested in a given 

municipality even if they cross the area on the way to an objectively less attractive location. 

Without activity on the part of the local government, the municipality has little chance for 

the potential investor to even commence an analysis of his essential location factors. 

The signifi cance of the local government’s activities is larger than it may result from 

a simple analysis of its competence or capabilities. The investors who are looking for a busi-

ness site do not have a large choice among too many attractive locations. Based on the analysis 

of the operations on the part of the Małopolskie Region municipalities, we can estimate that 

the competition between specifi c locations, so often described in the literature (e.g. Klasik 

1999; Komo row ski 2000; Rainisto 2003), is not a common phenomenon in Poland yet, and 

it concerns only some pro-investment municipalities. In the Małopolskie Region, not more 

than 30 or 40 municipalities out of 182 (15–20%) conduct some pro-investment activities, 

while extensive activities are displayed by less than 20 municipalities (10%), (Jarczewski 2007). 

The situation is similar in other Polish regions, and the entrepreneurs must choose only those 

municipalities whose governments have displayed adequate pro-investment activities. 

Those municipalities, in particular small and medium-sized ones, whose authorities do not 

conduct any pro-investment operations are largely closed to the infl ux of new businesses, and they 

were mostly excluded from a long list of the most often considered locations, even if they objecti-

vely ensure good conditions for specifi c business activities. An excellent example of the unused 

opportunities is Żórawina near Wrocław. That rural community is located close to the A4 Mo-

torway, neighbouring Kobierzyce on the west and Święta Katarzyna on the east. No medium-

sized or large business arrived at Żórawina between 1990 and end of 2005. The only identifi ed 

aspect which essentially made that community different from the surrounding municipalities, 

which attract many new companies, Kobierzyce and Świę ta Kata rzyna, as well as the nearby Kąty 

Wrocławskie, was the attitude of the local government towards the pro-investment activities. 

If the municipalities which theoretically display a very great attractiveness, without active 

local government’s operations, attract many new businesses, and for the less attractive munici-
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palities equally without a considerable local government activity the arrival of serious investors 

is hardly probable. The sources of failure of the municipal policy are both structural conditions 

and lack of proper policy (Elkin 1987). 

On the metropolitan areas, the signifi cance of the search for new investors on the part of 

the local governments is less important: the investors arrive there even without a local support. 

A large number of strong businesses, which can attain their business goals, independently or 

in alliances, is of key importance. Large cities are, in a way rare commodities, and they attract 

the investors regardless of the operations or attitudes on the part of the local governments. 

Some investors are determined to stay in a large city, and positive or negative actions do 

not affect their decisions considerably. Despite a much poorer pro-investment policy found 

in Kraków in comparison to Wrocław, we do not observe a considerable disproportion in 

the infl ux of the new investors to those cities. Therefore, it is necessary to agree with 

W. Dzie mianowicz and B. Jałowiecki (2004) who stated that the large potential concentrated 

on the metropolitan areas becomes the main factor for location selection decisions. In the cas-

es of both cities – Wrocław and Kraków – the arrival of the new businesses, e.g. in the broadly 

understood service sector, is somehow a natural and subsequent stage of development during 

the period of decreasing role of the industrial sector in the economy, which is possible owing 

to the existence of universities and availability of many well-qualifi ed graduates, attractive 

municipal space, abundance of offi ce space and other resources. Such valuable municipal 

benefi ts are the results of a long-term and cumulated growth (Encyklopedia ...2004). 

The interrelationships presented here, may be also, explained on the grounds of the urban 

regime conception (Sagan 2000). In the metropolitan cities, the local coalitions (regimes) are 

strong enough to cumulate huge resources and stabilise the development direction, preventing 

too radical changes and correcting many consequences of local government’s failures. In small 

municipalities, however, the local governments are important actors, often the most important 

ones, and their dynamic activities allow for starting new, even revo lutionary coalitions, while 

lack of a coalition would make development impossible. 

Diverse investment attractiveness and the roles of the local governments have been presented 

in this study at a general level concerning mainly produ ction businesses, warehousing and those 

services which require qualifi ed labour. The investors who are interested in the development of 

tourist facilities use somewhat different criteria, and low investment attractiveness may be 

an advantage to them, indicating that no other business will come to the area. The distribution of 

commercial centres corresponds mainly to the existing settlement network, and the most impor-

tant location decision factors are the population size and income. The distribution of fi lling stations 

is, however related to the course of main transportation routes and the existence of important 

intersections, as well as the vicinity of residential areas. Nevertheless, the acquisition of that type 

of project is strongly related to the pro-investment attitude on the partof the local government. 

ACTION BRINGS SUCCESS 

The fi rst stage of each policy is to determine objectives, or to answer the question what one 

wants to attain (Re gulski 1984). T. Markowski (1999) underlined the key importance of 

the goal-setting stage in conducting an effective policy. 
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The most essential factor to be worked out in the local government, which may not be 

substituted or “imported”, is a pro-investment vision and the will to implement it by the local 

authorities. Articulation of the need to attract new businesses and the basic conception of 

“how to do it” are the basic forces, which will fuel further activities. Missing knowledge can 

be supplemented, and resources can be acquired either from aid funds, or by loans or from 

the municipal budget. However, the will to take action and the pro-investment vision must 

origin from the local-government representatives. 

The condition which allows to conduct effective pro-investment activities and acquisition 

of new businesses is the voters’ support during at least two terms. The continuity of power is 

one of the essential local success factors in Poland. Eight years is the shortest period that al-

lows for the formulation of a vision, its implementation, bid preparation, promotion and nego-

tiations with a number of potential investors. Although the continuity of power in the muni-

cipality is not a guarantee of conducting pro-investment activities, lack of such continuity 

effectively prevents the development of activities on a large scale. Extended control of the local 

government by the same people may be a reason of burn-out in the pro-investment operations. 

In some cases, that process may also be associated with the involvement of the local offi cers in 

illegal or corruptive operations. The continuity of power is not equivalent to the continuity of 

pro-investment activities. In some municipalities, a new mayor becomes a catalyst accelerat-

ing the infl ux of new businesses and in others, just the opposite. It also happens that the new 

government continue and creatively develop the operations of their predecessors, even if they 

took power as a results of criticism of the previous municipal managers. 

To attract new businesses, the local governments apply a whole system of various activities 

whose effectiveness largely depends on proper planning. Pro-investment planning included in 

the offi cial programme documents of municipalities is designed at a fairly low level, in particu-

lar, in small and medium-sized municipalities. Offi cially approved pro-investment activity plans 

are missing not only in the municipalities where attracting new businesses is not an important 

goal, as well as in those ones which are leaders in the process. Most often, the pro-investment 

strategy contains several sentences expressing the expectation of new business arrival, without 

detailed specifi cation of objectives. Exceptional are those municipalities, which have adopted 

detailed programmes of pro-investment activities and allocated adequate resources for their 

implementation. In small and medium-sized municipalities, the pro-investment strategy state-

ments are strongly associated with the convictions of the persons who discharge the highest of-

fi ces in the local government, often expressed by the mayor himself who invents, implements, 

and controls whole pro-investment policy. 

Even metropolitan cities do not have offi cial pro-investment activity plans. Conducting 

effective pro-investment activities in large cities, without a detailed plan, seems to be rather 

diffi cult. Small and medium-sized municipalities require only one strategic thinker for pro-

gramming of effective pro-investment activities. However, a complete strategy is required in 

a large metropolitan city. 

Pro-Investment municipalities may be included in the group of learning organizations in 

accordance with the defi nition proposed by P. Senge (2006). When implementing particular 

pro-investment activities, the local governments can learn from their mistakes and success 

stories, and they also display the ability to understand problems and challenges, with readiness 

to adapt themselves to ever changing conditions. There is a clear relationship between pro-
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investment experience and the quality of regular operations. 

The fi rst municipality’s offers are usually prepared with the involvement of the municipal 

land. With time, once simple reserves are exhausted, the governments use more expensive 

and complex tools of land acquisition, e.g. land purchase or replacement, creation of land-

owner corporations, manipulation with physical plans to acquire real estates, even offering of 

private land to investors. As well, the scales of operation change with time. Niepołomice and 

Kobierzyce effectively acquired new businesses by offering large plots of land (about a dozen 

hectares each) in mid-1990’s. However, only after ten years of experience, they prepared land 

for very large corporations (150–250 ha). What is more, each of those municipalities suffered 

failures when started with acquiring huge corporations, and only the second (in the case of 

Niepołomice: the MAN truck factory) or the third investor (in Kobierzyce: the LG and its sup-

pliers) was satisfi ed of the constantly improved offer. 

METHODS OF AFFECTING THE INVESTORS’ BUSINESS LOCATION DECISIONS 

The businesses, which are looking for a location for their activities use the principle of profi t 

maximisation and risk minimisation (Investment ...2004; World ...2004). The purpose of the muni-

cipalities, which want to attract new businesses actively, is to create the conditions that 

will allow to as easily as possible start and conduct business activities. Professionalism, real 

will of solving the occurring problems and support in negotiations with the entities, which 

are independent of the local government allow to partially reduce the investment risk in 

the particular location. 

Preparation of real estate, usually undeveloped land, with the provision of the physical 

plan, technical infrastructure and roads are the basic actions that will facilitate the arrival of 

new businesses in the municipalities. The investors are willing to select the real estates owned 

by the local government and land whose legal status is clear, checked and free of any doubts. 

Presently, many municipalities hold attractive real estates, that may be offered to the inves-

tors. The local governments use several methods to acquire plots, to be designed for capital 

projects: purchase, replacement, expropriation or acquisition for debts. More and more often, 

private land is also prepared for capital projects in co-operation with landowners. The local 

authorities try to assist private owners in clarifi cation of the land’s legal status, and exert pres-

sure, especially fi nancial one, persuading the owners to sell their real estates to the investors. 

A feature that characterises good investment proposals is the existence of a valid physical plan. 

What is also important is the provision of technical infrastructure, including access roads. 

Many municipalities offer to theirs investors real-estate tax exemptions. The effectiveness of 

such an encouragement is problematic, and loss of income may essentially slow the municipal-

ity’s development, e.g. make the acquisition of aid funds diffi cult. Refusal to offer such tax 

relief is only chosen by the municipalities, which are very attractive in the investors’ eyes and 

are sure of their standing. 

Intermediate promotion conducted by various types of companies and agencies is more effec-

tive and cheaper than direct promotion. Indirect promotion is conducted by such agencies as 

the Polish Agency for Information and Foreign Investment, Regional Centres for Investor Servi-

ces and other regional or local development agencies, econo mic and commercial departments 
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of the Polish embassies abroad and foreign embassies in Poland, specialised consulting com-

panies, large real-estate agents, entrepreneur associations and Special Economic Zone man-

agement. Direct promotion is usually evaluated as less effective and expensive, with some 

exceptions (e.g. own websites). Some of the municipalities that have long-term experience 

in the acquisition of the investors limit or even resign of such forms of direct promotion as 

advertising, participation in investment fairs or organisation of investment acquisition missions. 

An expensive and diffi cult to conduct, but quite an effective promotion tool is direct marketing 

consisting in reaching potential investors with specifi c proposals. 

In some of the municipalities, the arrival of the fi rst large investor was a factor that acceler-

ated the infl ux of other businesses. The opinions of the entrepreneurs who are already operat-

ing in the municipality are essential for other investors who contemplate location decisions. 

The municipalities want to be “discovered” by a prestigious company, which will bring to 

the place additional goodwill and a pro-investment image. The imprimatur clause on a manu-

script was equivalent to the consent to print. It was issued by a censor after checking the work’s 

values and drawbacks. The opinion about the place and the virtual investatur, or go ahead with 

your project, issued by a credible entrepreneur, is important for the investing circles. It takes 

years for municipalities to attain such an investatur clause. 

The components, which essentially support the local authorities in the acquisition of new 

businesses, turn out to be in the Polish conditions the Special Economic Zones (SEZ). That 

instrument was transformed after it was implemented in 1995, from a tool of supporting the regio-

nal development to a tool of supporting public aid for medium-sized and large investors. The in-

vestment areas belonging to one of the Polish fourteen zones are owned by as many as 158 muni-

cipalities (15 March 2006 fi gures). The numbers are quickly growing. The inclusion of the muni-

cipality’s investment areas in a SEZ depends strongly on the activity of the local government. 

Preparation of an investment proposal, followed by its professional promotion, allows 

the municipality to be included on a long list of the locations considered by the investors. 

Which municipality will be selected, will depend to certain extent on the negotiation skills and 

investment services demonstrated during the location selection process. Professional services, 

positive attitudes, openness to co-operation and understanding of the investor’s needs are 

undoubtedly the factors, which support the location selection decisions. Our research results 

suggest that the signifi cance of professional services in Poland is larger than we can infer from 

the business location factor surveys. Immediate delivery of the required documents, “fast 

track” along administrative procedures and fl exibility in conducting negotiations are treated 

by the investors as normal conditions. When the investors are facing arrogance, lack of profes-

sionalism, delays, indiscretion or expectation of bribery, they would stop their discussions, and 

the municipality would not be considered in further steps. The problems related to improper 

attitudes on the part of local authorities may disqualify and prevent serious consideration of 

even most attractive proposals. In the situation when only several percent of the municipalities 

are actively seeking investors, the combination of a well prepared proposal with professional 

services is fairly rare. A friendly attitude of the local offi cials and effi cient services offered dur-

ing the investment pro cess and after the start of the business operations are the best methods 

of building a positive image of a pro-investment municipality. 

Even the best organised system of investor acquisition in the municipality brings more fail-

ures than successes. In our survey of the municipalities, including the leading municipalities, it 
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was found that at most one out of ten seriously negotiating investors actually starts its business 

in the municipality. That rate is considered a success. It is hard to indicate which activities are 

more or less important. When trying to serve their investors, the local authorities must imple-

ment a whole range of diverse systemic operations. 

Proper real estates, especially plots of land, are the components without which it is next to 

impossible to attract new businesses. But even when a municipality has good land and fails to 

promote, it may wait for an investor for a long time. The inclusion of land in a Special Economic 

Zone is an important factor of attracting entrepreneurs. We found a large group of successful

municipalities, without such an option, among the surveyed pool. What is very important 

for the fi nal success in the acquisition of new businesses is the negotiation process, and the arri-

val of subsequent companies is faster once a serious entrepreneur has created a positive 

image of the municipality. Such an image is not developed on the basis of single activities but 

rather after many diverse contacts and forms of co-operation. So, we cannot talk of more or less 

effective forms of pro-investment activities, but rather of better or worse pro-investment systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our surveys clearly indicate that the success of the municipalities, especially of the small 

and medium-sized ones, in the attraction of the investors results from the implementation 

of pro-investment activities. In that context, the key role is played by the municipality leaders 

(the mayor in particular), whose role is to implement pro-investment activities. The business 

location factors are numerous and diverse. The activities adopted by the local authorities to 

increase their chances for new business attraction must also be numerous and multi-direc-

tional. Successful are those municipalities which conduct at the same time numerous, well-

planned and coordinated activities consisting in the preparation of investment proposals, their 

promotion, skilful negotiations and investment process services, as well as the continuous pro-

investment operations (after-care policy). 
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